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ABSTRACT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY FOR
BLACK AFRICANS IN SOUTH AFRICA 1652-1948

September 1984
Ingrid Patricia Anne Babb-Bracey
B.A., Friends World College
M.Ed., Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Meyer Weinberg

The white settlers of South Africa have historically justified
their domination of Africans by a crude, but effective, policy based
upon the tenets of white supremacy.

Although the vast majority of

whites in South Africa over the centuries have united in favor of
perpetual white dominance and black subordination, all were not agreed
on how this should be accomplished nor whether schools were to play a
part in this dominance.
This dissertation attempts to analyze the changing, often con¬
tradictory, nature of educational policy for Africans in South Africa
during the period 1652 to 1948.

The study demonstrates that, from a

colonial perspective, decisions governing educational policy for
Africans were shaped by white supremacy and tempered by economic and
political concerns.

Formal schooling, whether initiated by missionaries

or government officials, was used in two ways:

1) as a means for

establishing cultural, political, and economic hegemony over Africans,
and 2) for reducing Africans to subordinate roles in their own country.
v

However, this dissertation is not restricted to the rela¬
tionship between education and the domination of Africans.
an assessment of Africans'

It is

resistance and adaptation to this form

of cultural imperialism and it concludes that Africans responded to
schooling based on the stages of colonial development and on their
proximity to the imperialistic forces of colonialism and white settler
rule.

Thus, initially, Africans resisted western schools but, as

Europeans emerged as the dominant force, a dichotomy in Africans' view
emerged.

Africans in traditional areas acquiesed in schooling, but

only to the extent necessary for survival; while Africans in urban
areas not only accepted the assertion of western schooling as the most
viable training, but also defined the redemption of Africa in terms of
schooling.

They struggled, often unsuccessfully, to define education

as a tool, not of oppression, but of liberation—a struggle that
continues today.

vi
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CHAPTER

I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY
FOR BLACK AFRICANS IN SOUTH AFRICA 1652-1948

Introduction

White domination, no stranger to the colored races of the
world, is manifested in South Africa in the most extreme form of
herrenvolk democracy.1

Equalitarian and egalitarian treatment is

extended to whites while blacks are deprived of any and all rights
accorded by the state through color bars, disenfranchisement, and
discriminatory treatment.

Indeed, the South African government has

demonstrated its willingness to contain, exploit, and murder blacks
as indicated by the creation of bantustans, the "civilized labor
policy," and the Sharpeville murders.2
Government and social policies state emphatically that there
is no place for Africans as equals in the European community.

How¬

ever, Africans are everywhere indispensable, performing the low-level
underpaid jobs that white South Africa deems unfit for Europeans.
Ironically, as the white population remains small, and industrializa¬
tion increases, white South Africa finds itself redefining and expand
ing those job categories that can now be performed by blacks.3

This

is not an indication that capitalism and the free enterprise system
are presently contributing to, or will eventually result in, the
democratization of the society.4

Government policy forbids both the

1

2

hiring of blacks, "coloreds" or Asians in supervisory positions and
the payment of equal renumeration for professional services.5
In order that white South Africans may enjoy one of the high¬
est standards of living in the world, black South Africans, (70% of
the population) are confined to 14% of the land, work for an average
salary of R189 a month (as compared with R799 for whites), watch 50%
of their children die before age five, and die at a rate five times
higher than whites.6

It is certainly not in the interest of white

South Africa to democratize the society.
The depreciated and humiliating position of blacks in South
Africa is evident in its policy statements, as is indicated in a
statement regarding education by Hendrik Verwoerd, former head of the
Department of Native Affairs:
. .if the Native in South Africa today in any kind
of school in existence is being taught to expect that
he will live his adult life under a policy of equal
rights, he is making a big mistake . . . .There is no
place for him in the European community. . . .What is
the use of teaching a Bantu child mathematics when it
cannot use it in practice?
. . . .It is therefore
necessary that native education be controlled in such^
a way that it should be in accordance with the State."7
Such excessive control is illustrated in 1978 senior high school
enrollment figures indicating the reduction to the presence of only
16,671 of the 580,533 African students who entered school in 1966.
Blacks who seek education, enter school two years later than whites
and at greater expense.

Schooling for whites is both compulsory and

free; blacks must pay exorbitant fees in order to attend school.8
This unequal treatment is very much "in accordance with the state."

3

The policy of Bantu Education has generated some interest
among academicians, like E. J. Murphy, who has written extensively
on its character and content.

However, few have paid much attention

to education policy for Africans in South Africa prior to 1949,
except to dismiss it in an occasional paragraph or chapter in
some larger work.

Few dissertations are written on this topic and,

the one exclusive treatment, by Andrew Leonie of the United States,
is purely descriptive serves, perhaps unintentionally, as an apology
for the manipulative use of education by the government.

Muriel

Horrell's book on Education for Africans to 1955 is an attempt to
trace the development of African education; however, the book serves
only to chronicle events and is not grounded within the larger his¬
torical framework.

Some work has been done on black and white

American involvement in education directly and indirectly during
this period but, for the most part, it is confined to articles and
chapters in dissertations or books.10

While several general works

have detailed the country's history of racial inequality, the myth
that the current regime is responsible for the development of dif¬
ferential education has unfortunately gained legitimacy.

The physi¬

cal, cultural, and psychological seeds of segregation in education,
as elsewhere, were in place long before Vorster and his Nationalist
Party came to power in 1948.

Most of the sentiments expressed in

the Bantu Education Act are mere rehashes of proposals made by South
African and American white educators of the 1920's who considered
themselves experts on the "Native" and "Negro" questions.

4

An historical analysis of education policies for Africans
prior to 1948 provides a more substantial understanding of contem¬
porary African education policy.

The Problem

Although South Africa shared the same general characteristics
as other settler colonies, particularly the domination of the indige¬
nous populations by what Adam terms "a complex system of interwoven
coercive, economic, and ideological controls which has been labeled
domestic or internal colonialism,"11 its rationalization of domina¬
tion, by a crude but effective policy based on the tenets of white
supremacy, determined its significant difference.

George Fredrickson

defines white supremacy as:
"The attitude, ideologies, and policies associated
with the use of blatant forms of white or European
dominance over 1 nonwhite1 populations.
In other
words, it involves making insidious distinctions oi a
socially crucial kind that are based primarily, if not
exclusively, on physical characteristics and ancestry.
In its fully developed form, white supremacy means
'color bars,1 'racial segregation,' and the restric¬
tion of meaningful citizenship rights to a privileged
group characterized by its light pigmentation.
Few if
any societies that are 'multi-racial' in the sense
that they include substantial diversities of physical
types among their populations have been free from
racial prejudice and discrimination.
But white
supremacy implies more than this.
It suggests syste
matic and self-conscious efforts to make race or color
a qualification for membership in the civil community.
South Africa is marked with antagonism not only between black and
white but among different segments of the white population.

Addi¬

tionally, South Africa's racial policy has created a situation in
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which blacks are theoretically needed only to fill menial jobs, a
situation fraught with implications for African education.
Although the majority of white South Africans united in favor
of white perpetual dominance and black subordination, there was no
agreement on how this should be accomplished or whether schools were
to play a part in this dominance.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, education for
Africans centered around religious/government dictates concerning
the education cum religious training of indigenous Africans and
slaves.

By the nineteenth century, and its Revival Movement, the

use of education as a tool of domination began to play a prominent
role in "native policy."

The pedagogy of industrial education,

imported from New Zealand and India, took much of its direction from
the southern states of America by 1900.
Among those committed to the concept of African education
are the missionaries, of particular interest since the dissemination
of western forms of education in South Africa, as elsewhere in the
black diaspora, was largely the undertaking of church and missionary
enterprise.

With the advent of the evangelical movement and the

establishment of the British government at the Cape, missionaries,
particularly Americans, flocked to South Africa.

The two largest and

perhaps most influential American missions were the white American
Zulu Mission (AZM) and the black African Methodist Episcopal (AME).
The AZM represented America's first missionary undertaking in
South Africa, arriving in 1834 and evolving into the largest missionary
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body in that country.

In 1878, the AZM was joined by the AME, the

size and following of which far exceeded the Black Baptist of previous
years.

In paradoxical Christian fashion, the AME was resented, if not

hated, by the white denominations.
Because of their contact with the Africans, the missionaries
became involved with the issue of education policy, through condemna¬
tion, condonation, or contribution.

Although at times professing

different aims, their goals often complemented those of the settler
and metropole governments, which were:

1) to discourage Africans from

resisting conquest; 2) to train an elite sympathetic to the culture
and policies of the conquerors; and 3) to transform or destroy those
social, cultural, political, and economical practices of the Africans
that hindered the establishment of European domination.
Missionaries, acting on what they considered "good intentions.
.

.an endeavour, under the blessing of God, to open the way whereby

the ministers of the Gospel might find access to the Zoolu nation, and
be the means of introducing true religion, civilization, and industry,
into those benighted regions,"13 aided in the subjugation of Africans.
So widespread was this intentional or unintentional complicity that
they have been accused of providing "a means by which the established
classes could tame the multitudes, repress social barbarism, and
preserve their own superior status."14
Decisions regarding African education were shaped by white
supremacy and tempered by economic and political concerns.

In the

nineteenth century, for example, conflict existed between the Boer
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farmers (who perceived anything beyond a rudimentary education of the
Africans as a threat to their labor supply), the British artisans (who
feared black competition), the mining interests (who favored educa¬
tion), and the British government (which viewed education of Africans
as a means of defusing potential wars while providing cheap labor for
business interests and consumers for manufacturers).
This study will analyze the changing, often contradictory,
nature of education for South African blacks during the period 1652 to
1948 and with the election of the Nationalist Party.

According to

documentation, there is no doubt that both the missionaries and the
governing bodies, intentionally or unintentionally, used formal school¬
ing as a means of establishing cultural, political, and economic domi¬
nance over the Africans from the first decade of the colony.

There¬

fore, this study specifically addresses the relationship between
education and the domination of Africans in South Africa by a white
metropole and settler population and will determine the consequences
of schooling on traditional African social, cultural, economic, and
political structures.

This examination is not intended to analyze

solely the Europeans' attempt to exert their values, ideas, philoso¬
phies, arts, and science on Africans; it will assess both African
resistance or adaptation to this cultural imperialism, and Europeans'
cooptation or tolerance of African demands as necessary for the main¬
tenance of white dominance.

8

Need For The Study

There is a need for this study primarily because, as an area
of systematic investigation, it has largely been ignored.

Although

some articles or chapters have addressed this issue, it has been
through either isolation of specific incidents within the process or
cursory summations of the history of African education prior to 1953.
This will provide a systematic analysis of education for black South
Africans between 1652-1948.
To my knowledge, no major study of the pre-1948 history of
education for black South Africans exists which is not purely descrip¬
tive or dated.

The subject has been treated as if African education

developed in a vacuum beyond the larger economic, political, and
social whole, or the use of the schools to affect European dominance
over the African population has been ignored completely.

Therefore,

this study will assess how and why schooling attempted to reduce
Africans to the role of subordinates in their own country and con¬
versely, how and why Africans attempted to use schools as a means of
clearing some space between themselves and the oppressive forces of
imperialism.
Moreover, there is a need to view the development of education
for black South Africans as a process, constantly changing in response
to the limits and pressures exerted on it from within the society.
is hoped that this study will provide such an analysis.

It

9

Limitations

By its very nature, the subject of this study presents certain
limitations.

First, the material for this study has been gathered

from primary sources (letters, diaries, memoirs, newspapers, govern¬
ment and church documents) and secondary sources (books and magazines)
which require careful reading in order to sift out relevant material
since some of the information might be biased.

For example, mission¬

aries may have exaggerated situations and numbers in order to solicit
monies for their work; newspapers selectively present information, at
times bending the "truth" to suit their readership; books shape infor¬
mation to suit the author's philosophical and ideological slant.
Second, the study is limited to policies directed towards
South African blacks who are referred to by the government as Bantu,
Natives, Kaffirs, and sometimes Africans, but never as South Africans.
Due to the irrational categories of race, the Khoi-San and the slave
population are considered "coloured" in that country.

Reference to

the education of these two groups will be restricted mainly to the
seventeenth and eighteenth century.
Third, the study focuses primarily on the Cape Colony and
Natal but also includes the two Boer republics of the Transvaal and
the Orange Free State as is necessary for the particular period and
problem under study.
Fourth, chapters are arranged topically, an approach which
allows for focused attention on specific groups in particular historic
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situations.

Despite these limitations and the fact that this study

makes no pretext of exhausting the subject, it is hoped that it will
be of interest and make a small contribution to the study of education
in general and the study of South Africa in particular.

Theoretical Perspectives

Two dominant schools of thought concern the function of
schools in both free and colonial societies.

The first, represented

by such advocates as Dewey, Foster, Nduka, and Brooks,15 is deeply
committed to the proposition put forth by Horace Mann that education
is "the great equalizer of the conditions of men."

Domination is

never seen as a function of the school, although the withholding of
education, as in the case of South Africa, is seen as a form of domi¬
nation.

An extreme, but not atypical, example of the function of

education in society from this perspective is found in a statement by
Lester Frank Ward:
"Universal education is the power, which is destined
to overthrow every species of hierarchy.
It is des¬
tined to remove all artificial inequality and leave
the natural inequalities to find their true level.
With the artificial inequalities of caste, rank,
title, blood, birth, race, color, sex, etc. will fall
nearly all the oppression, abuse, prejudice, enmity
and injustice, that humanity is now subject to."16
Or, it is at least hoped that education will equalize opportunity and
serve as a catalyst for social mobility and change.
Revisionist and Marxist scholars (Bowles and Gintis, Katz,
Carnoy, Spring, Illich, Greer, Cremin,17 for example), have attacked
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such a position arguing that in metropolitan as well as colonial
countries, schooling was intended to maintain an inherently unequal
and inequitable economy and society.

In colonial countries, schooling

was introduced as a component of imperialist domination, with the
purpose of the economic and political domination of the indigenous
population by a European metropole.

This less than honorable function

is clearly documented in the education reports of the day.

Both Abdou

Moumouni and Walter Rodney18 having gathered an impressive amount of
evidence to illustrate the imperalistic function of education, con¬
cluded, that colonial education was intended to "instill a sense of
deference towards all that is European and capitalist."19

If the

revisionist interpretation is valid, schooling must be viewed within
the framework of domination and cultural imperialism.
The existence of an outside metropole is not necessary for
this relationship of subordination/domination to exist.

South Africa

became, as Heribert Adam observed, "both metropolis and colony in
geographical unity and inseparable economic interdependence,"20 after
its white settler population received independence from England in
1910.
Bernard Mugabane, in his study of the political economy of
South Africa, also recognized the existence of an inseparable con¬
nection between the institutions introduced under colonialism and
colonialism itself:
"The history of colonialism is the history of the
development of cultural institutions and of ideas of
class and/or racial inequalities in the newly created
society.1,21
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Within the framework of colonialism, education, traditionally
defined as the transmitter of "the peoples' culture" and a socializing
agent, takes on an ominous tone when seen as an instrument of domina¬
tion.

Unlike pre-colonial forms of education which served to pass on

"the peoples' culture," colonial schools served to transmit the culture
of the dominant class of the metropole.

B. Olatunji Oluntimetin said

that the education process:
. .serves to transmit the culture of the dominant
class both in colonized and free societies. The
degree to which the colonized society becomes trans¬
formed to accord with the norms, values, roles and
institution embodied in the culture of the alien
ruler is a function of the extent, content and inten¬
sity of the educational system."22
Raymond Williams takes the argument one step further.

School¬

ing, he postulates, is a form of incorporation, not merely socializa¬
tion, into the culture of the dominant race.

In sociology, incorpora¬

tion is considered to be the same as socialization, which is learning
those behaviors that an individual must possess in order to fit into
society.

However, Williams implies that incorporation is the linkage

of this necessary learning (socialization) to hegemony to affect
self-identification with the hegemonic forms.

Hegemony is a system of

dominance maintained through articulated formal meanings, values, and
beliefs developed by the dominant group but which also relies on our
shaping perceptions of ourselves and the world.

According to Williams,

"It is a whole body of practices and expectations; our assignment of
energy, our ordinary understanding of the nature of man and of his
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world.

It is a set of meanings and values which as they are experi-

enced as practices appear as reciprocally confirming."23

In short, it

is a lived culture.
By linking schools to the hegemonic process, Williams avoids
the static formulation that can develop when education is analyzed
within the context of socialization.

People are no longer seen as

mindless zombies whose consciousness consists of nothing more than
input by the ruling class.

In fact, incorporation, far from being

totalizing, is seen as a process with contradictions, since in the
implementation of any process involving people, problems of confusion,
conflict, tension, received interpretation of purpose and value, and
practical experience always arise.

The aims and purpose of African

education as set forth by the government (the Dutch, British, or a
coalition of the two), did not necessarily reflect that of the set¬
tlers who, in turn, exerted pressure on both the school and the
government for change.

Additionally, such government policies may

also be reinterpreted, totally ignored, or superficially carried out
only by the missionaries.

Lastly, African perceptions of the aims and

purposes of education may also differ significantly from either govern¬
ment officials or missionaries.
Also, there are threats to the dominant culture as values,
meanings, and practices develop in opposition or as alternatives to
the dominant culture.

Such was the case with the rise of Ethiopianism

in South Africa and various messianic religions in other colonies,
that preached the downfall of Europeans.

Oppositional or alternative
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culture may rely either on past experiences, meanings and values which
are contrary to or not found in the dominant culture, or on the creation of new meanings, values, practices, and experiences.

Sometimes

these experiences are incorporated, sometimes they are harmless; but
in other instances, they constitute a genuine threat to the dominant
culture.
Schools transmit the dominant culture through an active proc¬
ess of reinterpreting, diluting, including, and excluding whatever is
necessary to maintain dominance.

In order to accomplish this, schools

teach specific knowledge and skills selected from the whole range of
available knowledge and skills.

In Williams' words, "from a whole

possible area of past and present, certain meanings and practices are
neglected and excluded.

Even more crucially, some of these meanings

and practices are reinterpreted, diluted, or put into forms which
support or at least do not contradict other elements within the effec¬
tive dominant culture."24

Schools also consciously or unconsciously

instill intrinsic attitudes about learning and social relations (atti¬
tudes towards others, self, and the social order) which are virtually
inextricable.
This process is not always successful as the following extract
from Bloke Modi sane's autobiography illustrates:
"South African history was amusing, we sat motionless,
angelically attentive, whilst the history teacher re¬
counted—as documented--the wars of the Boers against
the 'savage and barbaric black hordes' from the dark
interior of Africa; the ancestral heroes of our
fathers, the great chiefs described as blood thirsty
animal brutes; Tshaka, the brilliant general who
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welded the Nguni tribelet into a unified and powerful
nation, the greatest war machine in South African
history, was described as a psychopath."25
The extent to which school succeeded in its purpose is determined by the degree of the individual's self-identification with the
hegemonic forms.

The individual is expected to internalize the hege¬

monic forms or at least accept them as inevitable.

This internaliza¬

tion, according to Marcus Raskin, means that the individual is unable
to define himself:
"Once the student accepts the school treadmill, profilism, and the informal lessons of the pyramidal
structure, he usually finds that to survive he must
become a master at the strategy of faking or totally
internalize the channeling colony's view of where he
will fit into the colonized reality."26
In Africa, among the proletarized and urbanized Africans,
self-identification with the hegemonic forms took place to such an
extent that Sartre characterized such Africans as "walking lies,"
emulating the European and alienated from their own people.

Colonial

education, Moumouni charged, "corrupted the thinking and sensitivities
of the African and filled him with abnormal complexes."27
Although, in many ways the colonial education was a crippling
process, it was not, as Williams observed of education in general,
received without resistance.

The counter-aims of Africans resulted in

their pushing the colonist to make unintended concessions in colonial
forms.

"If there is anything glorious about the history of African

colonial education," wrote Walters, "it lies not in the crumbs which
were dropped by European exploiters, but in the tremendous vigour
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displayed by Africans in mastering the principles of the system that
had mastered them."28
Schools, perhaps the most important means of incorporation,
are not the only ones.

Because of their ability to determine life¬

style, family, places of work and worship, and community institutions,
they also teach, ratify, and enforce the dominant culture.

As such,

government policies (or lack thereof) towards African education in
both metropole and settler colonies were (and are) dependent on:

1)

their political and economic importance to the metropole, and 2) their
perceived ability or lack of ability as a form of social control.

^

The French, for example, regarded education as an integral
part of colonial policy.

In the early nineteenth century, M. Brevie,

the governor general of France in Africa, made it quite clear that:
"the duties of colonialism and political and economic
necessities have imposed a twofold task on our work in
education.
On one hand, we must train indigenous
cadres to become auxiliaries in every area and assure
ourselves of a meticulously chosen elite. We must
also educate the masses to bring them closer to us and
transform their way of living. . .From the political
standpoint we must make known to the people our inten¬
tion of bringing them into the French way of life. . .
From the economic viewpoint we must train the producers
and consumers of tomorrow."29
This policy of assimilation for the benefit of the metropole1s
investors and merchants also characterized Portuguese "assimilado
policy and Belgian "evolue" policy.

The selective and restricted

curriculum was intended primarily for the training of an indigenous
elite cadre made up of the sons of chiefs and other well-placed indi
viduals who could exert control over the masses and/or serve as
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low-level civil servants.

Universal education, which was never

seriously undertaken, was not intended to continue past the primary
stage, as

it consisted mainly of training the masses to accept

metropole hegemony and speak the lingua franca of the colonizers.
This was especially true in the Belgian Congo, where the influence of
both the Catholic Church and mining interests united to produce an
extensive system of primary education.

A secondary education was

nearly impossible to attain; in 1948, there were only sixteen univer¬
sity graduates in the Belgian Congo.
In settler colonies, the relationship of dominance was not one
of African, transient colonist and imperial country, but one of Afri¬
can, settler, and imperial country.

The interests of these permanent

settlements of whites often conflicted with and antagonized those of
the imperial countries.

In South Africa, for example, the settlers'

policy of expansionism was contrary to that of Hollands,

who did

not want the expense of running a colony or of protecting the
settlers as they attempted to push the African off the land.
This study favors the counterview of education as an instru¬
ment of colonial control and as an explanation of the why and how of
education for blacks in South Africa.
certain respects from this counterview.

However, it does deviate in
Many of the quoted studies

reduce the form, content, and raison d' etre of schools to expressions
of a very static and controlling mode of production or political
process determined by the mode of production.

Schools become one of

"the social and cultural forms of the capitalist economy,

which in
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turn, decides the school's outcome irrespective of the desires of the
agents and clients of the schools.

However, history is determined by

people whose actions are based on certain assumptions and by the
political, economic, and cultural historical conditions into which
they are born.

These assumptions and conditions, which may be con¬

sidered determinants, set limits and exert pressure on society, but
there is also the element of "individual will," which allows for the
formation of new movements and ideas which do not necessarily conform
to the status quo.

It is against this background of assumptions and

historic conditions, limits and pressures, that the why and how of
colonial education are to be found.
This study agrees with Rodney's position that an analysis of
colonial education must consider the function of racism/white supre¬
macy expressed as both hostility towards Africans and as paternal ism.30
In conclusion, certain assumptions about colonial education
have been made.

First, western education is cultural imperialism, and

therefore must be considered within the context of colonialism and
imperialism.

Second, education is part of the larger process by which

the domination of the African majority by the white minority is accom¬
plished.

Third, the manner and extent through which schools serve to

subjugate the indigenous populations shift in accordance with the
various social, economical, and political pressures exerted on them by
both the dominant whites and subordinate Africans.
Last, the extent to which schools succeed in their purpose is
largely determined by the conscious or unconscious identification of
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Africans with the ideologies, values, attitudes, institutions, and
beliefs of the dominant group.

Methodology

Because of the nature of this study, the method of investiga¬
tion was limited to library research.

Journals, newspapers, and

records, parliamentary papers, government and church documents, memoirs,
and letters were utilized in an attempt to determine the purpose
and aims of educational policies for black South Africans and to gain
insight into the determining forces and response towards such policy.
The journals utilized fell into two categories:

those written

by missionaries, and those written by sojourners to or residents of
the Cape.

Of the former, The Journal of an American Missionary in the

Cape Colony--1835 by George Champion; Forty Years Among the Zulu by
J. Tyler; and Narrative of a Journey to the Zoolu Country in South
Africa by Allen Gardiner, offered valuable information on the plant¬
ing of the American Board Mission (ABM) and London Missonary Society
in South Africa.

Interesting insight is also given to initial Afri¬

can rejection of Christianity and subseguent resistance to mission
school attempts to destroy such aspects of African culture as "lobola"
(bride's wealth) and polygamy.
Periodicals also fell into religious and secular groupings.
The religious periodicals consisted of Voice of Missions, 1893-1908,
the Christian Recorder, 1896-1905, and the Voice of the People, 1901
1904.

These periodicals were invaluable because of their wealth of
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information on the AME church in South Africa.

The Voice of Missions,

a full collection available at Amherst College, contains a large
number of letters, written by South Africans, which address the
issues of establishing schools and a college in South Africa, and
sending South Africans to black schools and colleges in the southern
states of America.

The first eight volumes of the periodical con¬

tained numerous reports, addresses, extracts of minutes, and articles
relating directly to the mission in South Africa.
Other periodicals include the International Review of Missions
and the Christian Express.

The former contained several articles

which offered impressions of Hampton Institute, the Phelps-Stokes
Commission, and industrial education for both Africans and black
Americans.

The Christian Express contained many articles which were

critical not only of the South African Ethiopian movement, but of the
AME in South Africa as well.
Secular publications, readily available through the Five
Colleges or inter-library loan, included Ipepa lo Hlanga (1903-10),
the first black South African newspaper, which together with the
Voice of Missions, was indispensible in discerning the African posi¬
tion.

The predominate point of view was that of the Christianized and

urban African, however, an occasional glimpse of the non-Christian,
rural African was also evident.
Several other official white South African periodicals, in¬
cluding the Cape Argus and the South African Spectator, provided
information on local debate and opinions concerning the education of
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Africans and the AME and AZM missions.

For black American school

involvement, the Southern Workman, the monthly publication of Hampton
Institute, and the Tuskegee Student (Tuskegee Messenger from 1924)
were consulted.
There is no dearth of records available on South Africa.

Of

great importance are the British Parliamentary Papers for their view
on the rights of black South Africans, and more important, for their
reports and recommendations on education in the colonies.

Historical

documents relative to all aspects of African policy were accessed
through the compilation of The Record; or a Series of official papers
relative to the condition and treatment of the native tribes of South
Africa by Donald Moodie and The Annals of Natal 1495 to 1845 by John
Bird.

Jan Van Riebeeck's Journal, written under the supervision of

Riebeeck, offered valuable information on early Khoikhoin-Dutch rela¬
tionships and on the initial attempts to establish schools and mis¬
sions among the Khoikhoin and slaves.

Letters of the American Mis¬

sionaries , edited by D. J. Kotze; the proceedings of several mission¬
ary conferences, most notably The Report of the Proceedings of the
Second General Missionary Conference for South Africa, 1907; the
Sixth General Missionary Conference (1925); and the Missionary Year
Book (1928, published under the auspices of the General Missionary
Conference of South Africa entitled Christianity and the Natives of
South Africa), were especially valuable for both African and white
clergys1 views of Ethopianism and higher education for Africans.
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These documents also clearly illustrate the white clergys1 growing
subscription to the theories of scientific racism.
Several other primary sources are worth mentioning.

Thomas

Jesse Jones1 two studies on Education in Africa (1922 and 1925) offers
the justification for the government policy of differential education
(called "adaptive") as pursued in Africa during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century.

The South African Native (1908), edited by

the South African Native Races Committee, contains information on
African education and Ethiopianism.

The Black Problem, by African

educator, civic and political leader David Tengo Jabavu, is a com¬
pilation of his speeches, reports, and thoughts.

Of special interest

is the section entitled "What Booker T. Washington would do if he were
in Africa," in which Jabavu outlines a plan for establishing a curricu¬
lum similar to the Tuskegee model.

The Education of the South African

Native by Charles T. Loram, who, in 1918, became Natal's first chief
inspector of native education, contains not only his philosophy for
African education, but plans for reorganizing the administration,
organization, and curriculum of African schools.

Finally, the AME

Bishop L. J. Coppin's Observation of Persons and Things in South
Africa offers a black American perspective of life in South Africa.
Several secondary sources were utilized.
Training:

Native Vocational

A Study of Conditions in South Africa. 1652-1936 by A. D.

Dode (1938); A History of Christian Missions in South Africa (1911)
by J. DuPlessis; Charles T.

Loram and an American Model for AfricanE

ducation in South Africa by Hunt R. Davis, Jr.; and John L.—Dubs.—A
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South African Exponent of Booker T. Washington (1975-76). articles
by Hunt R. Davis Jr., were also helpful in the preparation of this
study.

Outline of Chapters

This study consists of seven chapters.
theoretical framework.

Chapter I provides the

Chapter II sets the broader scene, portraying

the historic background against which education for Bantu-speaking
Africans developed, and providing the introduction of schooling among
the Khoikhoin and slaves (1652-1806) as part of the process of cultural
imperialism.
Chapter III focuses on education under British rule and its
use as a program first to curb resistance to colonization, then to fit
the African into the economic and social stratas of the society.

It

is a general picture of government policies toward African education
in the industrial and predominantly British Natal and the Cape Colony
and the rural and predominantly Boer Transvaal and Orange Free State.
Chapter IV examines colonist, government, and African response to
missionaries under British rule, using the American Board Mission as a
case study.
How Africans viewed education, and their attempt to use it as
a liberating rather than a dominating force, is the subject of Chap¬
ters V and VI.

Specifically, Chapter V analyzes the push by Africans

for a college--a struggle which led to the merger of the black South
African Ethiopian Church and the black American African Methodist
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Episcopal Church.

African attraction to the Hampton-Tuskegee model of

education is covered in Chapter VI.

Chapter VII, the final chapter,

summarizes the conclusions of the study.

Definitions

Colonial ism:

The European policy of overseas expansion for

the implied purpose of political and/or economic domination of a
territory.

The term also applies to the social structures erected

within the subjugated territory as a result of European imperialism.
Imperial ism:

Although imperialism can exist without colonial¬

ism, for the purpose of this dissertation imperialism will be defined
as the political, cultural, and economic relationships that exist
between the colonized and colonizer.
Civilization:

A value-laden term used interchangeably with

"culture" by many whites and blacks to refer to the "superiority" of
European culture as opposed to the "inferiority" of African culture.
This sentiment is often expressed in ideas such as "the need to civi¬
lize" or "bring civilization to" Africans.

Civilization, in such a

context, refers to an achieved state of European arts, religion,
family, institutions, meanings, and values made possible by the more
rational and progressive intellect of the European.
African:

Any person, white or black, born in South Africa,

but, specifically, a black South African from one of the Bantu- or
Khoi khoin-speaking populations.

White South Africans commonly refer to

their black counterparts as "natives," or "Bantu," or "Kaffirs" in
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order to maintain their self-delusion that South Africa is "a white
man's country."

The terms "native," "Bantu," and "Kaffir" are used in

this study only in quotations.
Bl_ack:

Used in a general sense to refer to Afro-Americans and

as an all-inclusive term for persons in South Africa (other than
Europeans).

Within a limited context, it refers to Africans.
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CHAPTER

II

SCHOOLING FOR KHOIKHOIN AND SLAVES UNDER
THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY'S RULE 1652-1806
"In order that the name of Christ may be extended
and the interest of the Company promoted"

During the 150 years of Dutch rule at the Cape, schooling
consisted primarily of religious training for conversion to Chris¬
tianity.

The purpose of this chapter is to determine:

1) to what

extent and why such schooling was encouraged by the Company; 2)
whether or not such schooling was intended to create a population
loyal to Europeans, their values, and their norms; 3) if such a policy
aided in the subjugation and/or exploitation of the indigenous popu¬
lation, as had been the experience in Brazil, where Jesuit mission
schools aided in converting nomadic Indians into sedentary plantation
laborers; and 4) to what extent such a policy was consistent with the
system of chattel slavery and forced labor upon which the colony had
come to depend.

Church, State and Schooling

Protestantism, the peasant response to what was perceived as
corruption within the Catholic Church, brought many changes to Chris¬
tian ideology in Holland.

Contrary to Catholicism, to which one-third

of the Dutch population adhered in 1640, Protestantism taught that the
attainment of grace, needed to enter heaven, was not
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purchased through indulgence, but acquired though individual merit
resulting from leading an exemplary life, performing good deeds, and
saving souls.

One way of measuring the quantity of accumulated grace

that one had attained was through accumulated wealth, some of which
was expected to be used for charitable work, thus assuring a seat at
the right hand of God.

Saving souls was extremely important to Reform

Christianity, which not only accepted the Pauline Doctrine of spread¬
ing the Gospel to all nations, but reflected an obiigation--Christian
duty--to aid this process.
The idea that individuals were responsible for their own souls
brought significant consequences to schooling.

Catholicism, with its

belief in intermediaries (pope, priest, saints, etc.) between the
individual and God, viewed schools as the exclusive domain of the
nobility and the priesthood, the latter charged with interpreting the
Bible to the laity.

On the other hand, Protestantism emphasized a

direct relationship between the individual and God and, since in¬
dividuals were responsible for their own souls, the ability to read
the Bible gained importance.

This radical departure from Catholicism

required a supervised school system for implementation, a fact recog¬
nized by the Synod of Dort (1618-19) which, as summarized by Kilpatrick,
set down the process by which this was to occur:
"Schools must be instituted in country places, towns,
and cities.
Religious instruction must be given.
The
Christian magistracy should see to it that well-quali¬
fied persons are taught with suitable compensation.
The children of the poor should be instructed free.
In
all schools, only orthodox Christians might teach.
To
secure these ends, suitable means of church inspection
of schools was devised."1
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The Synod suggested not only the establishment of Protestant
schools, but supervising and selecting teachers and curricula for all
existing and future schools.

This over-ambitious desire of the Dutch

Reform Church was checked by the States General, at least to the
extent of tampering with the schools of the nobility.

The Dutch

Reform Church was reminded that the government was the ultimate author¬
ity over church and school; the States General ruled that "no acts or
decrees of a Synod should be of force to bind any person without
previous approbation by States."2

The appointment of school teachers

was also, by law, controlled by civil authorities.

In actuality,

however, educational practice for the schools of the masses followed
the plan established by the Synod of Dort and was supervised by the
Cl assis of Amsterdam, who licensed clergy and sick-comforters.3
Furthermore, this hierarchy was to be transported to the Cape where
the religious bodies were made subservient to the local government,
which consisted of the governing bodies of the Company in India and
Holland and the Classis of Amsterdam (as Table 1 illustrates).
The schools developed in Holland, and later in South Africa
under the mandate of the Synod of Dort, were intended primarily to
prepare the masses for conformation and admission to the Reform
faith.

Religious doctrines, a smattering of spelling, reading, and

writing were to be learned by rote, and formal training was to be
completed in three to twelve months.4

As before, the Reformation

Secular education remained the domain of the wealthy, as it
was prior to the Reformation.
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TABLE 1
Hierarchy of Educational and Religious Authority
at the Cape (1652-1795)

Director of the Dutch East Indian Company -- (Holland)
Council of Seventeen
Classis of
*
Amsterdam
Governor General of India and Council — (India)
t
4

t

Governor and Council of Policy
(Eight nominated by Governor
General of India)

-- (Cape)

t
t
t

4

t

4

t

4

t

Religious and Educational

f

4

t

+

+

+

Ecclesiastical
Court or
Kerkraad
(After 1714)
Committee of
Scholarchs

(Adapted from Malherbe)

Christian Education for the Khoikhoin

The members of the Council of Seventeen (the head of the mono¬
polistic Dutch East Indian Company) were motivated by a mercantile
capitalist greed for the accumulation of profits, often leading to the
annihilation or exploitation of those who stood in its way; they were
also Reform Christians.

For the most part, this marriage between
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mercantile capitalism and Protestantism was a happy one, with the
latter offering an ideological wealth of sanctions for the merchants
of the sea.

Although the exploitation of the lower classes has always

been a European tradition, Protestantism offered no condemnation of
such actions since it was believed that, with God's blessing and hard
work, one could rise above one's present lot.

Additionally, it pro¬

vided the ideological support for the enslavement and brutalization of
people of color:

a) since heathens were doomed to eternal suffering

in hell, it did not matter if they experienced a little of that suf¬
fering on earth; and b) enslavement and colonization were permissible,
but, in return an attempt to save the victim's soul must be made as a
part of one's Christian duty.
In the case of the Seventeen, profit took precedence over
Christian ethics.

Christian values, and those doctrines that did not

stand in strict conflict to the interest of the Company, were adhered
to, while others were either ignored or reinterpreted as the situation
dictated.

For example, when the economic directives of slavery con¬

flicted with Christian principles (the Synod of Dort having decreed
that Christians could not be held in bondage), the existing ideology
of racism was called upon to twist Christian doctrine and justify
keeping people of color, Christian or not, in bondage.
Finally, Protestantism taught that one of the ways of deter¬
mining membership in the elect was in the blessings received from God.
Accumulated wealth was a sure sign of God's blessing.
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The duality between the Protestant defined duty to accumulate
wealth through exploitation and one's duty to spread the Gospel,
including the development of schools for the purpose of proselytizing,
was embodied in Article XIII of the Company's charter:
Ministers and schoolmasters shall be settled at the
most suitable places, for the admonition of the persons
abiding there and for the advancement of non-Christian
and the instruction of their children in order that
the name of Christ may be extended and the interest of
the company promoted.5
The duality was also conspicuous in the Remonstrance, written by
Jansen and Proots in 1650, urging the Dutch East Indian Company to set
up a refreshment station at the Cape.

They wrote:

By maintaining a good correspondence with them [Khoikhoin], we shall be able in time to employ some of
their children as boys and servants, and to educate
them in the Christian religion, by which means, if it
pleases God Almighty, to bless this good cause, as at
Tayouan and Formosa, many souls will be brought to
God, and to the Christian Reformed Religion, so that
the formation of the said fort and garden will not
only tend to the gain and profit of the Honourable
Company, but to the preservation and saving of many
men's lives and what is more to the magnifying of
God's Holy Name, and to the propogation of His Gospel,
whereby, beyond all doubt your Honours' trade over all
India will be more and more blessed.6
The Khoikhoin would be taught to work for the Company.

In

turn, they would be converted, and God in His gratitude would heap
profits on the Company.

The Council of Seventeen agreed that the

establishment of a waystation at the Cape would result in many bene¬
fits, but, since they already considered themselves blessed by God,
the importance of making a concerted effort to establish schools or
otherwise proselytize the indigenous populations, was low on their
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list of priorities.

Conversion, and therefore schooling, depended

upon the extent to which such measures were needed to subordinate the
population to the economic or ethnocentric needs of the Company.7
the Cape, no such imperatives existed.

At

Since the Company was inter¬

ested in establishing a waystation and not a colony, Van Riebeeck in
the "Instructions for Officers of the Expedition" was charged, not to
antagonize the Khoikhoin, but to learn about them in order to encour¬
age cattle trade.
No funds were provided by the Company for the proselytizing of
the Khoikhoin, and certainly no minister or schoolmaster was provided
for the task.

Not even a minister, as per its charter, was provided

for the Dutch stationed at the Cape.

However, a sick-comforter

(lay-reader), whose duties, as defined by the Company, included read¬
ing a printed sermon and teaching catechism to the young, was sent to
accompany the crew.

Also, missionaries were dispatched by the Dutch

Reform Church to proselytize the indigenous populations, for it was
not until the late eighteenth century, that mission organizations were
formed.

An individual desiring to assume the function of missionary

would have to be willing to learn the Khoikhoin language and lead the
nomadic life of the herders.

No such individual had emerged.

Although the Company saw little need to "extend the name of
Christ," Riebeeck did.

Though he was not particularly religious,

(Theal notes "his religion did not prevent him from acting falsely and
treacherously whenever there was an immediate gain to the Company
made by a falsehood or a treacherous act"8), he was ambitious; his
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desire to be promoted to a Councillor of India led him to act in any
manner that would promote the interest and increase the profits of the
Company.

Not only did Riebeeck consider the Khoikhoin the lowest form

of barbarian, he also doubted that they could be made Christians.
However, if the Company wanted to use peaceful coercion to bend the
Khoikhoin to the economic dictates of the Company, then Riebeeck would
comply using whatever method he deemed appropriate.

Conversion was

the tried and tested means of bringing about peaceful subjugation, and
Reibeeck sincerely hoped that it would work among the Khoikhoin, since
his promotion was dependent upon its success.

But, it is also evident

that Riebeeck, as many of his contemporaries, did not believe that
conversion would work among those whom he considered base specimens of
humanity.

In 1652, he convened the first meeting of his Council of

Policy, made up of himself and the captains of the three ships that
landed at Table Bay, and voiced this uncertainty and prayed for gui¬
dance in making decisions that would best serve the interest of the
Company and "the propogation and extension (if that be possible) of
the true reformed Christian religion among these wild and brutal
men.1,9
For the first few years, Riebeeck and his sick-comforters
attempted to instruct individual Khoikhoin in reading, Dutch, writing,
and catechism, while simultaneously insisting on their adoption of
European custom, habit, dress, and values. Such adaptation reflected
the belief that European "culture" and "civilization" were far super¬
ior to any other, and that individuals sympathetic to the European
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cause would best serve the interests of the Company.

Christianizing

and Europeanizing became two sides of the same coin.
There were no Europeans at the Cape who would make the effort
to master the Khoikhoin tongue, and the need for interpreters further
increased because Riebeeck was forbidden to use his preferred methods
of violent coercion and enslavement.

Teaching the Khoikhoin was more

expedient than continuing to use sign language.

Interpreters were

used not only to barter cattle, but to gather geographic and ethno¬
graphic data and information about the Khoikhoin and the mythical
gold-paved streets of Monomotapa.

Another agenda operative in

Riebeeck's decision to teach the Khoikhoin was the creation of a
class of Christianized Khoikhoin women suitable for marriage to the
Dutch men.10

Riebeeck was much impressed by the Portuguese use of

interracial marriages to secure their colonies.

Company rules, how¬

ever, prohibited marriage with heathen women, necessitating conver¬
sion.

For Riebeeck, such mergers would create a population willing to

work the soil, providing a solution to much of the labor problem.
Interracial marriages were also encouraged by Governor General Johan
Maetsuyker, who adhered to the popular belief that, through continual
intermarriage, the offspring of such unions would become physically
similar to the Dutch in two or three generations.

In his journal,

Riebeeck commented that such marriages, between either Khoikhoin or
slaves, would "nicely bound" the population to the land, since Company
employees were incompetent and Khoikhoin unwilling to be used as cheap
labor.11
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There were also other advantages to be gained from such mar¬
riages.

The couples and their offspring served as buffer zones be¬

tween the European and the indigenous population, and, through loyalty
to the Europeans, helped to offset the numerical weakness of the
Europeans by becoming, in effect, what E. B. Reuter terms the "lower
segment of the dominant class."12

(In the early years of the colony,

due to the scarcity of European women, such marriages occurred often,
although not between European and Khoikhoin, but rather between Euro¬
peans and slaves.

This has prompted some researchers to conclude that

racial prejudice did not exist in the early years of the Cape colony;
but, as Fredrickson observed, the vast majority of such marriages were
contracted with either Asian or Eurasian slave women, leaving one to
conclude that some sort of racial preference was in operation.)13
During Riebeeck's administration, the first and only recorded
marriage between a Khoikhoin and a European in 1664, was looked upon
favorably by the Company because the bride's ancestry extended to
several tribes and a fondness for the Europeans.

Riebeeck and his

Council wrote that, "through this alliance of the said Hottentot
interpreter Eva with such a good, sober, and respectable man, these
native tribes will become more and more attached to us."14
Therefore, Riebeeck and his sick-comforters had several
reasons for teaching Christianity and European civilization/culture to
the Khoikhoin.

They began their efforts among those who came to the

fort to work as servants.
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Though Khoikhoin independence and resistance to European
culture largely doomed their endeavors, their only real success
derived from Krotoa, called Eva by the Dutch.

One of four Khoikhoin,

Krotoa, an impressionable ten-year old, came to work as a servant for
Riebeeck, drawn by either need or curiosity.

She possessed an apti¬

tude for language and, under the tutelage of Riebeeck and his sickcomforter, learned to read and write.

She also became fluent in both

Dutch and Portugese and mastered both the customs and religion of the
Dutch.

Up until 1678, Krotoa remained the only baptized Khoikhoin in

the colony.
By the age of fourteen, Krotoa had gained prestige among the
Dutch as the Company's interpreter; however, her loyalty to the Dutch
and her declaration of having a "Dutch heart" did not endear her to
her own people, who, along with her own mother, marked her as a
traitor.
Riebeeck1s most spectacular defeat in his Europeanizing pro¬
gram was with Damon, a Penninsular Khoikhoin who made friendly over¬
tures towards the Dutch.

In 1657, Riebeeck sent him to Batavia to

learn the skill of being an interpreter.

While there, Damon realized

that the Dutch, who had smashed the indigenous population of Batavia
and claimed dominance over the island, probably had similar plans for
South Africa.

He hid his hatred for the Dutch by feigning interest in

Christianity and revulsion for his people.

On his return to the Cape

in 1658, he became a critic of the Dutch, advocating and employing
military resistance to their invasion.

He also taunted Krotoa for
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being fooled by Riebeeck's hypocritical friendship, saying, "See,
there comes the advocate of the Dutch; she will tell her people some
stories and lies and will finally betray them all."15
In 1659, Damon declared war on the Dutch, based on both his
knowledge of the subjugation of the Bantamese in Batavia, and rumors
that Riebeeck was planning to enslave the Penninsulars.

Only the

Coringhaiqua, Corachouqua, and Ankaiso joined in his war of resistance; the stronger inland tribes, still not convinced that the Dutch
posed a threat, believed that Damon was trying to control the trade
between the Khoikhoin and the Dutch.
Other attempts were made by the sick-comforter William Barentsz
Wylant to instruct the Khoikhoin in reading, writing, and catechism.
Acting out of his perception of his role as defined by the Classis of
Amsterdam, his attempts were greeted with mild amusement by the herders
who regarded the Europeans as peculiar beings who wore impractical
clothing, had atrocious manners, tilled soil like women, and could not
master Khoikhoin language.16

Moreover, the Khoikhoin mistrusted the

Dutch, who, by this time, occupied a considerable portion of their
land.

In defeat, Wylant wrote to the Classis of Amsterdam in 1655:
It appears almost impossible to bring [Khoikhoin] to
the knowledge of the truth, for the language cannot be
learned.
They will not remain with one, for twice
already have I got one of their youths to stay with
me, whom I desired to benefit, and to teach reading
and writing, and from whom I also hoped to learn their
language, in order by that means to bring them to the
light of the truth.
But it did not prove a success,
for they are so accustomed to run wild, that they
cannot place themselves in subjection to us, so that
there seems to be little hope for this people.17
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Shortly thereafter, Wylant was wounded by a panther and was
replaced by Pieter Van der Stael, Riebeeck's brother-in-law, who fared
no better than Wylant.

His teaching was confined to the few Khoikhoin

employed at the fort.

The First Schools

In 1658, in an attempt to make the refreshment station sol¬
vent, slaves were brought into the colony.

As noted, slavery was

rationalized as a sort of boarding school through which the darker
races learned good work habits and Christianity.

The same mandate to

spread Christianity among the indigenous population applied doubly for
slaves, as they were the charges of Europeans.

Since the Khoikhoin

were decidedly unresponsive, and only one sick-comforter was stationed
at the Cape, attention turned to the slaves.

Accordingly, a few weeks

after their arrival, Riebeeck ordered the establishment of a school
which was to be open to all slaves and Khoikhoin.

Van der Stael,

"because he reads Dutch well and correctly" was to give the slaves
"instruction in the morning and afternoon" and the "paired or im¬
paired, young or old," were all to be given Christian names,18 partly
because Europeans had an abhorrence for any but European names, and
partly as a symbol that the slaves were to be brought into the Chris¬
tian faith.
The school was not popular with its pupils who deserted en
masse shortly after its opening.
hiding in a cave.19

They were found five days later

To encourage the slaves to be attentive at
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school, Van Riebeeck ordered that, "after school everyone is to receive
a small glass of brandy and two inches of tobacco."20

Neither the

brandy, tobacco, nor curriculum (consisting primarily of prayers, pas¬
sages from the Bible, the Heidelberg Catechism, and singing hymns)
was particularly attractive to the slaves.

Of interest was freedom,

and immediate freedom was preferred to succumbing to cultural genocide
for only the promise of freedom.

The desertion by large numbers of

slaves resulted in temporary closing of the school after only three
weeks of operation.

The introduction of leg irons slowed the exodus

of the slaves and the school was re-opened.

Despite attempts by Van

der Stael to induce Khoikhoin to convert to Calvinism, by 1661, only
three Khoikhoin attended the school.
In addition to religious training, the slave school was also
to provide the slaves with fluency in the Dutch language, a stipula¬
tion laid down by Commissioner Van Goens in the previous year (1657).
"Caution was to be observed that no foreign language should continue
to be spoken by any slaves who might hereafter be brought into the
colony,"21 he decreed.

Van Goens order extended far beyond the ob¬

vious reason of communication, for the majority of slaves, like the
majority of company employees, were quite knowledgable of Portuguese
and found no difficulty in communicating.
tendency to communicate in Portuguese.

Van Goen was attacking the

After the latter part of the

seventeenth century, Holland, as it forced Portugal to relinquish its
conquered territories, also attempted to assert its hegemony by for¬
cing the inhabitants to convert from Catholicism to Calvinism, and to
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replace Portugese with Dutch as the lingua franca.

Van Goen was

extemely knowledgeable of this for, in 1656, one year before his visit
to the Cape, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) was wrested away from the Portu¬
guese.

Heading the movement to force the Dutch language and religion

on the Ceylonese was Van Goen, who passed measures in attempts to
eradicate Portuguese.

One such measure decreed that the hair of all

Portuguese-speaking be cut, and all hats be withheld from the guilty
parties.22
In 1663, Van der Stael was replaced as sick-comforter by
Ernestus Back, who unlike Van der Stael, sought to convert only the
slaves and Khoikhoin in his school.
children.

His main concern was the European

At that time there were at least 30 white children at the

Cape, and parental concern over the spiritual well-being of their
children prompted Back to revamp the slave school.

Where previously

slaves of all ages were expected to attend the school, Back's school
was open only to children.

Henceforth, adult education would be

confined to a few evenings a week.

In its first year, the school

enrolled 17 children--twelve European, four slaves, and one Khoikhoin--reflecting the fact that the white child population far out¬
numbered that of the slaves.

In 1687, for example, while there were

231 European children at the Cape, there were only 36 slave children.
In comparison, the Khoikhoin on the other hand showed little
interest in the school, first, because there was neither desire nor
advantage to be gained by conversion and, second, because young Khoi¬
khoin children were a source of cheap labor for the burgers and it was
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highly unlikely that they would be given time off to attend school.
The curriculum of the school consisted of reading, writing, a modicum
of arithmetic, and the obligatory prayers and catechism.

True to the

mandate of the church, the privileged Europeans, were expected to pay
a school fee, while slaves and Khoikhoin, the destitute and bound,
were instructed free pro Deo.

The school apparently met with the

satisfaction of the commander, for in 1663, the official journal noted
that:
The new sick father Ernestus, besides his ordinary
duties, is showing great zeal in teaching both Dutch
and black to learn their catechism. . .In the same
way, the baptized slave children of the Company and
the burgers, especially those descended from European
and Christian fathers, should be educated and brought
to the true knowledge of God--as the sick-comforter
has already done in the case of Armazie, Crisen, Zon,
and Basoe--a laudible commencement.23
It is not unexpected that official records should praise a
sick-comforter for his success in producing converts, nor is it un¬
usual that such emphasis be placed on the conversion of slaves.
Church mandate and, therefore, Company policy requiring the education
of slave children, prompted the official response.

However, church

mandate and company law required that converted slaves of mixedancestry (usually Asian and white) were to be automatically freed and,
if black, to become eligible for manumission.

Of course, such a

policy could have disastrous consequences for a white community that
was becoming increasingly status conscious and dependent on bound
labor; and neither Company official nor free burger would allow this
to happen.

While the Cape officials continued to support the Company's
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policy of baptizing and schooling slave children, they were extremely
reluctant to release such converts or to dispense with the right to
sell their property.

The burgers, far less subtle, kept their slaves

away from the school and from instruction, despite Company and church
admonishment that masters were required to baptize, school, and manumit
their slaves.

They further argued that slave children should not be

baptized at birth, thus relieving themselves of the responsibility of
sending them to school.
The question of early baptism was brought before the governor
general of Batavia, who, in January, 1664, informed Cape officials
that both the ecclessiastical court and the Classis of Amsterdam had
decided that slave children would be baptized and their masters bound
to educate them.

According to Theal, the letter explained that this

decision was based on "the precedent furnished by the patriach Abraham,
all the males of whose household had been circumcised on account of
their master's faith."24

The letter also directed the Cape government

to set up a school for the children of slaves, since the Company had
established one on Batavia for the children of its own slaves who were
also baptized at birth.
Despite the ruling, many of the burgers still refused to
school the children of slaves, and the practice of baptizing only
those children intended for manumission came into being.

In 1671,

only twelve slave children (primarily company slaves) were in school.
In 1665, with the arrival of the first permanent clergyman to
the Cape, an ecclesiastical court or kerkeraad was formed.

Consisting
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of the clergyman, a representative from the council of policy,
selected deacons, and elders who were to serve as representatives of
the congregation, it followed the policy in Holland and was the educa¬
tional and religious authority at the Cape.

One of its first rulings

was that any Christian family may "adopt" any Khoikhoin child found
roaming around the fort, provided that they promised to have the
child taught Reform Chrisitianity.

Little imagination is needed to

recognize that such a policy was, in effect, a sanction to abduct
Khoikhoin children for use as servants.
As could be expected, the kerkeraad was soon drawn into the
debate of "school vs. no school" for slaves.

While supporting the

official position as stipulated by Company's order to school slaves,
it nonetheless suggested that the handful of slave children at the
Cape should not be allowed to attend the same school as white chil¬
dren.

At the Cape and in the outlying districts, whites voiced their

opposition to sharing the same facilities as slaves and Khoikhoin.

In

1676, the kerkeraad petitioned the political council to create a sepa¬
rate school for slaves.25

The request was turned down, but was

granted nine years later by the visiting Commissioner Hendrik Adriaan
Van Rheede, who, as a representative of the Council of Seventeen,
could exercise supreme power over policy decision in the Colony.

The

slave school was for slave children under twelve, and the curriculum
was to consist of the principles of Christianity, reading, writing,
and proper behavior towards one's superiors.

School was to be in

session six days a week for six hours each day, except Wednesday and
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Saturdays, which were half days.

Judging from the example of the

school established in Stellenbosch in 1683, children remained in
school until they were thirteen years old.

Adult slaves were to be

instructed in Christian principles three times a week; the children
were to attend church twice on Sunday, after which, they were to
recite the Heidelberg Catechism.
sexes should be separated:

Van Rheede also ruled that the

the boys were to be taught by a freedman

of mixed ancestry from Batavia, Jan Pasqual; and the girls, by a
local freedwoman, Margaret.26
In passing regulations regarding the education of slaves,
Rheede's main concern was for the 58 (primarily Eurasian) children
born to female slaves and fathered by Dutchmen.

Drawing on past

practice, such children were, according to Van Rheede, "indisputably
children of our nation, [and] cannot be made slaves."27

A set of

regulations by Van Rheede was devised for their treatment.

All, as

he explained, were devised with the expressed purpose of attaching
them to the soil.

Here again, in the absence of white immigrants,

was a vision of South Africa being held for Holland by a mixed
population.
Children of mixed ancestry were to be clothed properly,
schooled in Dutch and the principles of Reform Christianity, and
taught a trade.

Despite Van Rheede1s assertions concerning the status

of children of mixed ancestry, he was also concerned about the loss of
labor to their owners.
emancipation.

As such, he did not require their immediate

Boys were to be freed at age twenty-five; girls, at age
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twenty-two.

In addition, manumitted slaves of mixed ancestry were

expected to reimburse their masters £100 each for their education.
Occasionally, a parent might purchase the freedom of his slave child
from the Company.

Such occurrences, however, were rare, since the

Company, in an attempt to protect its supply of slave labor, charged
an exhorbitant fee for the release of one of its young slaves.28

If

anyone cared to exercise the option, full-blooded slaves could be
eligible for manumission at age forty, if born at the Cape, or, after
thirty years of service, if first generation.

Slaves who were

baptized Christians could not be sold, a restriction that was
enforced.
The orders by the governor-general and several commissioners
that slaves be baptized, schooled, converted, and then manumitted
were never seriously enforced at the Cape.

The Company officials, as

well as, many of the colonists, had grown accustomed to the life of
leisure made possible by the slaves.

Resistance by Company officials

to manumission came in the form of laws, such as that of 1708, requir¬
ing that slave owners provide a guarantee of support for the freed
slave and, that of 1767, requiring that a cash fee be paid by anyone
wishing to emancipate a slave.29

Burgers resented the restrictions

(brought by conversion) to dispose by sale of their property as they
saw fit; many neither baptized nor schooled their slaves.

The mis¬

sionary Van der Kempt (1801) tells of his suggestion to a farmer that
he (Van der Kempt) be permitted to baptize the farmer's slave woman
Susanna; the farmer responded that Van der Kempt should buy the woman,
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then he could baptize her.30

There are several accounts of similar

incidents or incidents of Christianized slaves denied baptism.
Of those burgers who did baptize and school these children,
few emancipated them.

Between 1715 and 1792, approximately 1,000

slaves were emancipated, the majority of Asian or Eurasian ancestry.31
This is an average of thirteen per year; yet, in 1779, for example,
there were 84 slave children at the school at the slave lodge and
another 82 scattered among the eight public schools which had come
into being since 1736 at the Cape.32
The issue of Khoikhoin education/conversion, which had never
been completely abandoned, was also addressed by Van Goens.

He

acknowledged the benefit of the Khoikhoin's being taught to identify
Europeans'

interest as their own:

"It would be a very desirable thing

if we could induce the Hottentots to adopt some kind of civilized
habits, and thus teach them to be faithful to us, which would give us
much security."33

In other words, the possibility of a Khoikhoin

attack would be eliminated and, in case the fort, because of its
strategic location, was ever attacked by a foreign country, they could
further serve as cannon fodder.

Van Goens, however, doubted if under

the (present) circumstances, i.e., "the great barbarism and rude
manners of those people," much could be accomplished.

"Patient fore-

bearance, discretion, and especially affability," he said, were needed
to coax the Khoikhoin into accepting the Europeans'
own.34

interest as their

It would be a few short decades before circumstances conspired
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to make the European hegemony possible.

In 1737, in a radical departure

from past practice, the Company sanctioned the missionary for the Khoikhoin.

The Advent of Missionary Education:

1737-1806

The missionaries, brought into the colony as a cheap method of
subjugating the Africans, were expected to teach as much Christian
doctrine as was necessary to diffuse attacks on the colony.

They were

also to Europeanize the African so as to create both loyalty to the
colony and artificial wants, which could only be satisfied by working
as cheap labor for the colonist.

The missionaries were very much

aware of their roles as political and cultural change agents.

Many

accepted the role unhesitantly; complaints were lodged only when their
role as political agent detracted from proselytizing, or when the
rights of the African, as defined by the missionary, were abused.

In

the role of cultural change agent, the missionaries were only too
willing, for it was commonly understood that conversion could not take
place if structures of African society were left in place.
Conflicts between missionaries, officials, and colonists
resulted from disagreements over the manner in which the Africans were
to be subjugated and exploited.

This is evident in the case of London

missionary Van der Kemp, who came under considerable attack for his
belief that the Khoikhoin “should be perfectly free, upon an equal
footing with the colonist, and, by no sort of compulsion, brought
under a necessity to enter into their service."35
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Van der Kemp, however, was not advocating rights of the Khoikhoin against atrocities perpetrated by the colonist.

If the Africans

were treated with kindness, he maintained that "then will the govern¬
ment rule a people who return their best affections for the respect
and protection it affords them.

Then it will not be the Hottentot

serving the boor like his slave; but, as in all other lands, the poor
shall serve the more wealthy with good-will."36

The last statement is

particularly telling; it was the same argument used by Wilberforce in
his pamphlet "A practical view of the system of Christianity."

Chris¬

tianity served to teach acceptance, obedience, humility, and a will¬
ingness to serve the wealthy.
The missionary was first and foremost a European, and a pro¬
duct of his times.

His loyalties were not necessarily to the farmer,

who stood in his way, but to his country and government.

He protested

slavery, feudal relations, and the manner in which the African was
being subordinated; but he supported the right of the colonist to
exploit the labor of the Khoikhoin, as long as the African was trained
to be happy in this exploitation.

In this respect, he wanted the

right to be exploited for the African, to be on an equal basis with
that of the working man in Europe.

The missionary was an advocate of

imperialism, believing strongly that it represented a more civilized
and progressive way of life.

The great advocate of Khoikhoin rights,

Reverend John Philip, perhaps best exemplified the missionaries' view
of his role when he wrote:
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While our missionaries are everywhere scattering the
seeds of civilization. . .they are extending British
interest, British influences and the British empire. . .
wherever the missionary places his standard among the
savage tribe, their prejudices against the colonial
government give way, their dependence upon the colony is
increased by the creation of artificial wants. . .Indus¬
try, trade, and agriculture spring up.37
Cultural transformation was the price that the African was expected to
pay for residing on the mission.

He was expected to give up his

traditions and his nomadic life, learn agriculture in order to make
the mission self-sufficient, wear European clothing, and build square¬
shaped wattle and daub houses in city street formation instead of
round, reed houses.

Missionaries were not always successful in these

endeavors, but, within these contexts, they are best understood.
By the third decade of the eighteenth century, the Company
experienced a sharp decline in profits and influence.

Internal cor¬

ruption threatened to bankrupt the Company, while French and English
interlopers were surplanting the Dutch in many branches of the lucra¬
tive trade with the East.

The Cape colony continued to be a source of

concern, plaguing the Company on two issues:

1) how to provide cheap

labor for the settlers, ensuring that Company ships be supplied with
food at minimum cost; and 2) how to fortify the settlement, at minimal
cost, against foreign incursion and attacks from the indigenous popu¬
lations. 38
Cheap labor at the Cape took two forms:

Khoikhoin and slaves.

In urban areas, slave labor was the most important, but, in the out
lying districts, Khoikhoin were more important.

The latter were
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subject to coersion and intimidation, as the Europeans stole land and
cattle.

Starvation drove them into the employ of Europeans, from whom

they received scraps of food, cast-off clothing, and possibly payment
of a sheep or calf at the end of service.

Khoikhoin, however, refused

to hire themselves out for the long periods required for farming, so
the farmers devised methods to ensure that they would remain bound to
the land.

The practice of demanding that the children of Khoikhoin

mothers and slave fathers work without pay for the farmer until adult*
hood, came into being and was later sanctioned by the law of 1775,
which required that such children be euphemistically "apprenticed" to
the farmer for eighteen months to twenty-five years.

Additionally,

the government quietly sanctioned burger-organized commando raids on
San villages for the purpose of stealing cattle, women, and children.
While adult San were slaughtered like animals, their children were
brought back to be "apprenticed" to Europeans.

In these ways, the

colony was supplied with labor.
The problem of defense also plagued the Company.

Unwilling to

spend money on protecting its stolen territory, the Company defense
corp consisted of conscripted burgers between the ages of sixteen and
sixty.

This militia served to protect the colony from both foreign

and indigenous attacks, especially the former.

In the interior, the

Company defense consisted of small forts and commando groups made up
of burgers and Khoikhoin.
Labor and defense, then, were the overriding concerns when the
first missionary came to the fort.

In 1731, Georg Schmidt, a Moravian
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missionary, came to the Cape to convert the Khoikhoin.

The Company

may have given Schmidt permission to go to the Cape out of religious
conviction, from pressure by the Classis to allow missionary work,
because of self-interest, or a combination of all these factors.
However, it is not unreasonable to assume that self-interest played a
large part in the decision, particularly since several commissioners
had already suggested the need to convert the Khoikhoin so as to "bind
them to us" as servants and soldiers.

It should also be noted that

among its own white settlers, the Company steadfastly refused the
establishment of any other but the Dutch Reform Church religion; when
the Company sent Schmidt to the Cape, they did not intend to break
their policy of cujus regio, ejus religio.

The religion of the Com¬

pany would be Calvinism, and, while Schmidt would be able to convert
the Khoikhoin to Protestantism, he could not baptize them as Moravians.
Subsequent occurrences seem to indicate that he was cautioned both in
Holland and by the Dutch Reform Church at the Cape not to proselytize
or baptize the Khoikhoin.

He was expected to teach Christian doctrine,

Dutch, and the rudiments of agriculture, presumably to create more
productive laborers and use the mission station as a pool from which
to conscript Khoikhoin for military service, which became the policy
several years later.39
Schmidt was stationed at Soetemelksvlei, a military outpost
along the river Zonderend, but the Khoikhoin there proved to be too
colonized for him.

So, acting without government sanction, he moved

his mission farther down to Baviaans Kloof, among the independent
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Khoikhoin where he attempted to teach them how to overcome what he
considered their "many forms of vice," including "love of alcohol,"
"repugnance to a settled life," "no inclination to work," and their
"phlegmatic nature."40
The mission station attracted many Khoikhoin, not a few of
whom saw it as an alternative to being exploited by the farmer.

This

led to farmers' complaints of loss of laborers and created animosity
between Schmidt and the farmers.

For five years, according to Teal,

Schmidt did his utmost, "to teach them [Khoikhoin] the doctrines of
Christianity and the advantages of a settled industrious life."41

But

in 1742, after Schmidt received a document from the head of the Morav¬
ian Church ordaining him, he proceeded to baptize six Khoikhoin.

For

this action, the Council of Policy and clergy thereupon barred Schmidt
from performing baptisms, and the Dutch Reform Church clergy asked
that he be removed and replaced by a Calvinist missionary.

Shortly

after the clergy's recommendation, the Khoikhoin, who had gathered
around Schmidt, abandoned the mission, perhaps as Schmidt charges,
because of instigation by the farmers,42 or because it was doubtful
whether the colonist would continue to allow his station to function
as a reprieve from the colonist.

In 1744, Schmidt left the Cape in

the hopes of changing the Cl assis of Amsterdam's position on his
ordination.

He failed and never returned.

Chastened by the objections of the farmers and the folly of
trying to get a member of another denomination to serve the Dutch
Reform Church, the Company abandoned the idea of missionaries.

Nearly
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a half century passed before missionaries were allowed again at the
Cape.
The Evangelical movement, which swept Europe in the late
1700's with its emphasis on the duty of Christians to convert heathens,
came to the Cape through the preaching of the Reverend Helperus Ritzema
van Lier of the Dutch Reform Church.

In 1788, the Reverend had rekin-

dled an interest in the Pauline Doctrine among some of his European
congregation to the extent that several members "banded themselves
together to devote certain days of the week to spiritual effort on
behalf of slaves and Hottentots.1143

Van Lier's opinion of his chosen

subjects and the purpose for his selection were made clear in his May
17, 1789, sermon:
"Of set purpose does Jesus use the expression to al1
creatures--!’n order to teach us that the Gospel must
be brought to every one who can bear the name of
man--to the most ungodly heathen and the most barbaric
nations, to the simplest and the most ignorant.
No
exception can be made.
Jesus has anticipated all
excuses.
His Gospel must be proclaimed to every human
being, however savage, ignorant, degraded or sinful he
be.
No one can be too ignorant or too sinful for the
Gospel to be offered to him:
no one is so virtuous as
not to need the Gospel.
No man, whatever profession
of virtue or innocence he may make can do without the
Gospel:
to no man, however guilty and depraved he be,
may the Gospel be refused."44
To clear the way for evangelizing the slaves the Cape Town,
Kerkeraad, in 1792, proclaimed that neither church nor secular law
forbade a master from either keeping in captivity or selling a slave
who was baptized.

In Stellenbosch, the local Kerkeraad passed a

resolution that "slave children also be instructed in reading and in
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the elements of the Christian religion."45

One member of the Ker-

-k-eraad> Deacon Desch, went so far as to establish a school for slave
children at his own expense.

At least in a small circle, the salva¬

tion of Khoikhoin and slaves was again made fashionable.

The majority

of colonists, particularly in the outlying districts, remained opposed
to Khoikhoin and slave conversions.
By the last decade of the eighteenth century, the Company
teetered on the brink of bankruptcy and, in Holland, there was fore¬
boding of an impending war with France.

Among other cost-cutting

measures in the Cape Colony, all military posts in the outlying dis¬
tricts were closed, leaving the Europeans with no regular troops.
Along the eastern boundary of the Cape, San valiantly defended their
homes from invading Europeans while Xhosa refused to surrender the
fertile strip of land along the Fish River.

In an attempt to find a

peaceful means of neutralizing African resistance in 1792, the Company
again granted the Moravians permission to start a mission station among
the Khoikhoin.
The missionaries resurrected Schmidt's mission at Baviaans
Kloof with permission to take as much Khoikhoin land as necessary.

A

few independent Khoikhoin bands existed in the region, but they were
impoverished, spoke Dutch, and had little land for their own.

The

majority found themselves in serf/landlord relationships with the
farmers, though on certain occasions, they defined the terms of their
"employment."

The station attracted many Khoikhoin, who were only too

pleased to abandon their servitude on European farms.

In 1795, in
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revolt against the government, a group of colonists threatened rather
loudly to put an end to the "school," as the mission was called.

The

missionaries sent all the Khoikhoin back to the farms in an attempt to
appease the rebels, many of whom were from Swellendam.
The missionaries wasted no time in opening a school for Khoi¬
khoin children; 61 pupils were enrolled shortly afterwards.

School

hours were planned so as not to interfere with agricultural work, and
reading, writing, and religious doctrine were taught.

As artisans,

the missionaries also taught the Africans carpentry, cultivation,
milling, and knife-making.

The Khoikhoin were required by the Mora¬

vians to give up their nomadic way of life in order to acquiese to
rules, regulations, discipline, and the routine of the work place.
By 1803, the mission (re-named Genadendal) had gained a cer¬
tain notoriety throughout the colony, for, according to Marais, the
missionaries had "persuaded many of the Hottentots to build wattle and
daub cottages in place of the ancestral mat huts; and they had taught
them to make and irrigate vegetable gardens and to grow wheat.

.

.in

other words, the Hottentots were making the difficult transition from
a nomadic to a more settled life."46
What was not taught at Genadendal, according to Theal, was
"political partisanship.

.

.and social equality between European colo¬

nist and individuals just emerging from barbarism."

Theal goes on to

say "the converts were regarded as children, requiring to be kept
constantly under tutelage and moderate restraint.1145
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Initially, a great deal of antagonism was directed against the
missionaries by the farmers.

They resented the idea of educating the

Khoikhoin, for many of the farmers were themselves neither baptized
nor literate.

A few of the wealthier farmers hired permanent tutors

for their children, while the less fortunate relied on itinerant and
barely literate teachers.

Undoubtedly, some of the resentment

emanated from this situation, especially since some of the colonists
had asked the missionaries to stay among them rather than to proceed
to the Africans.

Perhaps the worst matter of contention was that the

mission absorbed quite a few Khoikhoin who would otherwise be forced
to work cheaply for the farmer.

The Kerkeraad also sought an end to

the missionaries, as petitioned by several of its members to the
government.

This time, the request was firmly rejected by the Com¬

pany, which viewed the missionary as a helper in providing protection
for the colony.
In time, the farmers looked favorably on the mission, as they
realized its potential as a reserve for well-disciplined, cheap labor.
But within four months of its formation, the intended use of the
mission station by the government as a military reserve, became ob¬
vious.

On February 1, 1793, revolutionary France declared war on Eng¬

land, and Holland was caught in the middle.

At the Cape, the Khoi¬

khoin at Baviaans Kloof, much to the consternation of the mission¬
aries, were ordered to join the segregated Khoikhoin corp and take up
arms in defense of the colony.

This policy later became an integral

practice of subsequent governments.
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In 1795, as a temporary measure, the Prince of Orange handed
the Cape over to his allies, the British, in order to keep it out of
the hands of France, which, at that time, was at war with Holland.
While the British planned no political change, economic change was
inevitable, due to 1) the collapse of the Company, 2) the impoverished
market at the Cape, 3) the widespread corruption of officials, and 4)
smuggling and tax evasion which worked to the benefit of the colonist
and their officials but against the ruling families in Holland.
The instability of the so-called eastern frontier was also of
British concern.

Colonists were grabbing land and cattle there,

seeking to coerce the Africans into a serf-like relationship.

Com¬

mando raids in San had resulted in retaliation by San trying to pro¬
tect their lives and territory.

Here also, the colonist confronted

the dark-skinned African, specifically, the Xhosa, whose military
strength and tradition precluded the theft of their land with the
seeming ease with which that of the Khoikhoin and San was taken.

From

1799 to 1803, further compounding matters, independent Khoikhoin groups
joined the Xhosa; the Khoikhoin, who had been conscripted to fight,
took their English guns and ammunition and allied themselves with the
Xhosa chief Ndlambe.

The eastern frontier was a veritable tinderbox.

British frontier policy was to be two-fold:

peaceful subjuga¬

tion and "divide and conquer." The former was to be accomplished with
the aid of the missionaries, and the latter by breaking the alliance
between the Khoikhoin and the Xhosa, and preventing any further Dutch/
Xhosa invasions because of the cost to the crown; the British military
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would invariably come to the aid of the colonist.

In the implementa¬

tion of this policy, the missionary played an integral part.48
In 1799, four missionaries from the newly formed London Mis¬
sionary Society

Johannes Van der Kemp, Johannes Jacobus Kicherer,

John Edmond and William Edwards, arrived at the Cape.

At the urging

of the farmers, Kicherer and Edwards headed north to establish a
mission among the surviving San.

This was an extension of the British

government's Lord McCartney's plan to induce the San to accept the
farmer's encroachment.

Van der Kemp, Edmond, Cornelius Kramer, a

white South African, proceeded to the area known as the Graaff-Reinet,
to start a mission among the Xhosa.
The mission to the San was a failure.

The farmers supported

it on the hope that the San could be weaned away from their nomadic
life, and could be incorporated into the settlement as laborers.
Also, it was hoped that the missionaries could persuade the San to
desist from attempts to push the colonist off the land by stealing
their cattle.
Kicherer realized that his objective of converting the San
could be more effectively carried out if they settled.
aware of the expectations of the colonist.

He was also

As Jane Sales states:

"For them [the San] to engage in their traditional
means of food-gathering, hunting, meant that they were
not available for the teaching and preaching which
Kicherer considered his main work.
But he saw the
development of agriculture as important to his work,
too, because he was fully aware that the public sup¬
port on which he depended would continue only if he
succeeded in persuading the Bushmen to take up a
settled mode of life and in convincing them of the
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wickedness of stealing stock from the farmers. He had
no doubt in his own mind that a converted Bushman
would no longer steal and would desire to quit the
nomadic life of his ancestors.1149
A few San came to the station only because of the lure of
tobacco offered by the missionaries; the memory of the Boer's war of
extermination was still fresh in their minds.

Kicherer recorded in

his diary that:
When approaching a white man for the first time, from
some urgent motive, such as their ardent desire’of
obtaining a little tobacco, appear in an agony of
fear, which discovers itself by the trembling of every
limb; yet so vehement is their love of this narcotic,
that they will venture anything to procure it; and had
it not been for the powerful attraction of this favour¬
ite herb, which we liberally distributed among them, I
am persuaded we could not have prevailed upon them to
venture near us.50
Kicherer and his group started a church and school but were
formed to rely on interpreters, as they could not learn the San's
language.

The mission, according to Kicherer, functioned in the

following manner:
. . .About the time of the sun-rising we collect
together for prayer, when we read the Scriptures and
sing a hymn; then the elderly people depart, and the
business of the school commences, we teach the younger
people to spell and read Dutch.
In the mean time our
provision is prepared by a Boscheman [San] girl.
School being over, we proceed to our manual labour,
such as gardening, building, etc. about noon we dine,
and the afternoon passes away in the same occupations
as the forenoon.
Evening arriving, we conclude our
day by prayer, singing hymns, and communications, in
the plainest manner we know, the knowledge of divine
things.51
Within six months, the mission come to an abrupt halt when
Kramer and Vigilant, a San chief, got into a fight.

The missionaries
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restrained the chief and sent him to Cape Town for trial, thus leaving
no doubt of their low opinion of the San leadership and making it
quite clear that the missionaries differed only slightly from the
colonist.

The San abandoned the mission and only a few Khoikhoin

could be persuaded to settle there.

Shortly after, in 1801, the

mission was abandoned.
Of more importance to government policy was the mission sta¬
tion at Graaff-Reinet, established by Van der Kemp in 1801.

The

previous year, he and Edmond had attempted to settle among those Xhosa
ruled by Chief Nggita (whom the British mistakenly considered para¬
mount chief).

Van der Kemp immediately opened a school, but those who

attended were primarily the Khoikhoin wives of Xhosa men.

Within the

year, Van der Kemp reported to Missionary Magazine that attending the
school were "five Hottentot women, two youths, and one girl; one
Caffarian [Xhosa] girl, one Christian youth, and eight children from
parents of different nations.

.

.

.the whole amounts to eighteen."52

The chief became suspicious of the missionaries' motives and
forbade his people to attend the mission school.
were expelled from Xhosa territory in 1800.

The missionaries

Edmonds left for Bengal,

and Van der Kemp, with a number of Khoikhoin whom he had seduced away
from the Xhosa, was joined by James Read and A. A. Van der Linger.
The missionaries were urged by the governor to take up residence at
Graaff-Reinet, the site where several Khoikhoin had joined with the
Xhosa to contain the Dutch.

The allegience between the Xhosa and

Khoikhoin particularly concerned Governor Dundas.

For him, the
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revolt of the Khoikhoin was as much against the farmers, who had
swallowed up all the land of the district and virtually enslaved the
Khoikhoin, as it was against the British government, which armed, and
then disarmed, them, leaving them at the mercy of the Dutch.
It is said that the governor remembered "the unfortunate
events of San Domingo," when the slave Toussaint L'Ouverture led his
people to freedom by defeating the vastly superior French army.
Accordingly, "His Excellency, remembering. . .the terrible insurrec¬
tion of slaves which broke out on that island in 1791. . .feared with
great reason the most serious consequences for this country if the
progress of this evil were not speedily suppressed.1153
In short, the government feared that if the revolt of the
eastern Khoikhoin should spread to the western Khoikhoin and slaves,
it would be difficult, if not impossible, for white rule to remain
entrenched at the Cape.54

As such, the government devised a plan

whereby the missionaries would be used to break the alliance between
the Khoikhoin and the Xhosa.

Since the idea of returning the land to

the Khoikhoin was out of the question, a mission station would be
established on land not used by the colonists, but claimed by the
colony, where Khoikhoin would be led to believe that they could exist
independent of the colonist and government.

The missionary would then

be responsible for westernizing them, thereby making them more depen¬
dent on a western lifestyle, more willing to be a laboring class, and
less likely to join forces with the Xhosa in the future.
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At Graaff-Reinet, the landdrost allowed Van der Kemp to use
the church, but the white congregates objected to sitting next to
often as many as 200 Khoikhoin.

Van der Kemp moved his church and

school into the army barracks, while the British were required to wash
the walls and scrub the seats before the colonists would again use the
church.55

By the end of the year, the missionaries had 62 students in

their school and plans were made to set up a permanent institution.
If he could set up a permanent institution, Van der Kemp wrote
Dandas, he would ensure that no Khoikhoin in the employ of the Dutch
would be admitted without permission from their masters, and, he
stated that the objective of the institution would be to "discourage
idleness and laziness, and to have the individuals in our institution,
as much as circumstances shall admit, employed in different useful
occupations, for the cultivation of their rational faculties, or
exercise of the body, as means of subsistence, and of promoting the
welfare of the society, and the colony at large.

These occupations

may be referred either to agriculture and farming, the management of
cattle, or mechanical arts, and little manufactories, e.g., soap¬
boiling, candle-making, spinning of thread, manufacturing of paper,
tanning, potting, brick-making and turnery, etc."56
Dundas gave his blessing to the institution, hoping to use it
as bait to lure the Khoikhoin away from the Xhosa.

Van der Kemp was

enlisted to negotiate with Klaas Sturrman, as chief of all the Khoi¬
khoin, in accordance with British policy of assigning one chief as
head of all others.

He was to offer him amnesty if the Khoikhoin
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returned cattle taken from the Dutch, laid down their arms, and either
joined the Hottentot corps, worked for a farmer, or joined the mis¬

sion.” sturrman re-entered the colony with a promise of a land grant;
the land subsequently was taken back on the pretext that the family
had violated certain laws.
Shortly after the Treaty of Amiens (1802) was signed, the
British made plans for withdrawal.

The mission was attacked by Khoi-

khoin and the missionary and his following moved into the fort.

While

Van de Kemp was there, the farmers burned down the institution.
When the Batavian government resumed control of the Cape,
their policy of utilization of missionaries followed closely that of
the British.

However, a strong attempt was soon made to placate the

farmers, many of whom had complained in the past of Van der Kemp's
siphoning off their laborers.
Van der Kemp was given permission in 1805 to set up a per¬
manent settlement at Bethelsdorp in the district where Khoikhoin/
Xhosa resistance was most prominent.

Governor Janseen stipulated that

he continue his control over the location of the missionaries "in
order that the Government may know at all times where the missionaries
are labouring.1158

They were to remain a distance beyond the boundary

of the colony as defined by the government, but were not to settle
among the Xhosa.

The missionaries were barred from accepting any

farmer-employed African at the station; specifically, "that only
wandering Hottentots, or others, who from this institution have gone
into the service of the inhabitants, shall be permitted to receive

instruction; but no Hottentots who are actually serving the inhabi
tants or have served them in the course of the preceding year, be
permitted to receive it.1159
Concerning the establishment of a school, the governor pro
claimed:
1.

"That their schools have no communication with
the inhabitants upon these boundaries, much less
with those that live within them, either Chris¬
tian or heathen."

2.

That in the schools and meetings to be formed by
the Missionaries for the Natives, nobody who has
residence within this colony, and belonging to
the common population [i.e., European] be permitted;
unless he has obtained for it express leave from
the Governor, which leave can never be obtained
except in the event of an absolute necessity."

3.

"That all missionaries be obliged to send to
Government at every convenient opportunity a
written account of the state of their schools in
order to know what effect the cultivation of the
Natives has had through their care; from what
they get their subsistence; what cattle and other
things they possess; the nature of the port which
they occupy and plough, the climate, etc."

4.

"No instruction in writing, as this is not abso¬
lutely necessary in the commencement of cultiva¬
tion, shall be permitted in the schools already
established, or that may be established here¬
after; but this instruction shall be postponed
till express licence from the Governor and Com¬
mander in Chief be obtained." [This was probably
intended to appease the whites in the area, the
vast majority of whom were illiterates.]

5.

"That, as far as the capacity of the Natives is
fit for comprehending the first ideas of social
order such as exists in the mother-country and in
this colony, the missionaries be obliged to teach
them, and the missionaries be prohibited to pray
openly in the institutions already established,
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or that may be established hereafter, for any
other power or government, than for that of the
Batavian Republic and this Colony."60
At Bethelsdorp, a long mud house with a thatched roof was
constructed to serve as school and church.

By the end of 1803,

between 30 and 40 children were attending school, and the missionary
reported that 20 of the children could read the Bible and spell.

The

Bible, a speller (printed in 1801 by Van der Kemp on a press that he
had brought with him), and a printed catechism, (1802) written in the
Khoikhoin language, were the class texts.

Van der Kemp, himself a

wealthy intellectual and physician who spoke sixteen languages, had
visions of providing an extensive liberal arts program for his pupils.
He appealed to the London Missionary Society for:
"Theological and Ecclesiastical works; Geographical:
travels, especially among Asia and Africa; Description
of arts and manufacturers; Grammars and Dictionaries,
for instruction in the Latin, Greek and Oriental lan¬
guages; classical authors, Greek and Latin. . . .a
good general map of the world, particular maps, a
celestial planisphere, and a pair of globes. . . .
[Books on] Natural History, Chemistry, Anatomy,
Surgery, Midwifery, Philosophy, etc. . . .61
No books came.

About 1807, Van der Kemp wrote a book on midwifery in

Dutch for use at Bethelsdorp.
After the return of the British in 1806, the school again
taught writing.

Classes for the purpose of learning reading and

writing were held for one hour in the morning and one hour in the
evening, so as not to interfere with the agricultural work.
adults and children were free to attend.

Both

In 1807, the school had an

enrollment of approximately 50 children, 20 to 30 of whom, according
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to LMS missionary James Read, could read well.

That year, however,

adults began to stay away from the classes, with the children follow¬
ing suit in 1810.
The reason for this exodus may have been that many of the
Khoikhoin came to the mission with the belief that they would be free
from both the rules of the local and the central foreign governments.
This did not prove to be the case.

As a letter from Van der Kemp to

Janseen indicates, the local landdrost forced the Khoikhoin, (obviously
with the sanction of Janseen) through threats of violence and confisca¬
tion of property, to work for the colonists and to enlist in military
service.

Furthermore, the families of the impressed Khoikhoin were

denied the allotment of rations provided for European families in
similar circumstances.

The governor accused Van der Kemp of "mis¬

apprehending the condition under which land had been granted to
your institution."62

He further informed him that since the families

of the Khoikhoin soldiers lived at Bethelsdorp, it was the mission's
responsibility, not the colony's, to feed them.

This inability of Van

der Kemp to maintain an independent institution probably contributed
to the decline in attendance among the Khoikhoin at both the mission
and school.

The Khoikhoin felt that there was no need to make con¬

cessions if the station could not protect them.
Perhaps the single most important factor in the decline in
enrollment, was the drought which began around 1805.

By 1807, food

was so scarce that people began to die from hunger; houses made of
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reed became brittle and crumbled.

To say the least, reading and

writing were not the priority.
The missionaries began to place greater emphasis on teaching
such skills as lumberjacking, blacksmithing, shoemaking and saltgathermg, by which Khoikhoin could earn a living.

Agriculture, as a means

of breaking the nomadic pattern of the Khoikhoin, was vigorously
pursued, but Bethelsdorp was located on a barren strip of land ten
miles in circumference, the size of a Dutch farm, with a population
that ranged between 1,400 and 3,000 people.

According to Sales, there

was suspicion among the missionaries that Bethelsdorp was chosen in
order to insure that the Khoikhoin would be forced to work for the
local farmers.63

This seems quite plausible, since the committee

appointed by Janseen to select the mission site consisted of four
Boers, three of whom were either farmers or local officials, and Read,
who knew absolutely nothing about agriculture.
In 1807, Van der Kemp appealed to the new governor for arable
land, which he argued was necessary if the Khoikhoin were to be made
into wage laborers and separated from the Xhosa:
. . .the total want of arable ground at Bethelsdorp in
a great measure frustrates the benevolent intention
with which the institution was erected, viz. to reduce
the dispersed and vagabondizing Hottentots into a
permanent society of useful and industrious inhabi¬
tants.
Experience teaches us that the greater part of
those who enter the institution with the best views,
leave it again in a few weeks, convinced of the impos¬
sibility of providing for themselves and their families
in a place where nothing can be sown or reaped.
Numbers
of them, it is true, retreat to the farmers, but many
also emigrate to the Caffers or form themselves into
Kraals in the neighbouring woods.64
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The argument convinced the government, but the land that was
not ceded to the farmers, was also undesirable and arid, and they
steadfastly refused to let the missionaries occupy any of the land
which they had claimed.

The mission remained on the barren tract of

Bethelsdorp, but its effectiveness was not reduced; the Khoikhoin
there remained an instantly visible source of labor for government
and farmers, and a source of recruits for the military in attacks
against the Xhosa and their Khoikhoin allies.
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III

CHAPTER

BLACK EDUCATION UNDER BRITISH RULE 1806-1890

In 1806, with the Treaty of Amiens in tatters, England seized
the Cape in order to foil France's designs on the lucrative East Indian
trade routes.

Because the occupation was strategic, the Crown had

neither the inclination nor the desire to expand the colony, or spend
substantial funds for its internal management and defense.

Fearing

that radical change within the colony might result in rebellions
similar to those by white settlers in America and slaves in Haiti,
the early British governments at the Cape were warned against
radically disrupting the status quo.

Internal peace was to be main¬

tained by the "cheapest means possible."

This was particularly opera¬

tive before 1814, for it was not until that year, that Britain for¬
mally annexed the Cape.

British sovereignty brought drastic changes

to the Cape--changes that were not shaped, as has been traditionally
asserted, by the wave of liberte, egalit£, and fraternite that washed
through Europe as a result of the French Revolution.

Indeed, as

De Kiewiet noted, "Jacobinism stank in the nostrils of His Majesty's
right minded officers."1
Under British rule, discriminatory practices proliferated, as
the society moved closer to making segregation public policy.

By the

1850s, the humanitarian ideology that laid a controlling hand on the
wording of British policy, had given way to the more comfortable form
of blatent discrimination.
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Cautiously, administrators worked toward bringing the Cape
into Britain's economic and cultural dominion.

Schooling was, of

course, an integral part of the cultural dominion.
The purpose of this chapter is to 1) survey the extent to
which segregation occurred in schools from 1806-1890, 2) take a
detailed look at the missionaries and the form and content of their
schools, since they were primarily responsible for the education of
Africans, and 3) to determine the impact of western education on
Africans.

Segregating the Schools

Government-initiated schooling for Africans initially reflec¬
ted most of contemporary British liberal thought on mass education.
Such thought gained much of its impetus from the captalist ideology
put forth in Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations (1776).

Smith argued that

in an industrial society, which, by necessity, must be highly organ¬
ized, it was to the advantage of the state to teach the "inferior
ranks of people" so that they could be of use to the society, and
"less apt to be misled into any wanton or unnecessary opposition to
measures of government."2

It was imperative, therefore, that the

state not only assume responsibility for education, but that such
education be both free and compulsory.

By the turn of the century,

mass social unrest on the part of the English working class led to
greater emphasis on education as a means of social control.
sive charity schools were created, whereby the poor could be

Inexpen¬
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conditioned to "an honest, upright, grateful, and industrious
poverty."3

For the new social order, as Cubberley points out, the

charity schools were hardly considered a threat to the industrialist
because their curriculum was limited to religious training, basic
reading, writing, and arithmetic.4

Needless to say, the religious

emphasis of the schools dovetailed smartly with the Protestant man¬
date to spread the Gospel.
Education in South Africa was intended to serve the same
purpose, that of conditioning the workers to "an honest, upright,
grateful and industrial poverty."

There was, however, an additional

dimension to schooling in the colony, that of incorporating the
colonized into the culture of the imperial country.

This view was

expressed as early as 1809, when General Collins wrote:

"Import

English teachers and the next generation will be Englishmen."5
Prior to 1838, government schools for blacks were spawned from
a combination of religious, political, and economic motives.

On the

religious and political levels, schools for blacks were intended to
combat the Muslim influence and to Anglicize blacks; on the economic
level, they were to serve to condition blacks to function in an indus¬
trial society.
Elementary schooling was seen by the British ruling class as a
means for facilitating conversions, and as a way of incorporating the
workforce into the capitalist economic system.

In this respect, a

general policy for blacks and lower class whites initially existed.
Its implementation, however, was a political decision made on the
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basis of race. That working-class whites used race as a means of
defining status cannot be denied nor ignored.

In the frontier region

where whites adapted the same nomadic life style as the Africans, they
used their skin color and religion as markers by which to define their
superiority.
solid footing.

In the urban areas, institutional racism had gained
Racism, therefore, became a barrier to the manner in

which the government had initially intended to implement schooling.
Subsequently, the colonist moved to pressure the not-unwi11ing govern¬
ment to use race rather than class as the tempering criteria in the
implementation of schools.

This interplay between policy and its

implementation is particularly evident in the free schools established
by the government.
A system of free schools, developed along the lines of English
charity schools, and intended to provide the "lower orders" with
Christianity, morality, and the Protestant work ethic, was instituted
in 1813 by John Cradock, governor of the Cape.
open to all races.

These schools were

(By 1827 there were twenty-six such schools; two

became exclusively nonwhite.6)

That same year (1813), Cradock created

the Bible and School Commission, made up of clergy from the Dutch
Reform, Lutheran, and Episcopal churches; the Colonial Secretary, the
Military Chaplain; and the Minister of Simonstown.7

The Commission,

whose function was supervisory, objected to the establishment of free
schools, all of which went unheeded by Cradock.

By 1834, the Commis¬

sion had pushed through a ruling that suggested the adoption of a
scale of fees based on level and type of instruction.

Accordingly,
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"parents were to pay nine pence per month for first class or elemen¬
tary instruction in spelling and reading, and two shillings and three
pence for third class instruction, or instruction in grammar, writing,
and arithmetic.
gratis."8

However, in certain cases, pupils would be admitted

In effect, such a system would bar blacks from the schools.

The attempt by the Bible and School Commission to eliminate
free schools was never fully implemented for a variety of reasons,
most notably, lack of teachers, uncooperative missionaries, and the
powerlessness of the Commission.

Apparently, the government had

intended the Commission as a placebo for the whites, since in reality,
the government made education policy and hired teachers to implement
it.

Concern that the Bible and School Commission's regulation was

disrupting the government's school program resulted in the abolition
of the Commission and its replacement in 1839 with a Cape Department
of Education.9
The effect of school fees on the racial composition of schools
was very much evident in 1822, when, in an attempt to carry out Brit¬
ish policy of Anglicizing the colonized population, the Governor,
Charles Somerset, imported six English teachers.

They were expected

to teach English grammar, writing, arithmetic, sacred music, and
religion10 to the children of the "Dutch colonist chiefly and heathens
if required."11

According to the official policy, these schools were

to be open to all races, but the charging of a school fee to attend
these English schools had the same effect as saying "for whites only."
James Rose-Innes, one of the imported teachers and later, superintendent
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of education, noted that these schools were inaccessible to blacks.12
A report compiled in 1824 concluded that, while the English schools
were entirely white, the schools that used Dutch as a medium of
instruction and charged no fee, were predominantly black.
had nine children, most of whom were slaves.

One school

At Uitenhage, a segre¬

gated system came into being at the free schools; one school was
exclusively white, while the other, which operated on alternate days,
was open to slaves and Khoikhoin.
Deferring to the racism of the society, and to some extent the
government itself, a modified system of pay schools did emerge.

The

system was introduced by James Rose-Innes, the first superintendent
general of education (1839-1859).

Under his direction, schools were

divided into two categories in 1839:

First Class schools, which

offered both elementary and secondary training, and Second Class
schools, which offered only elementary instruction.

While the elemen¬

tary courses remained free and open to all races, a fee was charged
for secondary instruction.13
By 1860, the schools were beginning to exhibit the growing
segregatory characteristics of the society at large.

In its 1863

report on education, the Watermeyer Commission stated, according to
Behr, that "although all government schools were ostensibly open to
all classes and races of the community, a system of segregation had in
effect been introduced, and the government schools had become, to all
intents and purposes, reserved for European children only."14

In the

poorer areas of the colony, government schools remained integrated,
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meaning that blacks and whites sat in the same classroom, although not
necessarily side by side.
report for 1885:

According to the superintendent-general's

"Very few coloured [includes African children]

attended the public schools" but "no fewer than 9,235 white children
[this is out of 45,606 white students] are enumerated as in actual
attendance at mission schools."15

The custom of segregated schools

had already been established at the public schools, and those few
blacks who did attend, were, for the most part, of mixed ancestry.

In

the surrounding areas of the colony, where access to white schools was
impossible, and in the urban areas, where a growing class of poor
whites unable to pay school fees existed, white children attended
mission schools.

These schools were intended for colored children,

primarily Khoikhoin, but were also open to other African and white
children.
Public pressure to segregate the schools was great.

In 1827,

John Monio, an LMS missionary, noted that the English people were
complaining about sitting next to colored persons because of their
smell.

By 1840, the clergy acquiesced.16

Similarly, in Natal, John

Richards, a Methodist missionary, was attacked by the white colonist
for running an integrated Sunday school; the Methodists segregated the
school.17

It was not long before the government responded to social

pressure to get the poor whites out of mission schools.
In 1883, in response to a report made by inspector general of
colleges and schools Donald Ross, in which he expressed horror at the
presence of white farm children attending school with Africans, the
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government created the One-Teacher Farm School.

Wherever as few as

three or more white children could be gathered, a state-subsidized,
one-room school was created.
the country.

By 1887, there were 180 such schools in

However, this did not solve the problem of whites in

mission schools in urban areas or large villages, for, in 1890, the
then-superintendent-general of education, Langston Dale, noted that
there were 10,184 whites still in attendance at mission schools.

To

remedy the problem, he proposed the Fourth Class Public Schools (poor
schools) "so as to withdraw these children from the Mission schools
.

.

.It is very undesirable that the white children especially girls,

should be brought daily into close relations with the ordinary type of
coloured street boy."18
The principle of segregated schools was well established in
the nineteenth century, but it was not until the next century, that it
was actually written into law.
v.

In the 1911 landmark ruling, in Mol 1er

Keimoe School, in which a colored child sued for entry in a white

school,

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court declared that

segregated schools were legal.

The Chief Justice Lord De Villiers

wrote:
As a matter of public history we know that the first
civilized legislators in South Africa came from Hol¬
land and regarded the aboriginal natives of the coun¬
try as belonging to an inferior race, whom the Dutch,
as Europeans were entitled to rule over, and whom they
refused to admit to social or political equality. . .
. Believing, as these whites did, that intimacy with
black or yellow races would lower the whites without
raising the supposed inferior races in the scale of
civilization, they condemned intermarriage or illicit
intercourse between persons of the two races.
Unfor¬
tunately the practice of many white men has often been
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inconsistent with the belief, but the vast majority of
Europeans have always condemned such unions, and have
regarded the offspring of such unions as being in the
same racial condition as their black parents. These
prior possessions, or, as many might term them, these
prejudices have never died out, and are not less
deeply rooted at the present day among Europeans in
South Africa, whether of Dutch or English or French
descent. We may not from a philosophical or humanitarian point of view be able to approve this prevalent
sentiment, but we cannot as judges, who are called
upon to construe an Act of Parliament, ignore the
reasons which must have induced the legislature to
adopt the policy of separate education for Europeans
and non-Europeans.19
The "policy" referred to in the Moller ruling is the 1905 Cape
School Board Act, which, in effect, called for the establishment of
separate schools by stipulating that local taxes be used only to pay
for the education of European children.

The Act also contained a com¬

pulsory education regulation for only white students.
In Natal, legislation was also passed in 1905, barring blacks
from attending schools with whites.

Similar legislation was passed in

the Transvaal, in 1907, further emphasized by a 1910 directive from
the director of education stating that "in emphasizing the need for
educating white children in separate schools, the principle of social
segregation is carried out, and it is a principle that no one has
challenged."20

In 1896, the Transvaal had seven mission schools for

blacks and four integrated schools.
Thus, the public schools established by the British in 1813
were intended to incorporate both blacks and whites into the new
colonial/economic order; however, pressure from white settlers and
acquiescence on the part of colonial officials, who were largely no
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less racist than the settlers, conspired to produce policy based on
race, rather than class.

The Quest Against Islam

Interestingly, in the early decades of the administration,
much of British education policy directed towards blacks was aimed at
counteracting the spread of Islam among the slaves.

Islam was to be

counteracted, not only because it was perceived as the traditional
enemy of Christendom, but because it posed a most effective ideologi¬
cal threat to Protestantism and to British hegemony.
Typically, in areas such as Nigeria, where Islam predominated,
British authorities did not encourage proselytizing the population,
for fear such interference might lead to political insurrection.
However, in areas where only small numbers of Muslims existed, as at
the Cape, the government encouraged their conversion.
As early as the seventeenth century, Islam came to the Cape
with political prisoners like Sheikh Yussuf, who led the revolt against
Dutch rule in Batavia.

These exiles were allowed to bring their

wives, servants, and a considerable portion of their wealth with them.
Other adherents to Islam came as slaves or prisoners.
former were sometimes Imans.

Of the two, the

In 1767, a prince of Tidore in the

Moluccas, Kadi Salaam, was exiled to the Cape.

As there was no Koran

on the colony, he reproduced a copy from memory, and wrote a book on
Islamic law, customs, and mystical rites.

Salaam, known to his fol¬

lowers as Tuan Guru (lord and teacher), began to actively proselytize
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among the slaves.

According to legend, Tuan Guru "used to go into the

locked and guarded slave quarters at night—a bent little figure with
the Koran under his arm."21
The Dutch had attempted to curtail the spread of Islam by for¬
bidding the sale of slaves to Muslims and their circumcision by Imans,
but no real effort was exercized by the colonist or the VOC's govern¬
ment to suppress "the enemy of Christendom."

When the earl of Caledon,

a member of a missionary society, assumed the governorship of the
Cape, his political and religious sensibilities were shocked by the
extent to which Islam had permeated the government slave quarters.

To

rectify the situation, he asked, on the recommendation of the British
government, that the South African and Moravian missions intensify
their work among the slaves.22
Caledon reopened the slave school in the slave lodge, which
had been closed during the first British occupation, as much to facil¬
itate conversions as to teach the slaves English.

However, neither

the slaves, who had nothing to gain by becoming Christians and who
preferred Islam or their own religion to Christianity, nor masters,
who either feared emancipation, or saw Christianity as the pervue of
the European, responded enthusiastically.

By 1826, the enrollment at

the slave school had failed to reach more than eighteen students,
while the Islamic school had enrolled 370 slave children.23

The

latter school taught Islam and the writing and reading of Arabic.
There was no set time for completion of studies, a student took as
long as was necessary to memorize the Koran and to master perfect
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Arabic enunciation.

Upon completion of studies the pupil marched from

the school to the Mosque (or home selected to serve as such) where,
before the congregation, each candidate was tested separately.24
According to the Cape Times, it "was a difficult test.

They [the

students] not only had to be word-perfect, but each phrase, each
sentence, had to be enunciated in the purest Arabic, with particular
attention to punctuation and inflection of the voice."25

The Mission Stations and British Policy

Allocation of mission stations by the government was made with
a keen eye on policy, whether labor or defense.

To ensure that mission

stations served their intended purpose, the size of each was kept to
that of the average farm, the land was unsuited for self-sustainment,
and the number of residents was limited by the government. It should
be noted that missions existed and flourished because they were
encouraged by the government.

In areas where it was diametrically

opposed to government policy, missions were simply not allowed to
exist.
That mission stations were not dispensed from religious zeal
or concern for the Africans was made abundantly clear by Cradock in
1814, when representative John Campbell of the Directors of the London
Missionary Society, petitioned the government for several new mission
stations.

Governor Cradock quickly informed him that many stations

would be a negative influence in the colony, since they would deprive
the colonist of their laborers.

In the governor's words:
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"You are aware that the disinclination to increase, or
even maintain the institutions already established’in
this colony is almost universal; and that the general
outcry is that the most fatal injury will ensue to the
agriculture and sustenance of the community. All this
must be admitted by every reasonable man: if idleness
is allowed to prevail, or if the labours in the field,
at the proper season of the year, are not cheerfully
accorded to all the surrounding farmers, to ensure
industry in general, and more extensive usefulness, it
would seem very injudicious to allot any considerable
portion of land to these institutions, that would
render them independent of connection with their
neighbours, and allow them to look upon all around
them with indifference."26
However, the governor did grant two mission stations to the LMS; the
first, Pacalsdorp, was to engulf the independent Khoikhoin village of
Hoogekrall and, according to the historian William Freund, "was in¬
tended by the government as a labour reserve to serve the farmers in a
poor stretch of the countryside.1127

The second, Theopolis, promoted

by the governor as fertile and abundant in game, water, and wood, was
located on Xhosa land.

The station was intended as a military outpost

and a buffer against attacks from Xhosa Chief Ndlambe whom the colo¬
nists were trying to expell from the Zuurveld.

To insure the quick

population of Theopolis, persons seeking admission to Pacalsdorp were
rerouted there.
By 1880, the Xhosa had become a landless proletariat, living
on government reserves or mission stations.

As far as the government

was concerned, the missionaries were the cheapest and most efficient
manner of incorporating the newly conquered Africans into the colonial
hegemonic structure.

Unfortunately, although the missionaries placed

great emphasis on teaching industrious habits, cultivating new habits,
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and extending colonial influence, a disproportionate amount of time
was spent on Bible History and Holy Scripture, much to the govern¬
ment's displeasure.

State aid was offered to the missionaries to

ensure that precedence be given to the aims of government policy,
which envisioned the missions as places where Africans "could find
refuge, learn industrious habits, increase their value as a source of
labour. . .do military service in case of need out of loyalty towards
their protectors. . . .extend the colonial influence and European
civi 1 ization.1,28
State aid at the Cape became available to mission schools in
1841, and, two years later, to other nongovernment schools in areas
where they were unavailable.

In 1856, Natal followed suit.

No grants

were ever made in the Transvaal, and, until 1903, no money was granted
to missionaries by the Orange Free State, which established no schools
for Africans.

The conditions for receiving such aid from the Cape

clearly stated that secular education was to take precedence over
religious training:
(a) grants of from £15 to £30 per annum exclusively to
support the teacher or teachers, provided that a
satisfactory standard was maintained;
(b) inspection of these schools by the SuperintendentGeneral of Education;
(c) religious instruction, limited to the Scriptures
for all pupils in these schools, which [schools]
should be accessible to all;
(d) the English language to form a branch of instruc¬
tion in all schools thus aided, and where possible it
should be used as the colloquial language of the
school;
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(e) the instruction of pupils in secular subjects ac¬
cording to the elementary course in Government Schools.29
In 1846, Earl Grey, Secretary of State for the colonies, wrote
to the Privy Council on Education asking for a statement "explaining
the points which it was material to keep in view in establishing
industrial and other schools."30

Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth responded

with a memorandum entitled. Brief Practical Suggestions on the mode
of Organizing and Conducting Day Schools of Industry, Model Farm
Schools, and Normal Schools as part of a system of Education for the
Coloured Races of the British Colonies.

The Suggestions were primar¬

ily intended for the West Indies, where emancipation had taken effect
in 1838.

There, the freedmen's refusal to till the soil of their

ex-masters resulted in financial deprivation for the capitalist who
owned the sugar plantations.

Industrial education was intended to

make the freedmen more receptive to taking up employment on the sugar
plantation as cheap, contented labor.

Earl Grey, however, viewed the

Suggestions as applicable to all the colonies, and therefore, sent it
to the governors of colonies outside the West Indies.

As stated in

the memo, the aims were to provide the "natives" with training in
Christianity, and enough training in elementary math, writing, Eng¬
lish— "the most important agent of civilization,"--hygiene, cottage
crafts and industrial (i.e., agricultural) education.

In this manner,

the "native labor" could be "made generally available for the cultiva¬
tion of the soil by a settled and industrious peasantry."31
Kay-Shuttleworth explained:

Further,
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In a race emerging from barbarism, the training of
children in obedience and cheerful industry, in mutual
forbearance and good will, and in that respect for
property and care of, use the blessings of Providence
without abusing them, for which a school of industry
affords an opportunity closely resembling the training
of children in a Christian family, would greatly
promote the success of the religious instruction.32
Educational institutions were to be organized structurally in
the shape of a pyramid, with "Day-Schools of Industry" at the bottom,
to provide mass elementary intellectual and industrial education.
These day-schools were intended to transform the lifestyle of the
indigenous populations into one similar to that of a European peasant.
As such, they were organized so as to keep the children from the
influences of traditional society for as long as possible.

The school,

according to the memorandum, "should be regarded as a large Christian
family."

Children were to be "at school at a very early period after

sunrise," have dinner (European peasant fare) at the school, and
return home "immediately before sunset."

While at school, much of the

pupil's time was to be spent in gardening, while the master explained
the theory and practice of its culture.

In the classroom, all work

was to be related to the management of the school and garden, includ¬
ing keeping books on daily expenses, and weighing produce. There was a
suggestion that "the earlier reading lessons might contribute instruc¬
tions adapted to the condition of a slave emerging from slavery or
barbarism."

Girls were to be "instructed in the preparation of the

cheap food which a labourer could afford to purchase, or could grow in
his garden."

The food was to be prepared with "utensils commonly
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found in cottages" and girls were expected to write down the recipes
for future use.
The school was to be operated on a modified monitorial system.
Teachers* assistants would consist of 13-year olds who were contrac¬
tually bound to remain as assistants for six years, with classes
assigned to them on the basis of age.

From ages 13 to 15, classes

would consist of twelve students; age 16, sixteen students; and age
18, twenty to twenty-four students.
On the other hand, the model school was intended for a more
select student:

14- or 15-year old children of "the class of labourers

who have accumulated sufficient money to become small farmers, and,
for the small farmers, who with more knowledge or skill, would be able
to employ their capital to greater advantage."

Its objective was "to

create a thriving, loyal, and religious middle class."

The insti¬

tution was to be a regional boarding school, with parents expected to
defray the cost.

The curriculum was to be similar to that of the day

school, except more advanced instruction in agricultural/industrial
education was to be offered.
At the top of the pyramid was the normal school where "only
the most advanced of the pupil teachers" who had completed their
apprenticeship would be admitted to train to become school masters and
mistresses.

The term of study was twelve to eighteen months, and the

course of study was to consist of:
1.
2.

Biblical instruction and the Evidence of Chris¬
tianity.
English Grammar and Composition.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

English History.
Geography.
Chemistry and its applications to Agriculture.
The Theory of Natural Phenomena in their relation
to Agriculture.
The Rudiments of Mechanics.
Arithmetic and Book-keeping.
The art of Land Surveying and Levelling, and
Practical Mensuration.
Drawing from Models and Plan Drawing.
The Theory and Practice of Agriculture and
Gardening.
The Management of Farming Stock, including the
Treatment of their Diseases.
The art of Organizing and Conducting an Elemen¬
tary School.
Vocal Music.33

The aim of the normal school, according to the memo, was the
"formation of character."

Teachers were to be trained not to aspire

above the ranks of the laboring class, and, as in all the other colon¬
ial schools, the textbooks were to "teach the mutual interests of the
mother-country and her dependencies, the rational basis of their
connection, and the domestic and social duties of the coloured races."
Additionally, the books were to "simply set forth the relation of
wages, capital, labour, and the influence of local and general govern¬
ment on personal security, independence, and order."
The Suggestions were all but ignored in the colonies, primar¬
ily because of resistance on the part of planters, non-allocation of
funds for such a project, and lack of skilled personnel.
Although the Suggestions were sent to Cape Town, they were not
sent to Natal, because Earl Grey felt that the Africans there had not
as yet been "subdued."

Only in New Zealand, where Governor Sir George

Grey himself believed that education was the best way to subjugate and
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control the indigenous population, was Kay-Shuttleworth's memorandum
received favorably.

Much to the consternation of the colonists, Grey

had allocated l/20th of the colonial revenue to be divided among the
missionaries for the purpose of fostering industrial education among
the Maoris.
The colonial office and local Cape officials initially viewed
schooling for Africans as a means of incorporating them into the value
structure of the colonizers.

By the middle of the nineteenth century,

it was redefined as having the potential for "peacefully subjugating
Africans."

Education for Peaceful Subjugation

In 1852, Grey sent a letter to Sir George Cathcart, then
governor of the Cape, noting that industrial schools under the super¬
vision of missionaires had not only Christianized and civilized the
"natives," but had proved to be a most efficient instrument for main¬
taining peace.

He further suggested that such a system would be more

effective at putting an end to African resistance in the frontier area
than any military force supplied by Britain.

Grey's letter was for¬

warded to the secretary of state; two years later, he was brought to
the Cape as governor.
Grey's plan to pacify the eastern frontier not only involved
industrial education, but a scheme 1) for bringing the Africans into
the colony as cheap labor, 2) for populating the most fertile of
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African territories with European settlers, and 3) for destroying the
power of chiefs by paying them a salary.
George Grey believed, as did the secretary of state (Earl
Grey), that only after military subjugation could the more subtle
force of education be effective.

Colonel Currie was given free rein

by the governor to execute a series of mop-up campaigns which, as the
colonel's dispatches document, were violent and barbarous affairs.
(It should be noted that the cattle killing occurred during Grey's
administration, leaving some to imply that he was instrumental in
orchestrating the affair.)

The slaughtering was preceded by a vision

in which some pale-skinned visitors told Mhlakeza, a seer, and his
daughter Nongqarse, to destroy the cattle and grain (they were
expressly forbidden to sell them).35
In 1855, Grey expounded on his plan for "pacification" before
the Colonial Parliament.

Concerning education, which he interpreted

as providing rudimentary education for the masses, he said:
"If we leave the natives beyond our border ignorant
barbarians, shut out from all community of interest
with ourselves, they must always remain a race of
troublesome marauders, and that, feeling this, we
should try to make them a part of ourselves, consumers
of our goods, contributors to our revenue; in short, a
source of strength and wealth for this colony, such as
Providence designed them to be. What, therefore I
propose is, that we should fill it up with a consider¬
able number of Europeans, of a class fitted to increase
our strength in that country, and that, at the same
time, unremitting efforts should be made to raise the
Kaffirs in Christianity and civilization, by the
establishment among them, and beyond our boundary, of
missions connected with industrial schools, by employ¬
ing them on public works, and by other similar means.
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The natives [will be] won by our exertions to Chris¬
tianity, trained by us in agriculture and in simple
arts, possessing property of their own and a stake in
the country, accustomed to our laws and aware of their
advantages, attached to us from a sense of benefits
received, respecting us for our strength and generos¬
ity.
The native races beyond our boundary, influenced as
they would be by our missionaries, instructed in our
schools, benefiting by our trade, would be likely to
attempt but little against the frontier.1136
Grey's program of differential education emphasized the teach¬
ing of trades, though not of African crafts, and was to be implemented
by five existing mission schools:
and Lovedale.

Salem, Healdtown, Lesseyton, D'Urban,

By 1862, however, these schools had succeeded in turning

out only four masons, three shoemakers, 21 tailors, 18 carpenters, 30
field workers, and 48 domestics.

In 1863, Langham Dale, then superin¬

tendent of education, expressed his disappointment in the implementa¬
tion of Grey's plan in his report:
More might have been done towards rendering the Native
mind more accessible and amenable to the humanities of
civilised life, and weaning it from the abominations
of heathenish habits, and towards diffusing more
widely the advantages of a simple and thorough train¬
ing the rudiments of elementary education, so as to
place the means of self-improvement within the reach
of a greater number.37
To bring the missionaries more in line. Dale halted the prac¬
tice of allocating monies directly to the missions and thereby to be
utilized at their discretion.

Instead, the granting of aid became

linked to a series of conditions:

the number of apprentices (£15 per

year for each boy and £10 for each girl and an additional £10 per
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boarder), the type of training given and its duration, and whether or
not an appropriate probationary period was observed.
Acting on the recommendation of Dale, the Cape government
moved to further bring the mission schools under the auspices of the
government by issuing Education Act, No. 13 of 1865, which incor¬
porated aided mission schools as part of the Cape's education system,
categorizing them as Class C.38

By 1866, only Lovedale remained

subsidized.
In 1891, Dale, in his final report, noted that only a small
fraction of African children were attending mission schools because of
the resistance of the African community to western education. He urged
the support of schools, since they they were "hostages for peace,"67
but staunchly opposed universal education because it would produce
claimants for white jobs, and would deprive the farmers of their
source of labor.

Feeling that an educated African without a job was a

threat to the colony, Dale wrote:
. . .if some system of obligatory school attendance
were introduced and thousands of Kaffirs [Xhosa] were
leaving school year by year with sufficient schoolinstruction to set them loose from tribal customs and
modes of savage life, what would you do with them?
What agencies could be devised to direct teeming
thousands into the various channels of Colonial indus¬
tries? Labour, especially agricultural, is wanted;
but will the educated Native leave his home and take
service, especially in the western districts? If not
the crowding together of educated Natives, living
without a trade or regular habits of daily employment
must tend to mischief and social disturbances.39
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This policy of linking education to the needs of labor charac¬
terized much of the governments' attitude towards black education
during the period under study.

Missionaries and Africans

The government considered slaves, and, to some extent, Khoikhoin living on white farms, as part of the "lower orders"; therefore,
government schools, where they existed, were, in theory, open to them.
Such schools were also open to Africans, but education for Africans
was confined to the missionaries.

So integral was education to the

furthering of Christianity that missionaries were called "teacher,"
and mission stations were often referred to as "schools."

In more

than one sense, this was true, for, as noted, the missionaries, whose
primary goal was conversion, sought, not only to impart the rudiments
of education in its narrowest sense, but to educate the African in
European culture, values, and mores.

This practice was much in keep¬

ing with British policy, and, as such, became an integral part of
British policy for Africans.

This section examines the type of

schooling offered Africans by missionaries.
Before 1829, the Moravians and the London Missionary Society
were the only foreign mission groups in South Africa.

Within the next

twenty years, with the rapidly expanding mission movement in Europe,
South Africa was inundated with missionaries, who represented the
Rhenish Missionary Society of Germany, the Wesleyan Methodist Mission¬
ary Society of England, the Paris Evangalical Mission, the Glasgow
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Missionary Society of Scotland, and the American Board Mission, among
others.
With an occasional exception, the missionaries before 1850
were primarily working class or lower middle class; they were arti¬
sans, weavers, printers, businessmen, gardners, masons, and black¬
smiths.40

Most lacked theological degrees, and had not advanced

academically any further than the low level of formal training.

While

the American Board Mission required that its missionaries have both
undergraduate and theological degrees, few others did.

Among the

Wesleyan Methodists, for example, anyone with potential to become a
preacher was accepted; none of the Methodists had any university
training.41
Prior to the first half of the nineteenth century, the class
background of the missionaries, particularly the British, indicates
that for many, it was a way to improve their material well being and
to attain social advancement.

A few missionaries, like Van der Kemp

(who was both wealthy and university-trained) did not fit into this
category; however in Europe, missionary life was considered an advance¬
ment.
asked:

Volunteers seeking entry to the London Missionary Society were
"Does the desire of improving your worldly circumstances enter

into the motives of this application."42

These missionaries, mostly

petit bourgeois, identified strongly not with their own class, but
with that of the bourgeoisie of whom they aspired to be a part.
for this reason that D. W. Gunson wrote:

It is
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The average Evangelical missionary was in the process
of establishing himself more securely in the social
class towards which his sympathies were directed. As
a 'godly mechanic,' or as a more privileged member of
a mechanic-class family, he had claimed the privi¬
leges, adopted the conventions, and imitated the
manners of the greater middle class.
In many ways,
the missionary career served as a gratifying certifi¬
cate in respect of this change of status.43
As a product of their background and aspirations, many mis¬
sionaries supported capitalist economic ideology, often equating that
mode of production with civilization itself.

Several missionaries

went into trade, a few bought slaves, and some became full-time capi¬
talists.

Missionaries, thus, sought to transform Africans into a

black-skinned European working class.

Several references concern the

need to educate the Africans to be consumers, or state how education
and Christianity could combine to turn the Africans into contented
laborers in order to fulfill their newly acquired needs.

Because the

missionary envisioned Africans as potential members of the working
class, while the government and colonists saw them as peons, tension
arose between the missionaries, the government, and the colonists
concerning the purpose of education and proselytizing.
The class background as much as religious differences of the
missionaries produced noticable differences among the mission sta¬
tions. The Moravians, for example, did not seek to counter either the
wishes of the colonist or government official.

At their stations,

every resident promised to consider it a duty "not only to love and
honour the persons in power placed over us, but also to endeavour to
promote the welfare of the country, where our lot is cast.
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Moravian missionaries considered themselves the masters of the sta¬
tion; all problems and disputes were to be taken to them and not the
chief.

Serious crimes were to be brought to the magistrate.

Disci¬

pline was maintained by "opzieners," monitors who were chosen by the
missionaries and allowed to inflict "stripes upon the back [of the
offender] with a rod of quince."45

Failure to comply with orders

meant that the individual would be turned over to the local author¬
ities for punishment and forced employment with European farmers.
On the other hand, the LMS, at least until the first part of
the nineteenth century, was far less inclined to treat the Khoikhoin
as wayward school children.

Forced labor was seldom employed and

whippings for maintaining discipline and "teaching courtesy" were
rare.

Missionary James Read, steadfastly opposed to some LSM members,

argued against corporal punishment.

In 1833, Mr. Messer, then mini¬

ster at Uitenhage, was impressed with the LMS schools in Phi 1ipton in
Kat River, particularly because of the absence of corporal punishment.
"Of stripes, they [the children] know nothing," he said.

"Not a

quince rod is to be seen, yet the children appear to learn better than
in former days."46
All missionaries attempted to change the culture of the Afri¬
cans.
Missionaries demanded of Africans a reorientation of
thought and behavior which can only be called revolu¬
tionary.
Consider the comprehensiveness of their
program.
They expected their converts to abandon
belief in society, to relinquish nine-tenths of their
cosmology [including belief in the ancestors]; and to
get along without several essential bonds of community
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such as polygamy, [lobola] (bride-price), and most
rites of passage.
They also wanted to alter the
economic base of African communities by turning pas¬
toral ists into cultivators, and cultivators into scien¬
tific farmers, craftsmen, and traders.
They expected
traditional herbal and ritual medicines to give way to
European drugs.
Individual converts were to shift
their primary allegience from kinship groups and chief
to a new translineal and transethnic body, the church.
And finally the art, music, dance, dress, architec¬
ture, community layout, furniture, food, and drink of
Africans were (in the more moderate schemes) to be
"redeemed" and (in the most radical) forever discarded.
One missionary even wanted to change the Xhosa language
by purging it of clicks.47
Despite this, the Khoikhoin would embrace the mission. As a
dispossessed people, the mission station offered their only hope of
again gaining access to their land.

The missionaries did succeed to a

large extent in reproducing European village life at the mission
station, but the Khoikhoin did not, as some have asserted, completely
lose their culture.
There are several instances of "backsliding" mentioned in the
missionaries diaries and letters, usually in reference to drinking
(which many took to in order to resolve the contradictions in their
lives) and adultery (probably polygamy).

"My mind was much hurt,"

wrote Roger Edwards (1828), "when I perceived what I cannot consider
other than unwillingness in the people to expose adulterers.1148
Traditional religious ceremonies (described by the mission¬
aries as witchcraft) also apparently were practiced but secreted from
the missionaries.

Open discussions led to no concession on the part
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of the Khoikhoin; George Barker attempted to convince them that witch¬
craft was not found in the Bible, but they retorted that, "if witch¬
craft is not found in the Bible, it is nevertheless a reality."49
Among the Bantu speakers, conversions were few, and Africans
organized to fight against the spread of Christianity.

The powerless¬

ness of the missionaries in the face of such resistance led many to
support military aggression against the Africans, or to plot the
assassination of African chiefs in the hope that military conquest
would break the will of the people and make them more receptive to
Christianity.

Norwegian missionaries waited for Cetiswayo, the Zulu

King, to break one of the colonial-imposed laws so that they could get
the British to come in and remove him from power.
The paternalism of the early missionaries gave way to overt
racism by the 1830s.

This is not to imply that all missionaries were

racist in their beliefs, for such a statement would be both unfair and
incorrect.

Many missionaries believed in the equality of the races,

but not in the equality of cultures.

One cannot escape the fact,

however, that despite their personal beliefs, many, if not all, acqui¬
esced to the institutional racism of the society.

In this sense, one

can say that they acted in a racist manner--supporting racism and
becoming practicing racists.

Of course, there were blatant racists.

For example, LMS missionary Henry Caldewood condemned Read's marriage
to a Khoikhoin because he found miscegenation repulsive.50
went on to say that:

Caldewood
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They [the Xhosas] have not, and I question if any
amount of civilisation could impart on them, or any
coloured race, Saxon energy, either mental or physi¬
cal.
There is an energy of character and a power of
endurance in the Saxon mind and constitution which
rise equal to any emergency. . .1 have mingled much
with the coloured classes, and am familiar with their
condition, but coloured men cannot endure the same
amount of fatigue, either in heat or cold, as can be
endured by the Saxon race, or indeed any white men."51
Saxon superiority notwithstanding, Cal dewood did concede that given
equal circumstances," the acquisition of knowledge by students of
both races was equal.
Failure to convert the African was blamed by some missionaries
on racial factors, as was their failure to teach Africans to accept
Western thought.

While some of the early missionaries continued to

blame such failure on their own inadequacies, many of the later genera¬
tion found it much more convenient to take solace in the latest racial
theory on the inferiority of blacks.

In particular, the issue of

secondary education was punctuated with racism.

From time to time,

various missionaries had made mention of the need to establish secon¬
dary schools so that children of missionaries and the "brightest" of
the Africans could be educated to be tradesmen, teachers, and mis¬
sionaries.

Some responded to the suggestion in an outright racist

manner; others responded with liberal words, but acted in a racist
manner.

It should be noted that such seminaries were suggested pri¬

marily because it was felt that indigenous clergy would be cheaper to
maintain.
In 1826, the LMS sent William Foster to start a seminary for
the Khoikhoin.

Two years later, Foster wrote back to say that he
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thought it would be a long time before the Khoikhoin "reach the stan¬
dard of European intelligence and activity."

He also wrote:

When I wrote to the Directors I intimated the doubt¬
fulness of success in educating natives for the serv¬
ice of the Society and proposed a few as school
masters by way of trial. . .Since I have seen more of
their character I have been led to form a decided
opinion of their unsuitableness at present. Though
there are many whose piety is unquestionable and whose
general conduct in the present stations is most pleas¬
ing yet they have not generally that judgment and
that stability of character which would enable them to
acquit themselves as instructors, wholly to the satis¬
faction of the Society. . .52
In 1841, the Scottish missionaries established Lovedale, the
first seminary for Africans, which offered a teacher-training depart¬
ment, the first such department for either blacks or whites in the
country.

Interestingly, although the school was to be integrated--

opening with nine whites, eight of whom were sons of missionaries, and
eleven Africans--Reverend Govan, the first principal, decided to
follow the practice of informal segregation that existed in the colony.
He decided that, although the races would be taught in the same class,
they would eat their meals in the same room, but at separate tables,
and different food would be served each group as they paid different
fees.
tories.

At night, the students retired to completely segregated dormi¬
In this manner, rationalized Govan, "Africans, like the rude

country lad who goes to a city to mix with young gentlemen at college,
learns civilized usages from the European, while the latter, separated
as the British officer from the private by the strict regulation of
mess, loses nothing by contact."53

As paradoxical as it sounds, Govan
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thought he was advocating a policy of integration through such separa¬
tion.
Education, as noted, was considered an integral part of con¬
version, and the low level of education of the missionaries ensured
that education remained primarily cultural assimilation, basic liter¬
acy, religous training, and trade apprenticeships.
In 1813, John Campbell persuaded the Bible and School Com¬
mission to adopt the monitorial methods of instruction devised by Bell
and Lancaster.

Subsequently adopted by several missionaries, the

system was introduced to England at the turn of the century and was
intended primarily to bring Christianity and the rudiments of elemen¬
tary education to the children of the "great unwashed" of England
(factory workers).

According to proponents of the monitorial system,

several hundred children could be taught by one teacher who was aided
by several unpaid older students serving as monitors.

The teacher

taught the lessons to the monitors, who, in turn, each taught ten stu¬
dents.

The methods found great appeal among the industrialists who

were impressed with the cheap cost of the system, and its ability to
replace "idleness, inattention, and disorder" in the children of the
working class with activity, emulation, order, and a kind of military
discipline.54

Prominent churchmen, members of "The National Society

for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the
Established Church throughout England and Wales," industrialists, and
Tories supported the Bell system.

The National Society, according to

Graves, purposely limited the curriculum to reading, catechism, writing,
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arithmetic, and spelling because:

"there's a risk of elevating those

who are doomed to the drudgery of daily labour above their station and
rendering them unhappy and discontent with their lot."55
The system was adopted by Bethelsdorp.

Children attended

school for one hour in the morning and one in the afternoon; adults
received instruction one hour at night so as not to interfere with
their work schedule.

Because the system required a large room for its

operation, new schools were built.

As materials and books for imple¬

menting the system were lacking, missionaries often improvised, past¬
ing Bible pages on boards in place of systematic cards, and using
boards in place of slates.56
Through the monitorial system, Bethelsdorp could claim that,
in 1814, 50 people could spell, and, in 1818, 88 girls and 44 boys
were "advanced in spelling and reading with 26 girls and five boys
mastering writing, and four girls and eight boys proficient in cipher¬
ing."57

These numbers did not significantly improve over time.

of attendance proved a bane to missionaries.

Lack

In Bethelsdorp, where

400 children were registered in school, attendance was often no more
than 50 to 60 per day.

This lack of attendance had several causes:

1) lack of interest (the subject matter having no relevance to the
life of the Africans), 2) families in the employ of farmers took their
children with them (these children could not remain at the station due
to lack of provision, but once on a farmer's land, the farmer could
demand, under the law of 1812, that, for food received, children
remain "apprenticed" to him until their eighteenth birthday),
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3) having to forage for food at the station, 4) the requirement (with
the exception of Theopolis) that students be "suitable dressed," an
expense that many Africans could not meet.
During the nineteenth century, the missionaries also started
infant schools which provided training in reading and writing to chil¬
dren between the ages of three and six or seven.

Missionary wives

started sewing and knitting schools for girls.
When the missionaries went among the Xhosa, settling on land
provided either by the government or by a chief, many hoped that from
their station, they could convert first, the Xhosa, and then, all
other African nations.

They hoped to reproduce the same success as

accompanied Khoikhoin stations, but this was not to be the case.

Many

chiefs repeatedly requested a resident minister, but more often such
requests were initiated out of political concerns, not from a desire
for Christianity or literacy.
Several authors have noted that chiefs used missionaries as
interpreters, doctors, gunsmiths, procurers of weapons, and messengers
between themselves and the European government.

Missionaries were

also sought to construct irrigation systems, sink wells, and to intro¬
duce the plow.

From the missionaries, the chiefs hoped to fathom the

psychology of the white man, while satisfying their curiosity about
foreigners and their goods.
Many chiefs formed deep friendships with the missionaries,
seeing them as separate and apart from other Europeans.

Perhaps some

even failed to understand that the missionaries saw themselves as
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white men first, dedicated to the preservation of the colony, and as
friend to the African last.

There were many chiefs, however, who,

while patronizing the missionaries, recognized them as agents of the
colonial government.

Reverend John Ayliff, a government agent with a

mission station next to the Gcaleka, remarked to Governor D'Urban that
their paramount chief Hintsa, "viewed us [the missionaries] in the
light of the colonial government and nothing more than colonial
apes."58

By the chief's orders, no information concerning the politi¬

cal dealings of the nation was to be given to the missionary.
Much to the disappointment of the missionaries, residents of
the mission station did not consist of stable members of the nation in
whose vicinity they settled.
hodge podge of outcasts:

Rather, the stations were populated by a

persons and their families accused of witch¬

craft, girls facing adolescence or rebelling against arranged mar¬
riages, women running away from their husbands, widows who did not, as
tradition dictated, want to marry their brothers-in-1aw, diviners who
did not want to follow their calling, detribalized Africans, and the
remnants of tribes fleeing in the wake of the Mfecane--the African
wars of consolidation.59
LMS missionary Robert Moffat, committed to British imperial¬
ism, settled among the Bataping (a section of the Bechuana) for eight
years (1821-29).

For the first few years, according to DuPlessis, the

African's attitude towards the missionaries remained "utterly indif¬
ferent, and indeed contemptuous.

Not a single man or woman evinced

the slightest interest in the message which the missionaries proclaimed

Ill

in their ear."60

When the Bataping migrated from along the Kuruman

River to the west in 1829, the coast became populated by refugees from
the Mfecane.

By 1834, Moffat was able to record that 727 people had

settled at the station, two schools had been constructed with a stu¬
dent population of 115, and that, of an average of 340 people attend¬
ing Sunday services, 29 had become communicants.61

In 1872, a teacher

training school was established to create indigenous evangelists.

By

1893, 27 students had graduated, but none chose to pursue a teaching
career.

The Triumph of Western Schooling

Although the primary interest of the Africans concerning mis¬
sionaries was political, they were nonetheless intrigued with the
literacy of the missionaries.

Reverend Hamilton Dyke, who settled

among the Basutos, recorded the following incident:
One fine morning, ten or twelve of our scholars dis¬
covered that they could, without any help, make out
the meaning of several phases which they had never
read before.
The circumstances caused a tremendous sensation. . . .
The fame of the wonders performed in our school reached
the ears of Mokachane, the father of Moshlesh--a scoff¬
ing and skeptical old man, who would have nothing to do
with us.
He laughed at this, as he did at everything
else,. . . .
"Lies, lies!" cried the stubborn old man; "I will
never believe that words can become visible."
"Ah! do you not yet believe it?" answered his son;
"well, we will prove it to you."
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With these words, he desired one of our best readers
to withdraw.
"Now," said he, "think of something, and tell it to
this white man; he will draw some marks on the sand
and we shall see."
The marks being made, the village scholar was
called, and very soon made public the thoughts of
Mokachane. ...
"What!" said he [Mokachane] to his son, "are you not
eyes and ears to me? And you conceal such thinqs from
me?"62
The ability of missionaries to read was often associated with
magic or with direct contact with the gods.

Note, for example, the

Tlhaping queen's response as John Campbell explained:
"to her the nature of a letter, by means of which a
person could convey his thoughts to a friend at a
distance.
Mr. A. shewed [sic] her one he had received
from his wife, by which he knew everything thathad
happened at Klaar Water for two days after he left it.
This information highly entertained her especially
when told that A. Kok who brought it, knew nothing of
what it contained which we explained by telling her
the use of sealing wax.
The Bible being on the table
gave occasion to explain the nature and use of a book,
particularly of that book--how it informed us of God,
who made all things, and of the beginning of all
things, which seemed to astonish her, and many a look
was directed towards the Bible."63
Schooling was, as Elphick observed, in vogue among Africans
for a while, but outside of those who resided at the mission, it was a
passing fad.

The more stable societies saw it as a threat to tradi¬

tional society, and non-mission residents perceived schools as agen¬
cies "that weakened and ultimately effaced all tribal bonds and cus¬
toms.

H64
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By the turn of the century, black South Africans had suc¬
cumbed, if not psychologically, at least physically, to the military
might of the European.

In defeat, many looked for ways to cope with

their lost hegemony and for ways to survive the oppressive insti¬
tutions of imperialism.

Christianity, with its doctrines of brother¬

hood, equalitarianism, and humanitarianism, coupled with its code of
ethics, seemed the solution for them.

By 1890, there were few vil¬

lages in South Africa without a resident missionary, and, although the
Christian faith was not always welcome, the school became a necessity
with the growth of British and settler hegemony.

As one African

explained it:
"It is right that some should learn, because a man may
get a paper and he does not know if it lies.
He may
have property elsewhere and wish to correspond about
it.
He may need a pass for cattle and he should know
what it says."65
Not only had it become a necessity for basic survival, it seemed the
only means to regain control of their country, or at least to gain
access into the colonial structure as an equal.
The decision for schooling was a difficult one for the Afri¬
cans who remained among their own traditional communities.

Was it

more important to survive within the confines of colonialism, or to
hold on to the traditional way of life?

In 1887, the residents of

Umsinga Reserve objected to the building of a mission and a school,
giving the following reasons:
They have no children to send to school. Their wives
would be drawn away from their husbands, and mothers
would be drawn away from their children to go wear
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dresses and become women of the lowest type thereby
bringing trouble and misery upon their families. The
children tending the gardens and watching the stock
would neglect their work and run away to school, so
that the crops would be destroyed.
Children who
become Christians despised their parents.67
Clearly at Umsinga, schooling was viewed as a negative and demoral¬
izing force.
When the Africans did decide in favor of school, they were not
passive in the implementation of educational policy.

Those on the

mission stations were certain of the type and function of education
that they wanted, ideas which they often articulated and demanded.
For example, parents at the mission school at Edendale demanded the
removal of a white school teacher, whom they considered incompetent.
When the mission ignored their demands, the parents hired an African
teacher and forced the firing of the white teacher.
wanted the same liberal education as the European.

The Africans
For many others,

however, the European and Christian character of the schools was
distressing.

As one Tswana chief explained, "The book learning is no

help to give to the people to live; the books told us some of the
things which we may expect when we.

.

.die.

.

.Now we find what is to

be done and what the books mean; a new prospect is now opened before
us."68

The struggle of the Africans to define and receive western

education conducive to survival in a land dominated by Europeans, was
escalated at the beginning of the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER

IV

EDUCATION UNDER THE MISSIONARIES

"• •

.like a stone in the water"

By the early decades of the nineteenth century, the Dutch¬
speaking colonists were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with
British rule, and by the British humanitarian impetus, which was
governed

by a belief in free-labor capitalism and middle-class ideas

of what constituted proper social and human relationships.

The capi¬

talist industrial interests prompted reforms that were galling to the
Dutch-speakers:

abolition of the slave trade (1807), emancipation of

the slaves (1834), liberation of the Khoikhoin from de facto serfdom
(1828), and a series of master-servant laws which were preceived as a
threat to the availability of the bound and powerless labor of the
feudal-minded Afrikaners.
This seeming breakdown of the racial order incensed a large
segment of the Dutch-speaking population.

Seeking refuge from British

humanitarianism, many of the Dutch-speakers banded together in the
mid- to late 1830s as Voortrekkers, and migrated from the colony
towards what would become the Orange Free State and Natal.
Interestingly, while the Voortrekkers condemned the mission¬
aries at the Cape (notably the London Missionary Society), for their
"misplaced humanitarianism," in Natal, they turned to the missionaries
as potential allies in the subjugation of the African.
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The process by
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by which the missionaries attempted to convert and school the Afri¬
cans, and the resistance, or lack of, to that process by the Africans
is the subject of this chapter.

It uses the American Zulu Mission

(AZM) as a case study, focusing on African attempts to retain
hegemony, and AZM's attempts to supplant that hegemony through
schools and cultural changes.

The Coming of the American Zulu Mission

The fires of evangelism that burned in Europe in the nine¬
teenth century flamed in America as well.

Fueled by a millenarian

conviction that the world would end in 1866,1 Congregationalists felt
stirred to proclaim the Gospel to all corners of the earth.

Many

ministers and parishioners feared that they would be held accountable
for the millions of "condemned pagans."

In 1810, in Boston, Massachu¬

setts, the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM)
was formed; its object was "to propagate the Gospel among unevangelized
nations and communities by means of preachers, catechists, school¬
masters, and the press."2
In 1834, the board decided to start a mission in Africa for
two reasons:

1) to spread the Gospel to a "benighted" people, and

2) to make reparations for slavery.3

Although many Congregationa-

lists believed that the end of slavery was inevitable, and that the
emancipated slaves would be repatriated to Africa "carrying the con¬
flicts of civilization [and] the blessings of a free government,"4
they also believed they, as whites having benefited from slavery,
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should make amends.

"We live under a government which has long sanc¬

tioned slavery," wrote J. B. Putney, a divinity student and member of
the ABCFM, to John Philip in 1832.

"We, by the earnings of their

hard toil," he continued, "have been supported and enriched.

Our

forefathers and countrymen have stolen thousands from their native
land, and we are partakers of this guilt, unless some adequate
return is made.

Nothing suitable to such complicated wrongs can be

done but to send healing streams of salvation to all her numerous
tribes."5

Towards this end, Putney inquired of Philip about the

possibilities of establishing a mission in South Africa, and whether
the "natives" were able to grasp "the truth" (meaning Christianity).
He also inquired whether or not conversion could be more effectively
accomplished through schools or by preaching the simple Gospel truths.6
In his response, Philip assured Putney that not only was the
natural capacity of the African equal to the European, but, in "many
instances, [the African was] superior in intelligence to those who
look down upon them as belonging to an inferior caste."

But despite

this assurance of intellectual equality, Philip felt that Africans
were culturally inferior.

South Africa would be ideal for prosely¬

tizing, said Philip, because Africans had no religion and the only
things that stood between them and Christianity were "their [the
Africans] ignorance, their superstitions, and the plurality of wives
which obtains among them."7
As to the preferred method of conversion, Philip argued that
conversion necessitated cultural change, which, in turn, necessitated
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education, for

the Gospel never can have a permanent footing in a

barberous country, unless education and civilization go hand in hand
with our religious training."*

Christianity could more effectively be

spread through the utilization of a "native agency," Philip main¬
tained.

But such an agency could only be raised if a "general edu¬

cation" for the masses was first provided.
take precedence in the evangelizing process.

In short, education should
Philip felt that undue

emphasis was being placed on Christianizing at the expense of educa¬
ting and civilizing; without the latter two, the former was doomed to
make only superficial inroads.

He wrote:

By the blessings of God upon the ordinary means
employed to evangelize the heathen men who have never
been taught to read may be very useful in the church,
and to them around them; but without the rising genera¬
tion this kind of agency can never be extensively
useful.
Teachers cannot be raised up, after all the
money which may have been expended upon them, the
cause is in danger of perishing, and in such places,
it may ultimately die away.
From what has been said,
one thing is clear; that to carry on and extend the
missionary work, we must have a native agency; and
that to procure that agency the work of education
cannot be begun too soon, nor carried on too exten¬
sively. 9
Philip's suggestions either influenced, or complemented the
ideas of the board; plans were made to train a "native agency," and
bring general literacy to the population through the use of the press,
schools, and seminaries.

Interestingly, the printing press was con¬

sidered an instrument of God, and therefore integral to the salvation
of "heathens."

The press made it possible to put "the Scriptures into

the hands of the people as extensively as possible."10 The press was
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used to complement the schools for, if the people could not read, the
proliferation of Scripture texts would be useless.

According to a

member of the ABCFM, "a primary object of missions must be to trans¬
late the Scriptures into every language; another corollary, and not
inferior object, is to teach the mass of the people to read them."1!
In 1834, the first deputation of American missionaries was sent to
Natal to "labor among the Zoolah."

Following Philip's advice, the

missionaries were split between the inland and coastal Zulu.

Three

missionaries, Rev. Aldin Grout, Rev. George Champion, and Dr. Newton
Adam, were to be stationed along the coastal region among the fol¬
lowers of Dingane; while Rev. Daniel Lindley, Rev. Henry Venable, and
Rev. Alexander Wilson were to proceed inland and establish a mission
among the followers of Mzilikazi.

The missionaries proceeded to their

assignments, armed with the directive from the ABCFM, which reflected,
like Philip s letter, a belief that effective proselytizing required a
restructuring of African society.
board,

stated the directives, "is.

surface of society.
inf 1 uences

.

The "object of the mission of the
.

.not to operate merely on the

.[but] rather to exert general and enduring

to reach and mould the elementary and principles of

society, and rear up Christian communities, which, with the ordinary
blessing of God, shall be able to stand and flourish without foreign
aid."12
The American Zulu Mission (AZM), as the delegation was called,
was confident in its belief that there existed an inextricable link
between western culture and Christianity, and that both represented a
higher form of civilization.

The missionaries, therefore, saw their
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task as 1) providing enough literacy training so that the Africans
could read the Bible, 2) convincing the society to accept those values
and external manifestations of American or western culture that were
considered desirable, and 3) creating a "native agency" consisting of
missionaries and ministers which would relieve the board of the
expense of maintaining white missionaries.

Proselytizing the Africans

Almost from the start, the delegation to Mzilikazi was unsuc¬
cessful.

The king not only proved hostile to the group, but, all of

the AZM, with the exception of Wilson, were striken with rheumatic
fever and for four months remained in bed.

Just as they were recover¬

ing, the Voortrekkers attacked Mzilikazi, and destroyed the mission
station.

Lindley, Wilson and Venable returned to Natal in January

1837.13

This chapter will not detail this mission but, rather, will

concentrate on the mission to Dingane.
It was the intention of Grout, Champion, and Adam to settle at
Mgungundlovu, the royal residency of Dingane, for they believed that,
if the king was converted, his people would follow.

"If flourishing

schools were formed in this country," they wrote, "they [the schools]
would give us access to his [Dingane] confidence, and access to his
whole country with the words of salvation.1114

This was an erroneous

assumption, for kings in African societies were not dictators; they
ruled at the pleasure of the people.

While a tribe and its king

might convert to Christianity en masse, this was the exception rather
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than the rule.

Indeed, the missionary journals provide evidence of

young princes who converted to Christianity, but, when they ascended
to the throne, again became traditionalists.

There are also examples

of tribes putting pressure on a converted king to give up his new
beliefs or resign.

Nevertheless, it was with great expectation that

the visitors entered the court of Dingane in January 1836.
The bid for residency at Mgungundlovu was unsuccessful.

The

missionaries were told by the induna (King's councilor) that the king
did not want them to remain in the city because he feared that such
action would attract more whites and their invading armies.

There was

solid basis for this fear, since the Matabele had fallen prey to the
avarice of the trekkers, and this, in the footsteps of AZM mission¬
aries.
Further, in the estimation of Dingane and possibly other
African leaders, it appeared that missionaries were used by weak
nations as a form of protection from white invasion.

Dingane told the

missionaries that his people were too strong to have missionaries, and
that all his people needed, was to be taught the skill of warfare, and
he would do that himself.15
On the suggestion of the induna, the missionaries returned to
Port Natal, where Adams founded a station at Umlizi on the outskirts
of the city.
February.

Dingane invited the AZM to Mgungundlovu in the following

Although permission was still not given for them to remain

in the capital, the king seemed amenable to the establishment of a
mission school among the Hlomendini regiment,16 located about two days
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by ox cart from Mgungundlovu.

"If you succeed in teaching my people

to read and write," Dingane told the missionaries, "you must come
immediately to me and teach me and my chiefs to read and write, and
then I should want schools in all my country."17
Dingane's change of heart can perhaps be attributed to his
apprehension over the bellicosity of the white trekkers.

One month

prior to the invitations, Mosega, the domain of Mzilikazi (Dingane1s
arch enemy), was devastated by a Boer commando attack.

Dingane,

unable to buy guns and gunpowder from the white traders, wanted the
missionaries 1) to teach him how to use, make, and/or acquire guns,
gunpowder, and bullets, and 2) to serve as secretaries, to write to
the white government, read their correspondence, and serve as inter¬
mediaries between himself and the whites.

Francis Owens, an LMS

missionary also trying to obtain permission to preach at Mgungundlovu,
noted in his diary (November 1837) that the king was enraged because
Owens would not lend him a bullet mould; the king accused him of being
just like all the other white men.

Owens records that Dingane said he

had "expected the teachers would instruct him in ajj things; however,
they chose to select certain things which they would teach him, but
would not instruct him in that which he most wanted to know, alluding
to fire arms."18
Whatever Dingane's reason for inviting the AZM missionaries,
the school at Hlomendini was commenced on March 7, 1836, and was named
Ginani.

But while Dingane had invited the missionaries, it was clear

that not all his indunas agreed with this course of action.

Dingane's
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Prime Minister Umbela made it quite clear to Wilson that, not only was
he opposed to the missionaries coming into the country, but he was
angry at the king for allowing Owen to settle at the capital.19

Since

royal mandates by the king are usually made after consultation with
the Indunas, it would appear that either the majority of the indunas
agreed to invite the missionaries, or Dingane acted against the advice
of his counselors.

In either case, it was clear that Dingane and his

advisors had no intention of allowing the missionaries to actually
propagandize freely in Zululand.

For example, Kogeta, the induna at

Hlomendini, refused to allow his constituents to attend the mission
school, saying that the king's order was a general one, and therefore,
he could not enforce it.

As a result and out of courtesy, only some

of the people living in the immediate vicinity of the station attended
the school.

On another occasion, missionaries attempting to preach to

some Zulus were told that the king had not yet instructed them to
listen to such talk.

The missionaries were incensed and immediately

went to Dingane who, in turn, gave a direct order to Kogeta to permit
the children to attend the mission school.

Kogeta, however, would

continually promise the missionaries that the children would come "the
next day," but the children never came except in a few cases.

At

least one of the missionaries believed that Dingane was, despite his
denial, well aware of the actions of his indunas.20
Around the end of September or the beginning of October 1837,
Dingane also granted Wilson and Venable (who fled the station that
they had started among the Matabele), permission to start a mission at
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Umhlatusi, fifty miles from the capital.

While women attended the

services, the men who initially came, stopped, giving either the
explanation that Mungo, the induna, did not request them to, or that
they did not see why they should attend, since the induna did not.21
For Dingane, the American missionaries must have been a dis¬
appointment in either their knowledge of guns or their unwillingness
to part with such knowledge, for they already had fallen into dis¬
pleasure with the king.

Either offended by the missionaries or under

orders from Dingane, the people refused to attend services or to
provide the AZM with provisions.

In September 1837, Owens, who was

skilled not only in the use of guns but the making of bullets, was
granted permission by Dingane to establish a station.

Owens refused

to aid the king in his bid for parity in warfare with the trekkers,
along with the presence of AZM missionaries at Mosega before the
defeat of Mzilikazi.

This led Dingane to conclude that the mission¬

aries' allegience was to the invading whites, and not to the African
king under whom they resided.
The missionaries felt the full force of the king's apprehen¬
sion at the beginning of the new year.

By January 1838, the children

had ceased to attend the mission schools,22 and in February, the
Induna, Mungo, forbade anyone from attending services.23

Later that

year, Dingane, suspecting that a group of Trekkers led by Piet Retief
was planning to invade Zululand, ordered them killed.
aries made plans to flee the country.

The mission¬

Anticipating such a response,

Dingane gave them permission to leave, and guaranteed their safety,
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since they "had come into his country by fews and fews."24

He warned,

however, that all armies that came into his country would be killed.
According to the girls in Dingane's family, Owens spent his remaining
time calling the king a liar and a murderer, and "praying to God for
deliverance," preferably by the overthrow of Dingane by the Boers.25
By April 1838, Owens and all the AZM missionaries had left the country.
The Return of the AZM

With the defeat of Dingane at the close of 1838, the ABCFM
rejoiced.

Between 1839 and 1840, three of the original AZM mission¬

aries, Lindley, Adams, and Grout, returned to Natal.

Believing that

nothing could be done to Christianize the Africans until the Boers
themselves had been redeemed, Lindley became a minister to the Boers.
Adams went back to his station at Umlazi on the fringes of Natal, and
then petitioned the Volksraand (the governing board of what had now
become the Boer colony of Natal) for land around Umlazi and Ifumi; 120
acres were added to each station.

The Boers initially were extremely

supportive of the AZM, recognizing them at once to be an added means
of protecting the newly conquered territory, but wrongly assuming that
the Americans were sympathetic to their cause.

The Americans, con¬

sidered the Boers near barbarians and prayed for a quick British
takeover.
Of the returning missionaries, Grout was the only one to
attempt to establish a station in Zululand.

In this matter, protocol

no longer dictated that the Zulu king be first consulted, since the
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Boers had put Mpande in power following the defeat of Dingane.

It was

from the Volksraad that Grout sought permission for the establishment
of his station, Inkanyezi.

However, Mpande made it quite clear that

anyone who joined the station would be excluded from the duties, as
well as the privileges, of Zulu society.

So extensive was the ban

that parents, relatives, and friends mourned for individuals at the
station as if they were dead.
existence of the converts.26

No one spoke to or acknowledged the
Grout was not to be in Mpande1s kingdom

for long, for within a year, it was rumored that the king planned to
attack the station.

The missionary fled, much to the chagrin of his

fellow AZM members, who felt that Mpande would not have harmed the
station because it was established with the blessings of the Boers.
Whether or not Mpande would have attacked the station is
academic, but the king clearly did not welcome Grout.

Mpande later

explained to AZM missionaries that he did not approve of them because
during Grout's tenure there, he managed to gather around him people
who claimed they were missionary people and therefore not subject to
the king.

The king further explained that when Grout fled, he took

people who were once subjects of the king, and the cattle which was
once his property.

Unfortunately, the missionary did not, or was

unable to, take all his mission people; this angered the king, for he
then was forced to have those who had renounced their allegiance to
him killed as traitors.27

Grout was the last AZM missionary to

attempt to proselytize among the Zulu; thus, the AZM confined its
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activities to those Africans displaced by the Boers or living on the
outskirts of European settlements.

Boarding Schools

Although the Nguni of Natal were much more conducive to the
overtures of the missionaries, the latter managed to attract only the
rejects of society, and these numbered only a handful, to the stations.
Faced with a lack of converts, the missionaries sought ways to attract
children, the most vulnerable and impressionable members of traditional
society.

Children schools had been started on most of the stations,

but attendance was irregular 'according to Adams' because of the
parent's "lack of interest in the subject."28

During the planting

season especially, older children aided in the sowing of grain or in
the caring for younger children.
Adams, as well as the ABCFM, was convinced that such obstacles
could be overcome by boarding schools.

He and his wife wrote that,

"We are thoroughly convinced of the advantages of having the children
constantly near us, that they may be removed as much as possible from
heathen influence, and that we may bestow upon them all the pains an
avocation will permit."29

Adams was not thinking of the building of a

school structure specifically for the purpose; he hoped instead to
conduct school in missionaries' homes.

Adams, who had already taken

in four boys, praised the system because the cost was "but trifling.
Indian corn and milk are all they require for food, and their clothing
is made of coarse cotton which is very cheap."30
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The program had much appeal for the board, which, because of
financial setbacks, had issued a circular letter urging all mission¬
aries to curtail spending.

Since preaching was the cheapest of all

agencies, the board wrote, it was to be supported at the sacrifice of
"schools, presses, and everything."3i

The family school offered an

inexpensive alternative to providing the schools that the board con¬
sidered so necessary for its success.
As an inducement to attend his "family school," Adams offered
bribes of European goods including clothes, books, toys, and compensa¬
tion, usually in the form of cattle, to children and their families.
Parents who were willing to allow their children to live with Adams
signed a contract, agreeing to leave their children with the mission¬
ary for a specified period of time.

In return, the missionary was to

be allowed to feed, clothe, and instruct the children.32

It was not

uncommon for Africans to allow relatives or trusted friends (who were
"better off") to help raise their children.

Missionaries used this

custom to their advantage by making it a habit to be kind to the
children.33

Children in family school arrangements were taught to

read and write both Zulu and English, and were instructed in Bible
studies and housework.34

Depending on the station, the Lancastrian

method which utilized African monitors, was employed in the family
school.
While the missionaries embraced the family school concept,
they all did not utilize a contract system.

Josiah Tyler, who arrived

in 1849, for example, employed children to live and work in his home,
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but apparently kept the reason for their boarding from the parents.
According to Mrs. Tyler, the Nguni "knew nothing of our intention,"
but as soon as parents learned that Tyler spent a considerable amount
of time teaching the children to "repeat passages of Scripture," the
parents quietly took them away.33

Those ch11dren who showed an

interest in Christianity were given strong emetics by their parents
to "cast up" the new religion.36

Dambusa, an older student/employee

Of Tyler's, was dragged away from the station, and the western-style
house that he had begun at Esidumbini was torn down.

The parents

"swore by the spirits of the Zulu kings that none of their number
should abandon the worship of their forefathers.1,37
A similar policy was undertaken in Zululand, where Mpande
allowed Hermannsburgers, and Norwegian and Anglican missionaries to
settle, in the hope of averting Boer annexation.

Children there were

allowed to work for missionaries only for three months at a time.

As

in Natal, parents administered an emetic if a child showed signs of
conversion.

Interestingly, both Zululand and Natal parents, while

using every measure to counteract the propaganda of the missionaries,
would allow conversion if the child seemed sufficiently sincere and
determined about the new religion.43
Resistance to Christianity was so widespread among the Nguni
of Natal, that some members of the AZM began to suspect that parents
allowed their children to come to school only because of the monetary
and material compensation.

This was partly true.

Since there was no

danger involved, parents, particularly the less well-to-do, did send
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their children to attain novelty items or material goods.

However,

other parents wanted their children to acquire some technical skills
that the missionary might be privy to, a few cooperated out of cour¬
tesy, and some children were acquired upon the death of their father.
Tyler cites two instances of his using this method.

In one instance,

the missionary found the boy's (Bontyise's) father dying of pneumonia
and said to him:

"That little boy will soon be without a father.

Give him to me and I will be a father to him."38

On the other occa¬

sion, the missionary took the son of a man who had died and whose
mother was too ill to take care of him.
Nguni had no use for Christianity:

In general, however, the

contrary to missionary ignorance,

the Nguni had a cosmology that quite adequately explained both their
own existence and their relationship to others and the world around
them.
New missionaries entering the field frowned on the family
school program.

James Bryant was a zealot convinced that mass rather

than individual conversion was the key to redeeming Africa.

He con¬

sidered the family school an inefficient luxury which was not as
rewarding (and perhaps romantic) as working among "filthy depraved
savages."

Another critic of the family school, Lewis Grout (no rela¬

tion to Aldin Grout), concluded that, of the 115 people who had been
hired under the program, only eleven embraced Christianity.39
Communities cutting across class, sex, and age lines resisted
the propaganda of the family schools.

Both fathers and mothers objec¬

ted to their daughters taking employment with missionaries lest they
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be "spoilt"—l.e., refuse to follow the protocol presecribed by tradi¬
tional marriage and thus become a concubine in the eyes of the soci¬
ety.

Young employees of the missionaries resisted the trappings of

western civilization that the AZM tried so desperately to impose.
Tyler noted that young men "could not be induced to put on clothing
[European], not even a shirt.

.

.lest they should encounter ridicule

and be accused of adopting the 'new religion.1"40
In school, the children were not convinced of the logic of
Christianity.

One student quizzed Tyler:

"So you say, teacher, that

the great king has all power in heaven and on earth?"
affirmative reply, the student continued:

After Tyler's

"Well then, why didn't he

take a knob-kerrie and, as the serpent was creeping into the garden,
give him a rap on the head and thus save the human family from all its
woe?"41
The critics of the system grew quieter, as they discovered
that treks to African kraals outside the stations drew polite crowds.
However, the Africans were not moved by the teachings of Christ, nor
by the dogmatic and dictatorial characters of the missionaries.
soon stopped attending sermons.

They

Before long, the second wave of AZM

settled into establishing family schools, praying for the annexation
of Natal by Britain.

They felt that the Boers had neither the

strength, willingness, nor stability necessary to subdue the Africans
and force them to accept Christianity.

On December 1842, the British

annexed Natal from the Boers, primarily because the Crown desired to
control the seaports.
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Meanwhile, in Boston, the board was seriously doubting the
value of keeping missionaries in South Africa.

The cost of their

support was not justifiable since the AZM had failed to "raise up a
native agency" or make significant headway in the business of conversion and schooling.
The annexation of Natal raised another concern for the ABCFM:
would the English give preference to the Wesleyan missionaries and
edge out the AZM?

With little ado, the board voted to abandon its

mission out of fear that the Wesleyans would dominate the mission
field and out of concern over the slow progress made by the AZM.

The

decision was met with objections from the AZM, the British government,
and other missionary organizations.
The missionaries undoubtedly protested out of religious con¬
viction that, under British rule, there would be less resistance to
Christianity; however, the AZM also recognized that the closing of the
missions would mean an end to what can perhaps be described as a
manorial life.

In 1862, the wife of a missionary commented that she

was shocked at the lifestyle of the missionaries, which she considered
often better than they could afford in the U.S.42

The missionaries

lived in large houses located in picturesque areas where they were
waited on hand and foot by a retinue of African servants.
The missionary on his station enjoyed power akin to a chief;
he held all the land and distributed it as he saw fit.

He made the

rules, solved disputes, and expelled those who did not conform.

When

the missionaries saw their power threatened, they moved swiftly.

In
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1868, for example, the AZM stopped selling land to the Africans when
they found that such individuals returned to the traditional ways,
making the missionaries powerless to evict them (since they the Africans now owned the land).4*

From that period, land was only leased,

and the granting of a lease depended on how well one conformed to
expected behavior.
On the other hand, the government, possibly moved by Christian
sentiment, had a definite political interest in keeping the mission¬
aries in Natal.

As Peregrine Maitland, then governor of the Cape,

remarked "it is a pity men should leave a place and people just as
they have learned enough of the language to enable them to be useful."
"I think more of missionaries than of soldiers to keep the savages
quiet."44

The missionaries, then, were seen as agents to peacefully

subjugate the Africans.

To further emphasize the missionaries' use¬

fulness, the governor appointed Grout "a government missionary with
the salary of £100 a year in 1843.1,45

Later, Lindley and Adams were

temporarily appointed "government missionaries," also with a salary.46
Impressed with the response from petitions from South Africa,
the board reversed its decision in 1844, and reinstated the AZM.

The Creation of Permanent Settlements

Before the British annexation, the Boers had intended to
remove all "surplus" Africans (i.e., those not necessary for labor)
from within the territory they called Natal, because, they said, the
Africans had no claim to the land.

Between 1843 and 1845, the British
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empowered Commissioner Henry Cloete to "investigate" black and white
land claims.

Despite copious evidence proving that the land was the

ancestral home of the majority of the 80,000-100,000 Africans who had
now returned to the area after Mfecane, Cloete ruled that only 2,0003,000 (those present at the Boer takeover) had any claim to the land.
The commissioner suggested that the "surplus" Africans be removed and
settled in scattered locations, a suggestion that was well-favored by
the American missionaries, since this would give them access to a
large group among whom to proselytize.
In 1846, Martin West, who, during the previous year, had
become the lieutenant governor, appointed a Location Commission con¬
sisting of five persons:

Theophilus Shepestone, diplomatic agent in

Natal 1845-53 (later secretary for Native Affairs, 1853-75); William
Stanger, surveyor-general; Lieutenant G. J. Gibbs, an engineer; and
the two American missionaries, Adams and Lindley.

The presence of the

missionaries on the commission should not be confused with a show of
their power; they were appointed because their views coincided with
those of Shepestone and Cloete.

The commission was charged with

deciding location and size of each area and recommendations for
administering such locations.
Neither generosity, humanitarianism, nor concern over the
claims of Africans to their land played any part in the decision of
the commission.

As historian David Welsh observed, the commission

harshly viewed Africans.

The report maintained that the "universal

character" of the African, "as formed by their education, habits, and
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associations, [was] at once superstitious and warlike," and therefore,
recommended that native law and customs be replaced by "British rule
and law," for the "improvement and civilization" of Africans.47

The

commission also recommended the creation of ten reserves (three around
American missions), totaling approximately 340 square miles each.
However, as noted by Myra Dinnerstein in her dissertation on the AZM,
"Even if the commission had continued to parcel out the land for the
Zulu at the same rate and similar size.

.

.it would still have meant

that less than one-tenth of all Natal would have been set aside for
nine-tenths of the population.1148

These reserves were to be super¬

vised by a white superintendent or resident agent, and it was further
recommended that, following the program of George Grey, industrial and
agricultural training schools be established on each station.

Ironi¬

cally, many of the locations were situated in areas worthless for
cultivation.
Recommendations made by the commission for governing the
reserves were discarded by Colonial Secretary Earl Grey primarily
because their implementation would have been too expensive.

The

conditions of annexation had explicitly stated that the Crown would
only defray the cost of military protection; the reserves, however,
were accepted.
Despite the meagerness of the land allocation, its size became
an issue.

Many Natal whites argued that it was much too generous

because it encouraged African independence, making it extremely dif¬
ficult to compel them into the employ of whites.49

So disgruntled
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over the "native" policy of the British were the Dutch-speaking resi¬
dents of Natal, that they again trekked, settling in the areas now
called Transvaal and Orange Free State.

In an unsuccessful effort to

placate the Boers and slow down their exodus, Harry Smith, governor of
the Cape from 1849 to 1852, disbanded the Locations Commission and
created a new Land Commission sans missionaries and Shepestone.

The

full implication of this move was made evident to the AZM in short
time.

Now locations were created in order to provide labor for the

white farmers.

The AZM discovered that only two of their stations

were on locations, and that the rapidity with which the whites were
moving to incorporate the Africans as a cheap labor force, might
result in the AZM being left without any people to proselytize.

The

growth of a plantation economy further threatened the existence of
both the reserves and the mission.

In 1849, a portion of Umlazi

already had been sold to whites as a cotton plantation, and plans were
on to do the same with a section of Umvoti.
The lieutenant governor of Natal, Benjamin Pine, had little
use for missionaries; his chief concern was the provision of African
labor for the 5,000 English and Scotch who settled in Natal between
1850 and 1855.

AZM requests for land titles to stabilize their posi¬

tion and exert more control over the Africans were rejected.

Instead,

Pine made plans to break up the stations and reduce the size of the
locations, so that the Africans could be scattered among the whites as
1abor.
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Fortunately for the AZM, George Grey had been made governor of
the Cape in 1854.

He viewed the missionaries as the best means of

promoting "peaceful subjugation" by westernizing and Christianizing
the Africans after they had been conquered militarily, this proved
advantageous to the AZM.

In 1855, the American missionaries appealed

to Grey in their bid for land titles.

The governor readily agreed and

facilitated passage of Ordinance #5, which allowed the AZM to hold
land as if they were "naturalized subjects."50

Each of the twelve

AZM stations was granted 500-acres glebe (land belonging to the
church), and an additional 5-12,000 acres each "in trust for Natives,
with the intention and object that the said land may be occupied and
inhabited by the Natives in order that the said American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions may have a fixed population to
labour among, as missionaries, without let or hindrance."51
The AZM regarded Ordinance #5 and the occupation of Natal by
the British as fortutitious.

In combination, they made the mission

station and its reserve a viable alternative for those Africans who
were returning to Natal and suffering from the ravages of both the
Mfecane and the Boer and British wars.

At Amanzimotote in 1846, Adams

baptized his first convert, Mbulasi Makanya, a widow seeking to escape
marriage to her brother-in-law.

In 1847, more than ten years after

the AZM had arrived in Natal, Aldin Grout baptized Ntaba ka Madunjini,
his first convert and, in 1849, Lindley baptized his first six:
Dalida Dube, Joel Hawes, John Mavuma, Nancy Damon, Taulise, and James
Mfeka.
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Schooling and the A7M

In 1832, when Philip wrote Putney of the need not only to
Christianize but to "civilize" the Africans, there was an explicit
belief that Africans "dwelt in a state of barbarism, blemished by
superstition and savagery, bacchanalianism and backwardness."52

In

short, Africans possessed a degraded culture and civilization that was
not comparable to the superior European culture and civilization.
Conceived in racism, this belief gave rise to a raging debate among
Europeans as to whether Africans were merely products of their environ
ment, and thus capable of being culturally and intellectually as white
men, or whether the "backward" state of the African was due to his
inherent inferiority.

Missionaries and humanitarians such as Philip

argued that Africans were as intellectually capable as whites and
therefore needed only to be instructed in western civilization and
culture to become as "white" as any European.

In order for Africans

to be considered the equal of whites, they must adopt the same mode of
dress, way of thought, food, and housing-~in general, European cul~
ture; they were to be white men and women imprisoned in black skins.
The American Board agreed with Philip's views for, caught up
in their own attempt to escape the contradiction between Christianity
and slavery, they subscribed to the liberal philosophies of their day.
These philosophies pivoted on a belief in enlightened whites and
benighted blacks, and is remarkably evident in the paper written by
board member Greene in 1842, (and endorsed by the board) entitled,
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"The Promotion of Intellectual Cultivation and the Arts of Civilized
Life in Connection with Christian Missions With Reference to Africa
and Societies of Wanderers."

Greene cautioned missionaries that they

were going forth "from the vast enlightened and civilized portions of
the human race to introduce the Gospel among the most benighted"53
and, therefore, should be aware that:
No effective system of education can be introduced
and established, nothing like the stated preachinq or
other ordinances of the Gospel are likely to be
enjoyed, nor the Bible to be possessed and read, nor
devotional habits cultivated, nor any high attainments
in Christian character made, till the habit of life is
changed.
• • • -The missionary, therefore, should be called to
aid them in producing agricultural utensils and learn¬
ing how to use them, in constructing comfortable
dwellings; how to make decent and comfortable cloth¬
ing; and in short, how to supply their new wants while
living in permanent settlements.
• . . .The Christian missionary must have the character
of a true lover of his race, and must feel for and
endeavour to relieve, those to whom he ministers from
all the evils which combine to constitute their state
of intellectual and social depression.1154
The agency of transmission for Christianity and western cul¬
ture was to be free schools which would also provide an audience for
the most exhalted of all schools, the seminary.

In 1837, in the

annual report of the ABCFM, the "extracts from the Instructions of the
Prudential Committee" (the governing body of the ABCFM) stated that
children, as the most impressionable group, should be separated from
their homes, and thus the influences of traditional society so as to
condition them for the ministry and teaching.
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. . .Youth are the most promising pupils in all
countries and especially in heathen countries. And as
e minds of heathen children are occupied and filled
so early with evil examples at their homes, we reach
our object most directly and economically by placinq
in boarding schools, at an early age, a number suffi¬
cient to ensure us pupils for our seminaries.1,55
In 1841, this point was reiterated by Rufus Anderson, recording secre
tary for the ABCFM.

"It is an essential feature of the plan," he

stated, "that the pupils be taken young, boarded in the mission, be
kept separate from heathenism, under Christian superintendence night
and day.1156
Seminaries, according to the instructions of the Prudential
Committee, were to be "a component and indispensable part of its
[ABCM] missions. 57

Through the seminary, the board could prove that

Africans were just as capable as Europeans at becoming preachers.
There was, however, a more fundamental reason for creating an African
ministry:

namely, economics.

An indigenous ministry was cheaper to

maintain than American missionaries, and the ailing finances of the
board made it imperative that foreign missionaries be used only as a
temporary measure.
The course of study from boarding school through seminary was
expected to span between eight and twelve years.

During that period

of time, it was expected that the "depravity, error, prejudice,
apathy, [and] stupidity" of the student would be eliminated, and their
minds made "repositories of Christian knowledge."

This was to be

accomplished through "pictorial representation geography, logic,
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composition, discussion, the interrogative method of teaching, and the
study of some language [English for instance]."58
A caution was attached to the curriculum:

while it was to

represent a merger between the offerings at a college and a school of
theology, it was to be remembered that "the opinion that mind must be
educated in the principles of human science before it is fitted for
instruction in theology is derived from the school of philosophy, not
from the word of God."

Therefore, the Gospel of Jesus and the Bible

should be the primary textbooks so that the seminary would be, above
all, a "Christian institution.1159
From the start, schooling was a major component of the AZM,
though, initially, a humble undertaking.

Champion, for example, wrote

in his diary (March 7, 1837), "today, in reality, my school began with
about a dozen children.

.

.my board for reading and spelling is not

yet complete, and we made use of the ground for an A.B.C. book."

From

such humble beginnings, the church's elementary school system grew.
In 1850, day schools based on the Bell/Lancaster method were opened at
Umvoti, Inande, and Umlezi, and the pattern followed in the other
stations.

To provide teachers for the schools (a job that not all the

missionaries enjoyed), the AZM began to seriously contemplate the
opening of a seminary (high school) as described in the 1837 Pruden¬
tial Company Instructions.
The board, laboring under a shortage of funds, was no longer
enthusiastic about seminaries; however, a persuasive argument to the
board by Lewis Grout, in 1847, resulted in the construction of a
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seminary at Amanzimtoti in 1853.

The high school at Amanzimtoti was a

far cry from that described in the 1837 Instructions.
class consisted of nine adult males.

Its opening

By 1855, a class of boys was

inaugurated, and, by 1859, there were twenty-five students in atten¬
dance with a curriculum which consisted of basic reading, writing,
geography, arithmetic, and Bible history.60

The seminary was sup¬

ported financially by the board, but the students labored in mis¬
sionary gardens half the school day for their food.
Despite the urgency expressed by the AZM for a seminary,
complacency had replaced urgency by the time of its construction.

The

seminary was a nuisance to the missionaries; no member of the AZM was
assigned solely to the school as teacher and principal.

Rood, the

missionary who received the appointment as principal, was expected to
operate the school in addition to his other duties.

When he became

ill, the seminary was shuffled from station to station, students in
tow.

By 1859, the futility of trying to maintain a training school

under such conditions was evident, and the school was closed.

The

school was re-opened at Amanzimtoti in 1865 with donations from both
the colonists and government, and a reminder from the board that the
students be trained to be "teachers and preachers and not planters or
traders, or government employees.1161
The new seminary admitted only boys (eleven in the first
class), between the ages of thirteen and eighteen.

Courses were

offered in advanced reading and writing in Zulu and English, arith¬
metic, spelling, translation, Bible studies, history, geography,
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zoology, and a chronological catechism of the Gospel.

Connected to

the school was an industrial department which taught carpentry, smelt¬
ing, and painting.62

The creation of the industrial department was

partly a response to George Grey's request to provide such a depart¬
ment, and partly as an attempt to secure government grants-in-aid
(small grants given to schools offering such a program).

In the

1880s, Tyler wrote that "Zulu lads acquire the industrial arts with
facility.

In blacksmithing, shoemaking, wagonmaking, and printing,

they can compete with white men if properly trained."63

The key

phrase here is "can compete with white men if properly trained."
White artisans objected ferociously to any form of competition from
blacks, while white farmers objected to the independence that such
training produced.

As a result, government ordinances severely cur¬

tailed the types of skills that could be taught in African industrial
schools.

Predictably, Africans lost interest in such training, and,

by the turn of the century, industrial schools closed and fell into a
state of disrepair.

A post-graduate preparatory course for the mini¬

stry was also offered by the seminary; however, none of the students
were eligible, as they were too young.

Despite the seemingly diverse

curriculum of the school, it corresponded in all respects to the
"Christian institution" called for in the 1837 Instructions.

Accord¬

ing to Tyler, heavy emphasis was placed on eradicating African cul¬
ture, and the primary emphasis of the new seminary was "moral regenera¬
tion through the use of Bible studies to overcome hereditary prejudices
and superstition.1,64
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The language of instruction at the seminary concerned the
board.

According to the 1837 Instructions. English was to be the

language of instruction because of its richness in Christian knowl¬
edge. The Instructions stated that "no way can we so effectually open
the world of truth to the contemplation of our black pupils, and bring
them under its influence, than by teaching them to read the English
language."65

This was in contrast to the AZM's standard policy of

teaching the lower grades in the vernacular, policy embarked upon as
much to dissuade school graduates from entering the secular economy
where they might be tempted into sin, as to ensure that the Gospel
reached the greatest amount of people in the least amount of time.
Nearly two decades had passed since the passage of the
Instructions, and the board no longer was certain of the wisdom of
using English at Amanzimtoti Seminary.

Fear by the missionaries that

the exclusion of English from the seminary would make the school less
attractive to Africans, resulted in the AZM assuring the board that
English would not have a detrimental effect on the African.

They

argued that the racial situation of Natal was such that Africans could
not find employment except in menial fields, which would be opened to
them whether or not they spoke English.
By 1888, the seminary had graduated 217 students, 84 of whom
became teachers,66 but only seven became preachers.67

The minuscule

number of preachers reflects both the lack of interest in the ministry
by Africans, as well as the paternalistic attitude of the missionaries.
The salary offered African ministers did nothing to enhance its appeal
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as a vocation.

African ministers were barely paid a subsistence wage,

considerably less than secular wages, so that, as one contemporary
observed, only the well-to-do and the intellectually inferior enrolled
in the theological course at Amanzimtoti.68

Contributing also to the

low ordination figure was the racism of the majority of the mission¬
aries.

Reluctant to abdicate their thrones, missionaries not only

treated Africans as inferior beings, but resisted pressure from the
board to create an African ministry.

Grout, for example, was dismayed

that the members of his congregation felt they were "as good and as of
much consequence as others in general, and as their missionary in
particular."

One African, Mbiana Ngidi, charged that the missionaries

"taught the people not to respect black people, so they could not
manage the stations and, that while in the pulpit, the missionaries
said dear friends and brethen [;] as soon as they came out of the
pulpit they would not call them that because they were black, but
despised them."69

AZM stations found no contradiction between Chris¬

tian brotherhood and the segregation they practiced in their daily
1ives.
Additionally, the venom with which missionaries attacked
traditional customs, particularly lobola [bride wealth] and polygamy,
did much to alienate potential candidates for the ministry.

The

missionaries required that all potential ministers take an oath
renouncing these customs.

In most African societies, lobola was the

foundation on which the society was built; it regulated marriage,
divorce, inheritance, responsibilities of husband to wife and visa
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versa, care of children, and status.

Etherington, in his book,

Preachers, Peasants, and Politics in Southeast Asia, concludes that
"cattle given at the time of marriage created relationships and bonds
of mutual obligation, that were at once more complex and more binding
than those embodied in European marriage contracts.1,70

However, many

of the AZM missionaries viewed lobola as a repulsive practice which
involved the sale of young girls to old polygamists who used them for
sexual fulfillment and farm labor.
Rather than ordain Africans, the AZM (except for Lindley),
persisted in petitioning the board to send more white missionaries,
saying that the Africans did not have sufficient education, qualifi¬
cation, nor civilization.
In anger, Nathaniel Clark, who replaced Anderson in 1866 as
secretary of the ABCFM, directed a letter to the AZM in 1869, demand¬
ing that "immediate measures be taken to set up pastors over the
native churches."71

Concurrently, Clark sent another letter to the

African congregation, urging them to become preachers and take up
responsibility for the school and the mission.

It was not until May

30, 1870, however, that Nguzana Mngadi, who took the name Rufus
Anderson, was ordained the first African pastor.
Concern that the young graduates of the seminary might be
pulled back into traditional society if they did not have suitable
wives raised the issue of the construction of a girls' seminary.

As

early as 1841, Anderson (secretary of the ABCFM) had considered the
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creatTon of schools for young women as essential to the Christianizing
of indigenous populations.
"The contemporaneous establishment of female boardinq
schools, where the native ministers and other educated
helpers in the mission may obtain pious and intelli¬
gent partners for life, is an essential feature in
this system.
A native pastor with an ignorant,
heathen wife would be greatly embarassed and hindered
in his work.
In this manner, Christian families are
formed, and, at length, Christian communities, and
there is a race of children with Christian ideas and
associations from among whom we may select our future
pupils and candidates for the ministry."72
Inanda Seminary for girls, founded in 1869, was theoretically
modeled along the lines of Mount Holyoke Seminary (U.S.), with the
notable exception that those graduates unable to contract a marriage,
or who needed to work to support their new family needs, were trained
to find employment in the homes of white colonists and missionaries as
domestics.

The students, most of whom were the offspring of Christian

parents, varied in age from twelve to sixteen, and received training
in "Biblical history, harmony of the Gospels, reading, translation and
diction in Zulu and English, writing, arithmetic, geography, history,
physiology,.

.

.English composition,.

.

.needlework in its various

branches, as well as domestic employment and gardening.
singing."73

.

.[and]

The girls were expected to pay $25 a year in tuition, but

a few of those, unable to raise the funds, received scholarships paid
by donations from America.
Because a number of runaway girls from traditional families
were seeking admission to Inanda, the Umzumbe Home, which catered
primarily to non-Christian girls, was opened with a course of study
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similar to that followed at Inanda.

A number of the students became

Christians, while it was hoped that the others would mediate some
changes in traditional family life.
Several of the texts used in the seminaries and elementary
schools were published by the AZM and were written in Zulu.

They

included "the Bible entire, dictionaries, grammars, histories [one
ecclesiastical], hymn books, arithmetics, geographies, primers, cate¬
chisms, a monthly newspaper—The Morning Star,—and a variety of
tracts.1,74
As educational programs escalated, the destruction of tradi¬
tional customs became a cause celebre for the AZM.

Fanatical

attempts were made to chasten the Africans against the "evils" of
lobola, polygamy, and the use of intoxicants (alcohol and hemp).
In their attempt to educate the African out of his past, the
AZM was successful in several respects.

Those who settled at the

stations and attended the schools became converted not only to Protes¬
tantism, but to a money economy, and they began to set themselves
apart and above their traditionalist brothers and sisters.

Many

accepted missionary/European hegemony, adapting the external symbols
of westernization as badges of their superiority.

For example, Tyler

wrote of a convert who, after putting on his "first article of civi¬
lized clothing," a shirt, no longer sat with "the unclad heathen in
the back part of the chapel," but rather moved to the front seats.75
More striking was the description given by the liberal Natal Mercury
of the congregation at the opening of a chapel at Umlazi:
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‘ \*A" assi1)ilatlon of barbarous to civilized modes
and tastes evident,-an interesting process which, to
some might be amusing, and would to all be gratifying.
The females of the center seats, for instance were
more modest in gesture and posture than those of the
side, and were, according to their ability, dressed in
gowns and bonnets of straw or calico, and failing
both these, in turbans and handkerchiefs. And how
nicely their hair was combed and divided, and how
correctly and somewhat melodiously, they joined in
singing and hymns. As for the men, their dress was
such as would at a distance, lead the observer to
think they were emigrants from Europe. As they sat
listening, having their chins comfortably imbedded in
white shirt collars, they reminded us of many church
goers in England, whose change of colour, change of
language, and change of country had been successful Iv
accompl i shed.1176
In 1860, Grout proclaimed proudly that:
"The rapidly advancing civilization; the improved mode
of cultivating the soil; the increasing number of
foreign implements of labor; the upright houses erected
and filled with more and better articles of furniture;
the gradual change of native customs; the Christian
families gathered; the results.--direct and indirect,
of mission labor--are positive evidence of progress,
and encouragements to continued effort."77
Africans, however, turned to schools and westernization for
reasons other than the missionaries' insistence that it be a requisite
for employment and residency at the station.

Some sought only tech¬

nical training or to learn English; but many, who had settled at the
station and agreed to accept the "chiefdomship" of the missionaries,
felt that in doing so, they had "left the black race."

Through con¬

version, they reasoned, they "belonged" to the white race and sought
to "imitate them in everything" they could.

"It was," said Johannes

Kumalo, "as a stone thrown into the water, impossible to return,"78
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meaning that, having abandoned the traditional ways, one could only
hope to find acceptance among the whites.
This sentiment was much in keeping with African-prescribed
behavior for conquered from conqueror.

As an Enendale covert ex¬

plained:
When one tribe had been conquered and made subject to
another king, it was received in full recognition by
the new ruler as part of his people, through its good
behaviour: its members were allowed to participate in
everything belonging to the new government; they were
allowed to distinguish themselves and compete with the
favoured ones in the use of arms and in striving for
the attainment of high positions in tribal affairs.
The good effects arising out of this kind of treatment
were often evidenced in the love shown to the new
king; his new subjects respected him, worked for him,
sang his praises and died for him. Tshaka, although
known more by his bad deeds; wonderfully wielded
together different tribes into one. He did not effect
this by the edge of the sword any more than by good
treatment which he meted out to the vanquished chiefs
and their people."79
Parenthetically, an important implication of this statement is
the difference in perception of Africans and whites in South Africa.
From the start, whites aligned themselves along racial lines, while
Africans aligned themselves along tribal lines.

Just as the Africans

in the early years of contact sought to assimilate whites, those
blacks who were defeated, and especially those who lived among the
white tribe, expected to be assimilated by fighting alongside whites
against their brothers of the skin and adopting their customs.
Those Africans on the mission stations, particularly those
representing the second generation of converts who had passed through
the doors of the mission school, were insultingly called kholwa
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(believers) by the traditionalists.

In time, the name became a badge

of pride, as many accepted the missionaries' insistence that they, the
"believers," were elite, set apart, and charged with being an example
for their still unenlightened brothers.

They imbibed and regurgitated

missionary condemnation of the "benighted," "childlike," "backward,"
"inferior" traditionalist, and considered it their duty to help their
brethen escape the "pitch-black darkness" of "heathenism," and to
rescue them, as one kholwa put it, from "superstition and witchcraft
. . .perhaps the two greatest curses among the Bantu."80
From the more material-minded among the kholwa, were demanded
schools, through which they hoped to garner the skills, training, and
knowledge necessary for the business world.

Parents demanded that

instruction be given in English, the language of commerce.

Those who

had the money, packed their sons off to schools at the Cape such as
Lovedale, and, when the AZM reduced or eliminated schools for finan¬
cial reasons, parents pooled their funds to keep the schools open and
hire teachers.

By the middle of 1860, the kholwa bore the sole

responsibility for financing elementary schooling.

In 1872, the

parents of Jeremiah Mali placed their son on board a steamship bound
to the U.S. to be the first African trained at Howard University.
However, if Africans on the mission stations were willing to
imbibe and accept certain European hegemonic forms, many adamantly
opposed giving up the customs that undergirded their society and
appalled the missionaries, namely:
ing.

lobola, polygamy, and beer drink¬

In the early decades of the station, this was not evident to the
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missionary, primarily because those who settled on the station were
the poorer segments of society and could afford to maintain only one
wife, were single or with small children, and conformed to European
norms in order to avoid eviction.
Despite the barrier interposed between the Kholwa and the
traditionalist, in many instances, the kholwa could not extricate him¬
self from traditional society.

Parents found that, if they refused to

accept lobola for their daughters as the missionaries insisted, their
daughters lost status in traditional society, and were treated as
concubines or prostitutes. In the case of death or divorce, the chil¬
dren of the wife for whom no 1obola was given, received none of the
father's property.

The heirs of the property were not responsible for

the upkeep of the children as would have been the case for a wife who
had received 1obola.

Kholwa parents, wishing to spare their daughters

from disgrace, practiced lobola.
Polygamy also became an accepted lifestyle on the mission sta¬
tions.

Men inherited the wives of deceased traditionalist brothers,

women who had passed the childbearing stage went to live with their
eldest son while their husband took a younger wife, or men who had
accumulated wealth on the station, felt obliged to mark their success
in the traditional way-taking another wife.
Kholwa attended family and tribal gatherings and traditional
festivals and partook in the beer-drinking that was common on such
occasions.

In all of these breaches of western etiquette, the kholwa

turned for support to the Bible, which was printed in Zulu for the
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first time in 1865.

They cited example after example of polygamy, and

found no prohibition against lobola and beer-drinking.

According to

the missionaries, the Kholwa concluded that:
•the
they say
g, etc.
indulged

ten commandments are the rule of life but as
nothing about polygamy, [lobola], beer drinkthe practices are not forbidden and may be
in without sin.81
y

Fearful that the missionary determination to destroy African
traditions and African determination to retain those traditions would
result in a loss of church membership, Clark advised the AZM to be
more cautious:
"Christian morality and Christian civilization will
follow as the natural outgrowth and the expression of
Christian life. . . .Your work is not to make American
but Zulu Christians. . . .The great thing is to bring
man to Christ, not to change their social customs,
their national usages, or lead them to adopt all the
practices of civilized nations in their domestic life.
. .The utmost carefulness is needed, not to do harm
to one of the little ones that believe in Christ. .
If the native Christians are, almost without exception,
in favor of retaining the customs how is discipline to
be affected?. . . .How is discipline to be enforced in
the churches in which the united and conscientious
sentiment is in favor of the very customs which you
are desiring to put away?"82
This certainly was not the original position of the ABCFM,
which often considered Christianity and westernization one and the
same.

For many of the missionaries, the warning went by the wayside.

In 1897, the missionaries pushed through the Umsunduze Rules, a moral¬
ity code which made excommunicable offenses of the following:

polyg¬

amy, lobola. living with a member of the other sex without benefit of
marriage, drinking alcoholic beverages and smoking hemp.

The rules
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were an affront to the Africans, and they did not hesitate to complain
to the missionaries.

Lewis Grout, for example, was caustically

informed:
"Teacher, white man,. . . .You trouble us; you oppose
our customs; you induce our children to abandon our
ways you will be the ruin of our tribe. And we tell
you today, if you do not cease we will leave you and
all this religion and go where the Gospel is not known
or heard."83
The AZM and the Colonist

If the AZM was having problems with the Africans, they were
faring no better with the settlers.

The AZM initially received sup¬

port from many of the predominantly British merchants and wealthy
planters of the colony, support which lasted for several years.

"Our

American brethren," stated an 1853 editorial, "are in the highest
sense of political, social, and religious sympathies, as well as in
the lowest sense of national descent, bone of our bone, and flesh of
our flesh."84
Indeed, the AZM, in its early years, met with much favor from
the colonists, many of whom contributed money for the building of the
seminaries.

Natal was beset with a myriad of economic problems.

Mer¬

chants, of whom there were entirely too many, found no outlet for
their goods.

Farmers, anxious to branch out into a plantation economy,

found that Africans were willing to work only for short terms and at
wages which, while not equal to that of a European, were above the
minuscule wages offered by the farmers.

For these groups, the
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missionary, with his program of creating consumers and destroying
traditional culture, came a godsend; an ally.

The government policy,

which allowed Africans to maintain a reasonable amount of economic
independence and retention of their customs, was resented.

Such a

policy, a large segment of the colonists argued, created unfair com¬
petition, particularly since it:

1) did not put a halt to polygamy,

2) "gave" Africans land, 3) did not force Africans into the employ of
whites, and 4) allowed Africans to sell their produce at a cheaper
rate to the merchants.

One colonist, J. Calloway, complained that

African men had "20, 30, 50 wives" (an exaggeration of the highest
order) to work for him, but he was denied cheap labor.

Another colo¬

nist, Thomas Philipson complained that:
"If it be right for Kafirs to have ground given them
then it be right for the colonist to have the same.
If it be wrong for the colonist to have slave labour,
it is surely wrong for the Kafirs also [meaning several
wives]. Doubtless the barbarian has a right. . .to
continue to live barbarously, to wear rags, or skins,
or nothing, when at home, to eschew groceries and
squat in a beehive hut. But, right or wrong, the mere
fact of his doing so tends to drag down to the same
level all who compete with him in agriculture.1,85
The missionary's fight against the immorality of polygamy and
his efforts to force conversion to western standards were looked upon
favorably by the colonist who saw the destruction of the customs as
economically beneficial.

Africans, as a result, would cease to be

independent farmers and be forced to work for the white farmer.

It is

not coincidental that the Natal Witness in 1863 could write about "the
alliance between the missionary and the labour-needing colonist, to
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alleviate the sufferings of the native woman through the abolition of
polygamy, which materially interferes with the object for which they
have respectively left their mother country."86
Furthermore, missionaries did not hesitate to establish the
link between Christianity and economics.

Tyler proudly quoted the

Rev. James Dalzell, M.D., as observing that "while a native Kraal
required only £2 worth of imported goods, each mission native required
£20.

3

Tyler further estimated that there were approximately 4,000

Zulu Christians in Natal in 1890 whose commercial requirements aggre¬
gate £80,000 per year.87
By the 1880s, the settlers began to realize that westernizing
of the Africans was not producing the willing laborers as expected.
True, westernization had produced consumers with increased desires for
western goods, but many were satisfying their wants without resorting
to employment on European farms.

Those who entered the market did so

only for short periods, so that the whites were forced to consider
importing convict and Indian labor.
As Ethrington points out, despite the desolation of the sta¬
tions, visitors commented on the property holdings of the residents on
some of the stations, and marveled at their ability to "live without
becoming servants."

Initially, the British government and the wealthy

colonists were anxious to develop a plantation economy based on
exportable goods such as corn, sugar, and cotton.

Because of either

this or the friendship of Grout and Shepeston, the government pumped
money into Mvoti in the 1860s and 1870s, paying for a sugar mill and
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purchasing the sugar made from cane grown on the station.

Africans

adapted to capitalism so successfully that colonist opposition to the
competition resulted in the closing of the mill in 1882 because of
lack of government support.88

At Amanzimtoti, two residents started a

sugar factory that was paid for by loans from residents of Mvoti;
similar undertakings occurred on other stations.
entered the economy on other levels.

Africans also

For example, some became owners

of small transport services, while others became clerks and unskilled
1abor.89
By the 1880s, all but a small segment of the white population
considered an educated African to be an absurdity.

The situation was

compounded by the discovery of gold at the end of the 1880s and the
granting of representative government in 1893.

Largely because

Kholwas were seeking the equality promised both by a common religion
and the constitution of Natal, the colonists moved to circumvent the
constitution.

Attempts were made to abort and, later, to abolish, the

passage of the Exemption Law which granted the franchise to blacks if
they 1) held property, 2) could pay the tax, and 3) were literate.
They were, however, subject to severe penalties if they resorted to
customary law (this stringent law was supported by the Crown because
it increased Britain's humanitarian image while posing no threat to
the balance of power in Natal.

As a result, few Africans qualified,

or could comfortably abandon customary law).

Attempts were also made

to prevent Africans from buying land by first selling Crown lands at
auctions, and by then banning outright the sale of land to Africans.
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Durban worked steadily on a set of "native" controls--locations,
barracks, curfews, jails, and taxes--to ensure that the Africans
realize, as Chief Magistrate Chadwick expressed in 1904, that the
towns were "the special places of abode for the white men," and not
the Africans' "happy hunting ground."90

Africans, even educated ones,

were not allowed to participate in the same privileges as "regular
citizens," because they did not understand these privileges, and, even
if they did, should not be allowed to alienate themselves "from the
mass to which they belong."91
These conflicting views by Africans, government, missionaries,
and colonists regarding both the role of the missionaries, and the aim
and purpose of education, continued throughout the period under study.
In the concluding decades of the nineteenth century, Africans would
attempt to formulate their own version of Christianity and schooling,
resulting in much tension and some capitulation on the part of whites.
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CHAPTER

v

THE ETHIOPIAN CHURCH AND EDUCATION

Let Africans teach one another"

By the last decade of the nineteenth century, Africans had
succumbed to European dominance as a result of treachery, weapon
superiority, and failure of Africans to align along racial lines.

In

the end, all Africans found themselves touched in one way or the other
by the political, cultural, and economic dominance of the Europeans.
African societies were battered on two fronts:

from within, by the

missionaries who sought to impose, not only a new religion, but accep¬
tance of European hegemony; and from without, by legal and political
structures, which sought to wreck the social and economic structure of
their society for the benefit of European employers.
In 1864, diamonds were discovered in South Africa; twenty
years later, gold was found in the Transvaal.

The British moved

rapidly to gain entire possession of South Africa.
were waged against Africans:

Relentless wars

in 1873, against the Hlubi in Natal; in

1877, the Transvaal was annexed after a defeat of Boer Commandos by
the Pedi--the British not only cleared the mining region of African
ownership, but also annexed Zululand; in 1879, the Zulu declared war
on the Europeans, but were defeated by a combined British and African
force; that same year, Fingoland, Idutywa, and Griqualand (the resi¬
dents were allies of the British) were annexed because of the
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discovery of gold; in 1884, southern Botswana was annexed as "British
Bechuanaland"; in 1890, mercenaries, under the leadership of Rhodes'
"British South Africa Company," invaded Mashonoland and Matabeleland;
Rhodes' mercenaries also invaded Zimbabwe, where war raged from 1896
to 1897; and in 1898, the Vendas were defeated.

Although the British

were unable to conquer the Sotho, the Sotho, in turn, lacked the
numbers and support necessary to eliminate the European hegemonic
threat.
In 1899, with the mining areas secured, and the Africans sub¬
jugated, war broke out between the British industrial capitalists and
the Boer agriculturalists, to determine the economic direction of the
country.

For two years, war raged between the two European invaders,

with the British emerging victorious.

In 1902, with the signing of

the Treaty of Vereeniging, the British gave their blessing to white
supremacy in South Africa:

under the treaty, the Boers were to retain

all their property, have the right to bear arms (which were to be
licensed), Dutch would be retained in the schools and courts, civil
government and, eventually, self-government, was to be restored, no
war tax was to be levied, and a grant of £3 million was to be given to
the Transvaal and the Orange Free State to return to a state of nor¬
malcy.1

As Magubane notes:
"The Treaty of Vereeniging thus allowed the Boers to
retain their self-respect, and laid a secure founda¬
tion for the reconstruction of the Anglo-Boer
al 1 iance--and thereby for the ultimate supremacy of
white rule over Africans."2
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In contrast, defeated Africans, as in the case of the Zulu,
were forced to sign treaties which not only prohibited them from
arming, but also instituted significant cultural changes and abrogated
traditional African economic, military, and political power.

Further,

those Africans who assisted in the conquest of the Boers, and others,
had to surrender their arms, and return cattle taken in the course of
the war.

On the other hand, British and Boer troops kept all cattle

seized in war.

A labor tax of £2 was levied on adult African males

and another £2 tax was charged for the second, and each subsequent
Wife, of a polygamist; both measures were aimed at forcing the African
into the labor market.

Additionally, revised segregatory measures

revolving around pass laws, labor contracts, convict labor (African
prisoners received no pay), liquor prohibition, locations, and mis¬
cegenation were enacted.3

There was to be no doubt that Africans were

to remain both subordinate and dependent, with no control over the
politico-economic system.
In 1910, South Africa became a union.

In return for economic

dominance, Britain turned over the political function of the state to
the Afrikaner colonists, and thereby sanctioned and institutionalized
a society based explicitly on the tenets of white supremacy.

The

granting of partnership to the settlers ensured that, although the
national economy was to be based on industrial capitalism, race, not
mode of production, would be the single most important factor in
shaping the sociopolitical structure of the society.
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The triumph of capitalism over feudal agriculture also served
to displace several Afrikaners, particularly those who were landless
or small subsistence farmers.
were known as poor whites.

Many migrated to cities, where they

By the turn of the century, white South

Africa had enacted a series of government schemes to ensure that poor
whites, who were now forced to both compete for jobs designated as
Kaffir work,"4 and to live in slums alongside blacks, would never
fall to the economic level of Africans again, and would never be
placed in a position of having to call an African "baas."

South

Africa was tightening its herrenvolk democracy in which race was the
criterion for inclusion.
It is within this white supremacist racio-economic context
with an often complementary, often conflicting, interest of settlers
and capitalists, that education for Blacks was to be forged at the
beginning of the twentieth century.

Also during this period, Africans

sought to give an African identity to the European institutions of
church and school that they embraced.
In the eighteenth century, mission Africans (those who had
come to believe in the superiority of certain European cultural,
economic, and political forms) had already begun questioning the
assumptions of white missionaries, particularly in religious and
educational matters.

They had also begun to feel betrayed, for,

contrary to the rules of traditional warfare, no matter how hard the
African tried to "prove" himself (education, dress, loyalty, for
example) to the conquering white tribe, he remained despised and
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exploited.

By the last two decades of the nineteenth century, Afri¬

cans sought to control the only avenue of advancement opened to them:
the church.

This, in turn, led to an attempt to redefine the content

of African education from being an attack on the character and capa¬
bilities of Africans.

It must be remembered that, while recognizing

that education was no longer the pinnacle it was believed to be,
these Africans nonetheless felt that it was only through an assimila¬
tion of European knowledge of technology, that Africans would be
redeemed.
Africans turned to the southern states and the accomplish¬
ments of black Americans as a yardstick by which to judge their own
progress, and for models and allies in the building of their own
schools.

In 1903, the African newspaper Ipapa lo Hlanoa blamed the

slow progress of Africans in education and other areas, on the "mean¬
ness" of the missionaries, farmers, and artisans.

The editorial cata¬

logued the accomplishments of black Americans in their thirty years of
freedom from slavery, and stated that black Americans had reduced
illiteracy 45% in thirty-five years:
1,500,000 children in common
schools,
40,000 in higher education,
30,000 in teacher training
schools,
1,200 students studying the
classics,
1,200 students studying
science,
1,000 studying business,
17,000 graduates,
homes worth $35,000,000,
personal property worth
$10,000,000

250,000 volumes in their libraries,
156 colleges,
800 doctors,
300 books written by black authors,
500 lawyers,
20,000 in industrial schools,
3 banks,
5 magazines,
500 newspapers,
libraries worth $500,000,
farms worth $400,000,000,
school property worth $12,000,000,
funds for schools equaling
$10,000,000.5
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It is not surprising that Africans, well aware of the oppres¬
sion under which black Americans existed, should look to them as ex¬
amples of a people who had managed to clear some space between them¬
selves and the oppressors, to the extent of being in charge of some of
the institutions in their society.

While many Africans lamented the

quality of their schools, they were also concerned about the resis¬
tance on the part of whites to the construction of a college for
Africans.

Although African education was in the form of a severely

tapered triangle with few students at the bottom and even fewer at the
top, the people nonetheless felt that for those few who did make it to
the top, there should be access to the same educational opportunities
as the whites.

Those who had come to believe that western education

was the wave of the future (that western political and economic forms
were superior to African's or that knowledge of such forms were neces¬
sary for survival) considered it especially important to have a local
college.
Taking the lead in the college issue were the leaders of the
separatist Ethiopian church.

It is with this group and their struggle

for a college that this chapter is concerned.

The Rise of Ethiopianism

As already suggested, the African kholwa (Christian believers)
were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the hypocrises of the
missionary who, although insistent on the equality of all men, per¬
sisted in treating the African as both an inferior and a child.
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However, it was the printing of the Bible in Zulu, in the latter part
of the nineteenth century, and subsequently into other African lan¬
guages, which enabled the African to substantiate his belief that the
interpretation of the Bible, offered by the missionary, was not neces¬
sarily valid.

Africans began to interpret the Bible in a manner that

was inconsistent with that of the missionaries.

Far from being the

proverbial opiate of the people, the Bible became, for Africans, a
weapon in their struggle for equality.
The growing tensions between European ministers and African
congregations came to a symbolic head in 1884, when Nemiah Tile, a
young Tembu minister, stood before the Wesylan Church caucus at the
Cape, accused of "taking part in political matters, stirring up a
feeling of hostility against magistrates in Tembuland, addressing a
public meeting on a Sunday, refusing to inform his supervisor, [Rev.
Chubbs] of his activities, and donating an ox at the circumcision of
Dinyabo, heir to the paramount chief of the Tembus."6
The caucus berated Tile, admonishing him to see the error of
his ways and to repent.

Tile, however, pointed out the double stan¬

dard that existed in the church and, to the shock of the European
ministers, resigned.

He left the church, but retained his adopted

religion, believing, as did a growing body of Christianized Africans,
that white men do not necessarily practice Bible faith.

To the horror

of the Weslyans, many of the Tembu left with Tile, who then founded
the Tembu National Church with Tembu Chief Nganjeliziwe as its head.7
Thus, the separatist movement, later known as Ethiopianism, was born.
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African ministers seceded from white churches as they were 1)
treated more and more as "boys of the white umfundisi."8 2) placed
under younger white ministers, 3) not given a voice in church admini¬
stration, 4) forced to concede if they differed in opinion with their
white counterparts, 5) treated differently in matters of trust and
social standing, 6) subjected to a church color-bar, and 7) compeled
to renounce their cultural heritage.

By 1928, there were, at a con¬

servative estimate, at least 135 such churches.9
In 1892, Mangena Makone, a Weslyan minister and founder of the
Kilmenton Institution (a school for Africans) unsuccessfully spoke out
for the construction of a college for Africans and quit the church.
Makone listed among the causes of his resignation "academic interfer¬
ence at Kilmenton."10

The deciding factor in his resignation, how¬

ever, was the treatment accorded African ministers at the Wesylan
missionary meeting held in Pretoria in 1892.

Africans were excluded

from the board of the Congress and forced to submit to segregated
meetings.

However, while Africans were barred from attending the

white meeting, whites could, if they chose, attend the Africans'
meeting.

Makone, along with several other African ministers, quit the

church, and instead joined a branch of Tile's church, which, founded
in the Transvaal, flourished defiantly among the human suffering of
the Rand mines.
a school.

At the Rand, Makone began proselytizing, and founded

As his followers grew, he formed his own branch of the

Tembu Church entitled the Ethiopian Church, a name which, it is be¬
lieved, derived from Psalm 68 xxxii:
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"Princes shall come out of Egypt and Ethiopia shall
soon stretch forth her hands unto God."
To the settlers, government, and white missionaries, Ethiopianism became synonomous with anti-white/anti-government sympathies,
and was used indiscriminately and incorrectly to refer to the hundreds
of seceding autonomous African churches.
types of churches:

There were, however, two

separatist and independent.

The separatist, to

which the Ethiopians belonged, emerged as a result of secession from a
European or African separatist church.

Of these, not all adhered to

an Ethiopian doctrine, i.e., "Africa for the Africans."

The inde¬

pendent churches emerged outside of the accepted missionary churches,
usually gaining impetus from one of the American apocalyptic
churches.11
The two groups also differed in their attitudes towards the
incoporation of Christianity.

The separatist accepted the doctrines

of Christianity, but insisted on both an African interpretation, and
the maintenance of such African traditions as 1 obola, circumcision,
and beer drinking, etc., which were not forbidden by the Bible.

For

the separatist, the Bible was the moral weapon to be used against
whites in the African demand for equality.

The degree and acceptance

of Christianity varied among the various groups of independent
churches, some of which accepted Christian dogma only in so far as it
paralleled traditional beliefs; all else was discarded as a European
plot to suppress the African.

Most independents considered themselves

the chosen people, while Europeans were seen as both sinful and the
enemy of the true God.
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In general, education, the European mechanism for transmitting
its hegemonic values, was viewed differently by the independents and
separatists.

The independents viewed it as a hindrance to liberation;

the separatist, as necessary for liberation.

The independents, with

their more Africanized form of Christianity, looked askance at western
education.

In her article Christianity in a Rhodesian Tribal Trust

Land, Mary Aquina attributes this disdain for education to those
churches with an illiterate and semi-illiterate membership.12

But,

while the independents did draw their membership from outside the
church, and thus from a highly illiterate group, their disdain for
western education can be at least partially understood in terms of
their view of education as a westernizing influence, which threatened
the foundations of the social, political, and economic structure of
their society.

They did not despise education; they despised its

implications.

Prior to the formation of the independent churches,

traditionalist non-Christians sent their children to western schools
as a supplement to the traditional initiation schools, as in the case
of Bechuanaland.

However, such a compromise was not always satisfac¬

tory, as some of the children of traditionalists opted to become
bathu halehuku ("children of the book").13

This rift in family unity

threatened to undermine the entire social structure of the tradi¬
tionalist and African structures in general, so that those families in
the independent church who allowed their children to attend mission
schools, refused to allow them to continue their education past the
early standards.

It was argued that more than a year or two of
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education created a tendency to "identify more with the school and the
sponsoring church than with the family and its religion."><

Under the

directorship of mainstream white churches, western education was not
seen as necessary for the evangelizing process, and was condemned,
rightfully, by the traditionalist, as an attempt to subordinate the
African by westernizing him.
In contrast, the separatist held more accommodating attitudes
towards western institutions and values.

(It is insignificant that

the separatist was predominantly from an urban population that in¬
cluded mine workers, and first and second generation urban dwellers,
many of whom grew up on mission stations and had already accepted the
European form of government and economic structures.) Separatists,
objected to western chauvinism and the inferior quality of the educa¬
tion offered them.

If Africa was again to be reclaimed by Africans,

both in the secular and religious sphere, then western schools, and
particularly colleges taught by Blacks, were necessary.
With its emphasis on education, the Ethiopian Church gained
wide support and popularity.

In 1894, James Mata Dwane, a young

Healdtown trained school teacher who nurtured a dream of a non-denominational college for Africans, joined the church.

On his own voli¬

tion, but as a minister in the Wesleyan church, Dwane booked passage
to England in 1894, in order to raise funds for the construction of a
college.

Upon his return, his superiors informed him that the money

could not be used for a college, but instead was placed in the general
church funds.

Angered, Dwane left the church, and, with Makone,
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became the guiding forces behind the merger of the Ethiopian Church
and the American-based African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church.

Both

Ethiopian leaders, with their interest in African higher education,
hoped through merger to gain assistance on the construction of schools,
especially a college, for their brethern.

The Ethiopian and African Methodist Episcopal Churches

Although one of the principal aims of the Ethiopian church was
the establishment of more and better schools for Blacks, the union
with the AME was set in motion by the forces of accident, rather than
design.

In 1895, the Zulu choir was touring the U.S., but was unable

to complete the tour due to inadequate funds.

The AME came to the

rescue of the stranded group by securing enrollment for them at
Wilberforce University, an AME-affi1iated school.

Charlotte Mayne

(later Charlotte Maxeke), a member of the group, wrote to her sister
about the progress made by black Americans, especially the "wonderful
opportunities for education offered by the AME church."15

While

visiting Johannesburg, Makone, a close friend of the Mayne's, was
shown the letter.

The importance of the letter, both symbolically and

in terms of education for Africans, was not lost on Makone.

Here were

black Christians who had succeeded in doing precisely what he and the
Ethiopians had aspired to do:

create self-supporting, self-governing

churches and educational institutions.

Here also was the opportunity

to gain for Africans the university training denied them in South
Africa.

Makone related the content of the letter to his congregation,
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who agreed that contact should be made with Bishop Turner, head of the
AME.

Makone wrote to Turner, pointing out that both churches were of

kindred spirit.

The Ethiopian church, he said, "is entirely managed

by us Blacks in South Africa."

He did not, however, seek information

on the doctrinal or historic aspects of the AME.

Clearly the educa¬

tional opportunities were more important, since Makone queried the
bishop on the cost of attending the AME colleges and universities
saying:

"I have some youths here in my mission whom I can send to you

as students."16
The response from Turner was swift, and included a copy of the
Voice of Missions (VOM), Turner's radical tabloid.

Makone then re¬

quested church literature and promised to subscribe to VOM.

In

return, a church discipline, a hymnal, and later, additional litera¬
ture, including books on the AME church, and more copies of the
Voice of Missions; and, at Makone1s request, books and a copy of the
church's constitution were sent to the South African minister.

Two

important themes emerged in Makone's acknowledgment of receipt of the
letter:

first, the importance he placed on education for Africans,

and second, the empathy that he expected from black Americans.
Acknowledging the AME material, Makone obviously was both
elated and impressed, although the possibility of securing university
entrance for South African students was what excited him most.

White

missionaries, he wrote Reverend Counci 11 of the AME, were "deniers and
contradictors of their profession," denying the African the education
he wanted, giving him instead an inferior training which they (the
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white missionaries) claimed to be "a good education."

This smearing

of the African "lips with fat and honey" (i.e., this smattering of
education) was, according to Makone, an attempt to keep the African
subordinated, for, without education, how could they manage their own
affairs?

The AME's willingness to provide young Africans with a

worthwhile education, therefore, represented, "the way to the con¬
quering end."
Makone also expressed joy that Afro-Americans, as mentioned in
Counci 111s letter, considered themselves one with the Africans and
believers, in Divine Province, willing to work for the "salvation" of
Africa.

In subsequent communications, Makone never lost the oppor¬

tunity to remind the AME that they owed a heavy obligation to Africa
since it was the fatherland of the Afro-American.

In their role as

redemptors Afro-Americans would also have to be teachers; in their
role as brothers, they would have to be more understanding and more
attuned to the needs of Africans.

There could be no deceit, no false

promises, and no interest but that of all black people collectively.
One young Tembu wrote to the VOM:
"You [Afro-Americans] are born of God (as Moses in
Egypt).
Brothers, consider that clearly.
Don't put
these talents in safes and use them not to purchase
the freedom of your brothers in South Africa or in the
whole of Africa."17
By March 1896, delegates at the Conference of the Ethiopian
Church passed a resolution calling for merger and absorption into the
AME.

Makone wrote Turner:
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The fact that the African Methodist Episcopal Church
was originated and managed by our countrymen, under
whose care it has for many years been the means of
turning thousands from darkness to light and from the
power of Satan unto God, has weighed very much with
us, and we have felt, therefore, that a union with you
would be to the glory of God."18
The attraction of the

Ethiopians to the AME is understand¬

able, not only because black churches in the U.S. seceded from the
Methodist church because of racism, but because the VOM, which Makone
read to the congregation and which was passed around or taken to the
villages by word of mouth, gave every indication that the two groups
were fighting the same battle with the same ideology.

The VOM advo¬

cated racial pride; it trumpeted the genius of blacks from antiquity
to the present, called for the unequivical recognition by whites of
the equality of blacks, heralded God as black and black as being beau¬
tiful, and encouraged blacks to use their talents to build the great¬
est kingdom on earth, for, just as the sons of Sham and Japhet had
triumphed, so too would the sons of Ham.
The VOM spoke of Africa for the Africans; it attacked the
injustice of Europeans and predicted a day of reckoning.

But most

impressively, the VOM carried articles on its 35 schools and colleges
in the U.S. and 18 in the West Indies and West Africa (schools owned
and operated by blacks with black teachers at the helm).

Makone was

already convinced that white teachers only taught Africans how to be
inferior, withholding from them a first-class education.

"Let Afri¬

cans teach one another," he wrote the VOM, "I am sure that we are not
inferior to any--only ignorant."19

"When I saw your paper on your
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freedom," wrote John Tuel, "I could not help shedding a tear for my
poor native country."

And Makone marveled:

there are among the Negroes?

"How many educated people

How many have educated themselves since

they were set free from slavery?"

It was the seemingly philosophical,

financial, and educational strength of the AME, coupled with their
apparent ability to triumph in the face of adversity, that finally
convinced the Ethiopians to join the AME.
The Ethiopians expected that the merger would be one of mutual
respect, with the AME assuming financial responsibilities for building
a college.

Just as clearly, the Ethiopians hoped that the AME would

allow them to continue to manage their own affairs, and evolve into a
self-sufficient organ, something denied them under white church rule.

Dwane and the African College

Dwane was the only representative to make it to the states,
where his racial pride proved the equal of AME Bishop Turner's, "Afri¬
cans," he told his AME audience, "would never allow the white man to
ride roughshod over their country."20

The South African press read

with horror statements by Dwane, who declared that he was "affected by
the moral scene in America."21
He returned to South Africa as general superintendent of the
AME, a move that galled several Ethiopians; he was sent to America to
secure the merger of the Ethiopian and AME church, not to receive an
office, which, by right, should be Makone1s, as founder of the Ethio¬
pians.

Dwane mollified the congregation by describing in great detail
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the educational institutions he had seen, and telling of AME promises
to build an educational institution of equal magnitude to those in
America.
Months passed, and the AME showed no sign of building a school
in South Africa or, for that matter, sending missionaries or teachers.
What few schools had emerged, were primary, and the result of African
initiative.

The school promises of the AME did not materialize, nor

did the Afro-American missionaries.

Concerned, Dwane took pen to

paper to again stress the importance of a school for Africans, and
reiterated his request for missionaries "who would push forward the
work of the AME."22

He asked for at least one college, but preferably

one for each territory,23 since the cost of three colleges in South
Africa would not be any more than what the AME expended in maintaining
Morris' Brown College in Atlanta.24

The success of the AME, Dwane

emphasized, relied on its ability to provide schools.
was not unfounded for several reasons.

This conclusion

As already indicated, Afri¬

cans, not only the urbanized Kholwa among whom the movement started,
but the traditionalist, had come to consider schools a necessity for
the reordering of their social structure, and for survival under the
brutally composed European regime.

Schooling had become the new

symbol of status, and many traditionalists found it galling that
tribes and individuals, whom they had considered inferior, were now
returning from mission schools with a smattering of education and
lording it over the traditionalists.25
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More importantly, Africans primarily joined church denomina¬
tions based upon the availability and quality of schools.

Without

schools, the Ethiopians did not stand much of a chance for survival;
with a college, their survival would be guaranteed.

Still more impor¬

tantly, Dwane and many others believed that Africa must be evangelized
by Africans.

An African educated ministry, comparable to the best

that whites had to offer (since the yardstick for judging progress was
still the white missionary), was essential.
It was on the promise of schools that Ethiopian missionaries
won converts.

In 1898, for example, the Rev. Marcus Gabashane (AME)

founded missions at Mfeking, Kanye, Tati, and Francistown, because the
kings wanted their children to have an education, and Gabashane as¬
sured them that the AME would provide schools.26

Since the kings

liked the idea of a black church and black school teachers, permission
was granted to Gabashane to establish AME missions.
Later, AME Bishop Levi J. Coppin, visiting the interior of the
country at the turn of the century, was struck by the desire of the
elders to have their children schooled.

In one instance, a school

built along the lines of a traditional hut, was constructed, and a
young man, who had "learned to speak English and to read and count a
little," was installed as teacher until a suitable qualified mis¬
sionary attached to a school could be found.27
Dwane received no satisfactory response on the question of the
college, and a year after the merger, wrote the AME to notify them of
the departure of students for church-affiliated universities.

He took
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the opportunity to again stress the importance of the South African
college, which he hoped the education board was taking in earnest.
"Nothing you can do would add so much to the honor and influence of
our great AME church, as the establishment of such a school," wrote
Dwane.

For, not only would it be set apart from other denominations,

it would serve to provide employment for many black Americans.28
While the Ethiopians waited for the funds to begin construc¬
tion of the college, they contrived to send students to the AME for
training.

By the turn of the century, fourteen students, including

the son of Dwane and those of many of the church elders, were matricu¬
lating at either Wilberforce University, Howard University, Morris
Brown College, or Meharry Medical College.29

(By 1907 there were a

total of 70 South African Ethiopians and others attending black col1eges.)30
Perhaps the AME failed to appreciate the urgency with which
the Ethiopian AME viewed the construction of the college.

There was

little money, however, for the creation of an African college since
the AME church, which relied totally on philanthropic funds and dona¬
tions for its survival, was already overextended in the mission field,
while its colleges and institutions in America operated at about a
$60,000 deficit.31

Two years after the merger, no concrete plans

were made for the construction of a South African college.

This

seemingly lackadaisical approach to the promised South African
college, among other things, was to later create such dissension
within the church as to spawn a secessionist group.
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The Creation of a South African College

The determination and deep desire of the Ethiopians, in par¬
ticular, and South Africans, in general, to have a college, was not
impressed upon AME Bishop Turner until his return to South Africa in
1898.
Throngs of enthusiastic Africans greeted Turner:

the first

black bishop (although, according to South Africa's racial classifica¬
tion, he must have been perceived as colored).

The American bishop

was moved by his African ministry, which, although poor, requested
money not for themselves, but for the creation of "a building, a
college, or seminary,.

.

.[supplied] with scholarly teachers from the

graduates of [AME] colleges in America."

The Cape congregation

offered to provide land for the college; delegates at the Transvaal
Conference (presided over by the bishop) pledged land and maintenance,
if the AME erected the buildings and provided the staff.

One king

offered to have his subjects construct the buildings, if the AME would
"send ten or twelve teachers and provide for their support."32
offered to petition the government to pay the teachers.

Others

In short,

what they asked of the AME was to find them black teachers and to pay
part of their salaries.

The AME never took advantage of these offers

in order to initiate the college.

Around the turn of the century,

however, land between Maseru and Queme range was accepted from the
"Paramount Chief of the area for the construction of a Normal and
Industrial school, to teach, among other things, stone cutting and
masonry.

H33
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Everywhere Turner went, he was greeted by large crowds, and
everywhere, the cry was the same:
build us a seminary or college."

"give us higher education,
In the Transvaal, the congregation

presented him with 100 students to take to America.34
Overwhelmed and moved by the cry for higher education, Turner
purchased twelve acres of land, chosen by Owane, in Queenstown (in the
Cape Colony), which he promised would be the site of the college.
Wmin9 ln —ice °f Hissions' Turner made the same commitment, adding
that South Africa was ripe for the immigration of talented Afro-Ameri¬
cans.

"Five-thousand college graduates could find immediate employ¬

ment here, teaching Latin, Greek, and higher mathematics.
doctors would also find ready work by the thousands."35

Colored
Few Afro-

Americans rushed at the opportunity.
The rise of secessions from white churches, the defection of
many converts to the newly formed Ethiopian-AME church, and the pres¬
ence of Turner in South Africa, were met with both polite resentment
and open hostility.

In the British-dominated areas of the Cape and

Natal, the Ethiopian/AME churches were unrecognized, making it un¬
likely that permission for a college would be given.

In the Boer-

controlled areas of the South African republics, then-President Kruger
is said to have remarked:
interfere with them?"36

"Let the Kafirs preach to other Kafirs, why
The church was given not only recognition,

but permission by the government to construct a college.

"We were

assured by high authority," wrote Turner, "that if the AME church
would build a college as a seminary of higher education for the native
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young men and women, the government would supplement any amount
expended with a like sum.

.

.[Additionally, the] government would

claim no jurisdiction over the institution, but the right to examine
our teachers and professors to see if they were competent to teach the
branches they professed to teach."37
The difference in response to Ethiopianism and the AME, be¬
tween the British and the Boer territories, was both ideological and
political.

The British viewed the Ethiopian-AME, with its seemingly

fiery platform of Africa for Africans, as potentially seditious.38
The government at the Cape, where the veneer of liberalism existed,
responded to what was perceived as an attack on white hegemony, by
adopting a policy of subtle repression.
The hesitancy exercised by the Cape government in using overt
repression was due primarily to two factors:

1) the belief that overt

suppression of the separatist churches might increase the popularity
of the church; and 2) the fear of the black electorate, which, although
few, often held the deciding votes in elections due to the even balance
of the political parties (white).

Some Ethiopian AME already had used

the threat of not voting for those politicians who refused to support
their causes.39

Concessions, therefore, were often made where other¬

wise they would have been withheld.

It behooved the British to exer¬

cise subtle restraint in dealing with the separatist.
In 1908, the Cape government cautioned Natal that that prov¬
ince's proclamation specifically aimed at suppressing the separatist
churches might "have an effect quite opposite to that intended--as
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history in other parts of the world has shown,"« the reference being
to England's experience in India.
In Natal where Africans were the overwhelming majority, sepa¬
rate, and inferior, even before the law was accepted policy, the
utterer of "Africa for the Africans" was subject to be imprisoned or
deported,41 and recognition of the AME was withheld.

In 1902, the

Natal Native Land Trust declared that all churches on mission reserves
were to be under the direction of a white missionary, and, in 1903,
African ministers were prohibited from administering the banns of
matrimony.

Support for white missionaries, particularly from the

American Zulu Mission (AZM), reached an all-time low.

The AZM was

wrongly blamed for the Ethiopian movement (the assumption being that
blacks could not possibly initiate anything).
In the Transvaal and Orange Free State, with the constitu¬
tional stance that there should be no equality in church and state
between blacks and whites, both the Ethiopians and the AME received
cordial acceptance.

This acceptance sprang not from humanitarianism

or even paternalism, but from a belief that what the African said or
did was, after all, inconsequential in the scheme of things.

This

attitude, coupled with political opportunism on the part of the Afri¬
kaners, formed the foundation of the acceptance for the AME and the
proposed college.

In an attempt to guard against British expansionism

after the discovery of gold in the Republic, the Boers sought to align
themselves with the Americans.

Reciprocal consulates and commerce

agreements were established by 1873.
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The status of Afro-Americans in these provinces came into
question in 1893, with the flogging for impudence of John Ross, an
Afro-American laborer working on the Delgado Bay Railroad, by a white
South African.

The American Consulate William Van Ness, Jr., voiced

his disapproval of the action.

In order not to anger the U.S., Ross

was compensated $10,000 in damages by the Boer republic, and the
status of black Americans was elevated to that of "honorary white."
Thus, Kruger, with his virulent abhorence for black- and brown-skinned
people, agreed to meet with Turner and support an African college.
Turner not only promised his African congregation a college,
but, during his visit, baptized thousands of people and ordained 65
ministers, thereby conferring on the Ethiopian AME the ability to
ordain ministers and administer the banns of matrimony.

Dwane was

also elevated to the position of vicar bishop, an action that was
later opposed in America by AME Bishop Gaines, who questioned its
legality.

The controversy was not missed by the colonials, who used

it to justify the lack of acknowledgment of Dwane as head of the
church or, for that matter, to legally recognize the Ethiopian AME
church.

Reverend Charles Morriss of the Black Baptist church wrote to

the Christian Recorder that:
"The white people know all about the difference be¬
tween Bishop Turner and Gaines.
They know that Bishop
Gaines is trying to repudiate the work of Bishop
Turner, and that is all they want.
Immediately upon
receipt of the papers, which they took good pains to
secure, they went to the magistrates who are the civil
authorities here and said--1see here, this Bishop
Turner has not authority to come to South Africa and
ordain Bishop Dwane and all these African ministers
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which we would not ordain; his own church in America
repudiates his work, even one of his own bishops
opposes his course in their denominational press."42
Although offended by Reverend Gaines' slight, and angered that
the church was again in a position of illegitimacy vis a vis the
government, Dwane again journeyed to the U.S. at the urging of Turner,
in order to prove himself worthy to be vicar bishop.

Much of the

enthusiasm for the AME that marked Dwane's earlier visit was gone, but
he again pressed for a school, which he politically dubbed the Turner
Normal School, and pressed for a commitment from the church council
for such an undertaking.

While still requesting Afro-American teachers

to staff the school, Dwane now doubted the wisdom of sending AfroAmerican missionaries, whom he felt would cause as much harm as whites
because of their lack of training in the customs and language of
Africa.

The purpose of the mission, he stressed, was not to "Euro¬

peanize the Africans, but to Christianize them."
Following Dwane's visit, the construction of a South African
college became a cause celebre in America.

The Womens Mite Society,

which was, at present, supporting Charlotte Mayne at Wilberforce Uni¬
versity, wrote Dwane to inform him that they had raised $49 for the
college, and to ask him what he estimated the cost of the college
would be.

Reverend Grant (AME), in response to a letter written by

Reverend Tantsi, informed Dwane that $300 had been raised, and every¬
thing was being done to get the school started.

Under the leadership

of the Women's Mite Society, the Department of Missions, and Bishop
Turner, a campaign, which received the endorsement of several
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ministers, was initiated in March 1898 to raise $30,000; $10,000 of
which was to go towards construction of a "Wilberforce of the Dark
Continent."43

According to plans, the college, often referred to as

"Kaffir University," "South African College," or Queenstown College,"
would be supported by the AME, but would have Dwane as its head.
Instructors for the school would be Africans currently matriculating
at Wilberforce University, Morris Brown College, Howard University,
and the medical department of Central State College at Nashville,
Tennessee.

It was anticipated that the college would contain depart-

ments of theology, education, medicine, engineering, business, trades,
and agriculture.
The importance of constructing a college for the "evangalization
and civilization of the Dark Continent" was expounded upon in an
article by H. B. Parks, secretary of the AME, and organizer of the
drive, in an article entitled, "The Redemption of Africa the American
Negroes' Burden."44

An organization known as "the Henry McNeil Turner

Crusaders of the Twentieth Century," was to be created, and its
members were expected to pray for the mission work in Africa, donate
one half day's pay four times annually to mission funds, and spend one
half hour each week telling others about "the crying needs of Negroes
in Africa for the light of education and the duty of the American
Negro toward their brethren in the Dark Continent.43

Ministers who

contributed $100 or more to the college fund were to be considered
founders of the college, and entitled to have their picture hung in
the college's chapel.45
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Among the Ethiopian AME hopeful, elation was again felt so
much that Alex Morris (Ethiopian AME) suggested to the AME that the
college be as the best found in America, "otherwise, it is best left
al one.1,46
Despite the fanfare and the intense campaigning from several
quarters, the drive fell short by almost $10,000.

The general mis¬

sionary board decided that the monies would have to be used to support
existing church schools and colleges; the construction of the South
African College was thus again postponed.

Dwane was crushed by what

he considered the AME's broken promises.
Meanwhile, in order to undermine the AME, Julius Gordon,
rector of the church of England at Queenstown, told Dwane that the AME
was incapable of operating on Episcopal orders because, as a seces¬
sionist church, they had never received them.

This disturbed Dwane,

who wanted his black church to be, above all, "legitimate."

On the

advice of Gordon, Dwane planned to join the Anglican Church of Prov¬
ince as a bishop, with the condition that he and his followers be
allowed to form the "Ethiopian Episcopal Church."

Although under the

supervision of the archbishop, the church would have its own rules and
discipline, and would maintain "purely native men and native senti¬
ments. 1,47
At a special conference held in Queenstown, on October 6,
1899, Dwane and seventeen of the ministers withdrew from the AME,
citing, as reasons, broken promises regarding the South African Col¬
lege, the damage of Gaines'

letter, and the inability of the AME to
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pass on the episcopacy.

Dwane soon regreted his decision, for he

received neither the independence nor the ordination he desired within
the Anglican Church.
Misunderstanding of the African situation by the Afro-Americans
was not confined to the college and episcopacy issues; Afro-Americans
misunderstood the racial problem in South Africa.

In 1898, Turner,

impressed with the status accorded him, wrote back to America that the
people of South Africa said of the Afro-Americans:

“They are not

Negroes, they are Americans," and, he quipped, "this is the first
place we have ever been that the white people refused to let us be a
Negro."48

Misreading the politics of South Africa led Turner to

conclude that, unlike the United States, discrimination against Afri¬
cans was based, not on skin color, but on level of "civilization."49
Subsequent Afro-Americans also basked in a false sense of cul¬
tural superiority, which often led to feelings of resentment by their
African brothers.

This became especially acute when Afro-American

missionaries took up positions as teachers and clergy in South Africa.
In 1905, the South African Native Race Committee (a society of whites
for "the study of native questions") commented, "often better edu¬
cated, accustomed to different social conditions, and unfamiliar with
South African languages, the American Negroes have not always been
able to work smoothly with their South African charges."

In 1907, AME

General Superintendent Governor again hinted that all was not smooth
between the two groups:
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We recognize that many mistakes have been made in the
past by applying American methods to strange and
peculiar conditions.
Our problems, in a great
measure, are quite different from yours, and our
solution to them must often jar on the preconceived
notions of those who are not accustomed to work at
problems from new standpoints. We trust, however,
none of the great mistakes of the past will ever occur
again."50
In the wake of the secession in South Africa the general confer¬
ence of the AME in May, 1900 judiciously accepted the recommendation
of the Committee on Home and Foreign Missionary Society that:
the South African College be built and thrown open to
the public as soon as possible, and that, in order the
more expeditiously to do so, we recommend that this
conference appropriate from the general treasury the
sum of $10,000 of the $15,000 asked for by the delega¬
tion from South Africa, said amount to be paid in four
yearly installments of $2,500 each."51
Additionally, Bishop Levi J. Coppin, at the request of the
South African delegates, was appointed bishop to the South African
Church (in response to a request by the South African delegates, who
recognized that neither the government nor white missionaries would
recognize an African bishop).

In an attempt to raise the final $5,000

needed for the college, the bishop appealed to the ministry and con¬
gregation to send donations; he succeeded in raising only $1,519.80.52
On February 19, 1901, Bishop Coppin arrived at the Cape.

Having

presented acceptable credentials to the government, the church was
granted recognition, with the verbal agreement that no more than
twelve ministers be designated as marriage officers at any given
time.53

Shortly thereafter Coppin wrote Parks urgently requesting

$4,000 for the purpose of buying property on which existed a building
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suitable for use, as "a school-primary and secondary and a chapel."
While no mention was made of a college, it was probably understood
that the foundations of most black colleges were laid from such begin¬
nings, since the VOM continued to refer to the anticipated school as a
"col 1ege."
Since property was at a premium, and costs escalated daily as
a result of a mass influx of people during the Anglo-Boer war, Coppin
warned Parks that, if the church failed in securing money, they might
as well give up the South African mission.54

This was particularly

important since, following Dwane's revolt, a decision was made to not
utilize the Queenstown property for a school because Queenstown was
Dwane's home, and many of the congregation objected to the site.

AME

Minister Francis Gow gave the following reason for the Capetown site:
"It was decided that, rather than erect a school in any one native
territory [Queenstown], and thus have as students only the members of
that particular tribe, it would be better to operate a school in a
place where members of the various tribes and colored Africans would
feel free to come."55
Initially it was hoped that the site of the college/insti¬
tution would be the Transvaal, where the church was started.

But the

British, using the Anglo-Boer war as an excuse, refused to issue
travel permits to the Boer Republic to Afro-Americans but not Afri¬
cans.

This was a warning sign, for in 1901, the British revoked the

"honorary white" status of Afro-Americans, perhaps in order 1) to
negate the growing idea among the Africans at the mines and in the
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Ethiopian churches that the Afro-Americans were equal to, if not
superior to, whites; 2) to simply show that no black man could achieve
equality in South Africa, or 3) as a political move to contain the
AME.

The government explained that the action was taken because the

special status of "honorary white" violated the spirit of the law;
Afro-Americans were to be treated the same as Africans.

In addition,

in order to ensure that the mine workers at Kimberly entertained no
delusions of grandeur, the AME was barred from preaching there.
Privileges accrued by Ethiopian/AME ministers under the Boer government were also revoked.

Coppin wrote:

"Linder the Kruger Government, the Native ministers
were exempt from carrying passes such as were required
of those Natives who went from place to place seeking
work.
But, under the new regime, they, not being
recognized as ministers, were obliged to carry local
passes which had to be purchased at a cost of $5.00.
Not being regarded as ministers, they could not solem¬
nize marriages.
As there was a law forbidding the
sale of intoxicating liquors to Natives, our ministers
were denied wine for communion purposes.
Not being
regarded as ministers, they were required to pay full
fare on railroads, while other ministers were qiven
half rates."56
Barred also from Natal, it is little wonder that the site for the
school remained Capetown.
secured.

The $4,000 was raised, and the property was

A year after Coppin's arrival, Bethel Institute, as the

school was called, was christened.

"Give us.

educational institute that will enable us.
platform as the white race.

.

.

.

.a college or an

.to stand upon the same

.the same as the Negro is doing in

America," pleaded the Ethiopians.57
its sights and provide a high school.

Instead, the AME opted to lower
In fairness, perhaps Bethel, as
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already suggested, was intended to be the foundation for a college,
and, since secondary education was a rarity for blacks and colored,
Bethel was an institute of higher learning for and by blacks.
At the head of the school was AME Rev. A. H. Attaway, Mrs.
Attaway, and Charlotte Manue and Rev. Henry Colburn Msikinyo, who
comprised the teaching staff.
and Muslim:

The students represented both Christian

300 students (colored, Africans, Malays, and a smattering

of whites) were enrolled, each paying $80 per annum.

"Muslim mothers,"

wrote Coppin, "provide their children with Bibles to use at. .

.[the]

opening service," and, "at our church entertainments, the Native,
colored, and Mohammedans are seen to mingle freely."58
Bethel Institute opened at the height of colonist and mis¬
sionary antagonism towards secessionist churches, in general, and the
AME, in particular.

Missionaries bristled at what they called the

"ungratefulness" of the African, and the amazing ability of the AME to
"win away" the followers of European churches.

Fearful of the growing

AME, and the loss of two-thirds of their congregation,59 missionaries
at Lovedale had already poked fun in the most racist terms, at the
"wooly-head" Vicar-Bishop Dwane, and accused the Ethiopians of "turn¬
ing English Methodism out the door to bring Negro Methodism down the
chimney."60
The missionaries claimed that the racial doctrines of the
Ethiopians reflected racial chauvinism, and could lead to no good.
teach that white exploitation and domination should be opposed, was
racial chauvinism.

To teach the superiority and dominance of

To
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Europeans, and the inferiority and subordination of Blacks, was not
racial, but a true rendition of the natural order of things.
Colonists, alarmed by what was translated as the seditious
nature of the VOM, and the advocacy of equality, if not superiority,
to whites, agitated for an investigation of the "Ethiopian" churches.
In 1902, the South Africa Native Affairs Commission was convened to
determine the intent of the Ethiopian movement.

The South African

branch of the AME was throughly scrutinized, particularly on the issue
of education.

Questioned on his philosophy of education, Attaway re¬

sponded in classic racial/social Darwinian terms:
"It is my view, in regard to the education of the
masses of natives of the country, that so far as the
classes are concerned, they will gradually find their
places according to the law of survival of the fittest
and as a matter of selection.
And, as far as the
masses are concerned, it is my idea, as I have said
before, that they ought so to be taught and prepared
as to do the manual labour of the country.
I believe
that, if some practical scheme could be placed before
them, in order to direct their education in this way,
they would accept it, and they would do that which is
best for them.
The native has natural aspirations,
but he does not know in many cases really what he
requires.
He sees the effect of civilization upon
others, and he is very anxious, as far as possible, to
keep pace with those things.
But, as I see it, his
salvation lies in his availability as a labouring
asset.61
A statement, signed by Turner, among others, was also pre¬
sented at the hearing by AME Bishop C. S. Smith, which maintained
that:
"It is no part of our business to concern ourselves
with politics. We shall strictly confine ourselves to
civilization, education and Christianization.
Our
theory, in regard to the education, of the native,
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is--the rudiments of education for all, industrial
training for the many, and a college education for the
talented few."62
These statements met with the approval of the committee and
the white missionaries because they were interpreted to mean an accep¬
tance of the status quo.

However, protagonists of the AME used

exerpts from the VOM to question the sincerity of the AME's claim of
protector of the status quo (negative use of the VOM by the whites
resulted, in 1903, in AME Rev. C. M. Tanner, founder of the Christian
Recorder, reprimanding the VOM for its articles on South Africa.
According to Tanner, such articles served only to antagonize the white
South Africans and he called for censorship of such articles).
While the AME bishops subscribed to the accommodationalist/
"talented-tenth" position put forward in their statements, the words
clearly masked that the college educated "talented few" were expected
to lead the race out of subjugation and, in order to find the "talent¬
ed few," the masses should have the choice between industrial and
liberal education.

Certainly, Africans did not thirst after schooling

and join the AME in order to remain the footstools of society, and
nowhere did the AME support the action that schooling should breed
subordinates.

Note, for example, Turner's position that:

"Underlying all school culture must exist the con¬
sciousness that I am somebody, that I am man as much
as anybody else, that I have rights, that I am a
creature of law and order, that I am entitled to
respect, that every avenue of distinction is mine.
For where this consciousness does not form the sub¬
stream of any people, ultimate degradation will be the
result.1,63
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In 1903, Attaway proposed the expansion of Bethel along the
lines of Tuskegee.

This was well in keeping with the philosophy of

Coppin, who believed that education should reflect a literary, indus¬
trial, and moral character, while at all times considering the
"capacities, tastes, and surroundings" of the African.54

The in¬

dustrial school would balance the literary nature of Bethel.

A

10,000-acre farm, in conjunction with a land-playing cooperative, was
bought at Groen River, 44 miles from Capetown.

Chatsworth Industrial

High School was constructed with the Afro-American Reverend John Gregg
as principal and his wife as teacher.

The school, however, appeared

to have been short-lived.
Meanwhile, Bishop Charles Spenser Smith, appointed to replace
Bishop Coppin in 1904, arrived in South Africa on October 11 to dis¬
cover that Bethel was bankrupt and that, during the interim between
the departure of Coppin and the arrival of Spenser, no payment had
been made on the $14,000 indebtedness.

To make matters worse, al¬

though the General Conference had voted $10,000 for the school,
Spenser did not bring the money with him.

By the time he got the

money, it was too late to save Bethel; the property had been fore¬
closed.

Although Bethel was redeemed three years later it did not

evolve into the much desired African college.

The government and

white missionaries (responding from African pressure and out of fear,
both of the possibility of the AME constructing a college, and the
exodus, albeit minimal, of Africans to Afro-American colleges) were to
make the black South African college a reality.
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Ths First. African Collage:

Fort Haro

During the first years of the twentieth century missionaries,
faced with the ever increasing number of "Ethiopian" churches, AME
adherents, and the growing exodus of South African students to black
American schools, embarked on a haphazard course to stem the growth of
secessionist churches and nullify the Afro-American influence.

This

was accomplished through a program of conciliation aimed at providing
redress for the grievances of Africans regarding repressive and calcu¬
lated measures against secessionist churches.

At times, the latter

worked against the missionaries, and restrictions against the creation
of black clergy worked to curtail white mission expansion.
The first General Missionary Conference, held in 1904, de¬
clared that "Ethiopianism.

.

.[was] largely the misdirected use of

[the] newborn energy [of the Africans]" and called for "careful gui¬
dance instead of repression.1,65

Towards this end, white missionaries

embarked on a program of self-criticism.

At the Second General Mis¬

sionary Conference for South Africa in July 1906, the Rev. Dieterlen
announced that many missionaries do not support a black ministry,
because "we are so convinced of our superiority and dignity that we do
not see our enormous defects and short comings, and that we deny the
Natives any capacity for administering a church.

It is time we should

display more humility and more justice and intelligence."66

He recom¬

mended, not only the recognition of equal rights for Africans, but
also a cessation of attempts to make the Africans European.

He
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cautioned that white missionaries, either through "common sense, or
obedience to God and Holy Ghost," were not persuaded in the necessity
of such steps, and "Native public opinion.
will make the miracle of conversion.1,67

. .and the Ethiopians,

At the same meeting the

Rev. Jacollet blamed the failure of Europeans to train ministers for
the cause of the spread of Ethiopianism.68
Concessions were made towards various African customs, and a
process of incorporation was begun.

In addition to the promise of

equal treatment for both black and white ministers, African ministers
in small numbers were given positions on government boards.

Members

of separatist churches were courted back to the fold of the "mother"
church with promises of financial support, autonomy, and a completely
African ministry.69

But many of these inducements, on the part of

the white churches, were not as idyllic as they would appear.

Whites

often outnumbered blacks as board members, therefore carrying the
deciding vote; autonomy, in the case of the Paris Evangelical Mission
Society, meant that each African minister was "given one of the Euro¬
pean missionaries as his special advisor,"70 a courtesy not extended
to European missionaries.
The duplicity of the white ministers was not lost on the
separatist church leader Reverend P. J. Mzimba, who made it quite
clear that he was aware that the missionaries who favored African
autonomy and self-determination was of such a small minority as to be
no longer significant, while the majority, still infused with racism,
grudgingly made concessions in order to keep the African subjugated.
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The Reverend stated that:
"the African realizes his wants and needs. . .the
things he wants and needs must be given him if not
he 11 help himself the best way he can.
He may then
take the lion's share.
To delay and pacify the thirst
the mission church has started dishing out and por¬
tioning liberties and freer action in control."71
Concessions also were made on the issue of education.

James

Steward, principal of Lovedale, presided over the 1904 Missionary
Conference.

For thirty years, he had quietly entertained the idea

"that Lovedale or some such place may gradually develop into a Native
university. 72

In September, 1901, a month after Coppin had purchased

property for Bethel Institute, Steward, fearing that the AME would
steal his thunder, wrote a letter to a government official which,
according to historian Carol Page, stated:
. .that Europeans neither wanted nor needed Ameri¬
can blacks in South Africa.
He hinted at Boer collu¬
sion in the independent church movement and he waved
the red flag of African enfranchisement.
Stewart
alleged that Africans in South Africa were in actual¬
ity agitating in behalf of southern blacks, who having
failed during the post-Reconstruction period in America,
were anxious to gain a foothold in the colony, after
which they and their African allies would all vote
together and presumably take over the reins of govern¬
ment. 1173
With the AME still firmly entrenched, at the conference,
Steward proposed the construction of an interdenominational African
college (with the capability of evolving into a university) to stem
the flow of African students to America.
Steward then proposed the scheme to the Native Affairs Com¬
mission, which was extremely influential in the shaping of policy.
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His vision of the college was, at best, paternalistic.

The curriculum

of the African college, said Steward, should reflect the standard of
civilization of the African, and, therefore, should be markedly dif¬
ferent from that pursued by the Europeans.

He noted, however, that

the African was intent on having the same curriculum.

To resolve the

issue, he suggested that the proposed college offer both the standard
and the adopted curricula.

In this manner, Africans would soon rea¬

lize that the European curriculum was too difficult for them, and
would select instead the adopted curriculum.

Later, Steward again

reiterated the importance of an European curriculum in the proposed
college:

"One thing may be said with certainty, that, unless a course

is framed, capable of development to a standard equivalent to a degree
course in a British university, and, in time, justifying the confer¬
ring on students of a degree, this college will not fulfill the expec¬
tations of the Natives or check the exodus to America."74
Steward's proposed college was radically different from that
envisioned by the Africans, for, while they were proposing a school
that would place them on equal standing with the European, Steward was
proposing differential higher education.

His view was shaped in part

by his subscription to racial Darwinism which, while allowing for the
belief that Africans were capable of eventually achieving equality
with the European, allowed for the view that the African was still too
far down the ladder for a reversal of the status quo.
his hand has been forced.

Steward felt

The poor showing of students in the college

course at Lovedale, and the successful matriculation of only nine
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students in twenty-three years, was, of course, due to a lack of
government funds and improperly trained students and teachers; how¬
ever, it served to further convince Steward that Africans were not
ready for higher education.

Because of this, Stewart believed, as did

Reverend S. Steinmann, a supporter of the college scheme, that what
Africans wanted from a college, was "not a better and higher education, but titles, names, and grades in order to assert their 'quality'
with the white man."

It was precisely for this reason that other

witnesses before the commission did not support the idea of a college.
Firmly entrenched was the notion that any but the most rudimentary
form of education produced an abomination, an African with "an aggres¬
sive spirit, arising no doubt from an exaggerated sense of individual
self-importance, which renders them less docile and less disposed to
be content with the position for which nature or circumstances have
fitted them."75
Despite the opposition, the commission decided in favor of "a
liberal and sympathetic" policy stating:
"There is among the people [Africans] themselves a
growing desire for education, which cannot and need
not be suppressed. Native witnesses have been strong
on this point. The independent Native [churches] have
already sent or have encouraged the parents to send
youths to America for a course of instruction in the
Negro colleges. The character of the education at
these colleges, with the accompanying grant of
'degrees' on low qualifications and the atmosphere of
racial animosity in which the education is acquired,
render an extension of this practice undesirable. . . .
The Commission is impressed with the advisability of
establishing some central institution or Native
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co lege which would receive Native students from them
all. The immediate advantages of such a scheme appear
to be, the creation of adequate means for the efficient
and uniform training of an increased number of Native
teachers, and a provision of a course of study in this
country for such Native students as may desire to
present themselves for the Higher School and Univer¬
sity Examinations.1,76
Encouraged by the findings of the commission and believing the
time to be right, African residents of the King Williams district
otganized a convention at Lovedale to discuss the implications of the
tecommendations of the commission.

One-hundred and sixty African

delegates from all sections of the colony and all missionary bodies
were invited.

Unanimous support was given to the proposed college,

and a petition to the high commissioner, urging government sanctioning
of the college was executed.

It was also recommended that the govern¬

ment, Africans, and churches should provide the funds.
The overwhelming support by the Africans for a college again
raised the specter of a mass exodus of Africans to America, returning
only to challenge the hegemony of whites.

The four governments (now

all British as a result of the Anglo-Boer war) raised no objection to
the college, and pledged financial support on the condition that the
Africans and their supporters provide the site and the buildings.

For

several years, this pledge of financial support was to remain nothing
but a hollow promise.
It was Steward's desire that Lovedale become the site of the
college, but, after his death, the preferred site was shifted to Fort
Hare, which adjoined Lovedale and was located on land owned by
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Lovedale (the fort, the largest of its kind in South Africa, was
erected during the Xhosa wars of the earlier decades to provide
defense for the colony).

The Africans of Bastuoland pledged £6,000,

the Transkeian General Council gave £10,000, supporters of the college
in Scotland donated £15,000, and there were miscellaneous pledges
totaling £10,000-£12,000.

Then everything started to fall apart.

In 1906, in an additional effort to coerce Africans into the
sugar fields, Natal passed a Poll tax.

In addition to the already

existing Hut tax, the new tax required that each African male over the
age of eighteen pay the government £1 annually.

Agitated by the

threat to family relationships (sons no longer accorded proper respect
to fathers, etc.) and the imposition of a new tax, first, local separa¬
tist church leaders boycotted the tax, and then, Zulu peasants, under
the leadership of the non-Christian King Bambata, took up the Assegai
against the government.

The rebellion failed largely because of

African secrecy that often kept one group from knowing what the other
was doing.

With its armed troop of 10,000 whites and 6,000 Africans,

the South African government succeeded in killing 3,000 of the 12,000
Zulu who took part in the rebellion.77
The government, declaring that the rebellion was the aspira¬
tion of the Ethiopian movement in an active form, swiftly moved to
crush all separatist churches.

The rebellion further convinced the

colonists that liberal education instilled seditious ideas in Afri¬
cans.
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The Natal Commission that convened to investigate the up¬
rising, took a hard line on any attempt to shift, however slight, the
status quo.

Africans would be ruled by direct domination.

The Natives must be made clearly to understand and
to real!ze that the presence and predominance of the
wh te race wll be preserved at all hazards, and that
all attempts to destroy its hegemony, whether overt
or covert, such as the Ethiopian propagands will be
promptly punished, instead of being disdainfully
treated as in the past."78
The Cape, still following its policy of containment rather
than overt repression, continued to offer its support, even though
such an action was largely meaningless and intended as placatory.
Despite expectations and commitment, no monies for the college were
forthcoming.
In 1908, the Report of the Cape Select Committee on Native
Education offered what can be termed "carefully guarded support" for
the college.

There were obvious indications that the government did

not whole-heartedly support the scheme.

The fear that Africans would

seek to regain supremacy if too much of the "wrong kind" of education
were offered, and the belief that both the teachings of the AfroAmerican schools and the AME-inspired church were urging the overthrow
of the white government, were enough to make the college at least a
consideration.

It was better to be in control of the knowledge that

was being disseminated.

The framers of the 1908 report urged that

higher education not be encouraged, even though it should be made
available.

The fear of skilled black labor competing with whites was

not a pleasant prospect.

While strict adherence to university
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standards was to be upheld, the curriculum was to be differential in
its emphasis on manual training.

The portion of the Report dealing

with education reads as follows:
"The establishment of a Native College has been recom¬
mended, partly in order to provide for the higher
education of Natives, and partly to prevent Natives
from going out of the country in search of it. The
evidence shows that upwards of a hundred South African
Natives have in recent years gone to colleges in the
United States and elsewhere; that there may be some
opening for Natives with a college education as pro¬
fessional men among their own people, and as headmen;
and that there is a demand for higher education, but
that it is not large.
It also appears that many
Natives enter the normal course solely because there
is no alternative course beyond the elementary stan¬
dards.
Your Committee regards this as undesirable,
since the normal course is designed only for training
teachers.
In view of all the circumstances, they con¬
sider that the demand for higher education should not
be artificially stimulated, but that, when shown to be
genuine, it should not be refused, and recommend that
after Standard V, there should, where necessary, be
alternative courses (leading up to secondary, normal,
and industrial work); that the scale of fees be simi¬
lar to those of the fees charged in European colleges;
that grants for secondary and higher work be made to
the Native College on terms similar to those on which
grants were made to other colleges in the earlier days
of higher education in South Africa; that the Govern¬
ment be adequately represented on the governing body
of the Native College; that the work up to and includ¬
ing the matriculation course be subject to the usual
Government inspection; that manual training be an
integral part of the College course, and that the
university standard of work be strictly maintained."79
Most telling of the uncertainty and the ambivalence accorded
the African college was the withholding of promised funds.

As part of

the process of union (1910), the British had agreed to leave questions
relating to "the Native" to the new government (it was obviously felt
that the question of an African college should be solved by the Union
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Government).

In 1912, with the union formed, it was decided that

white "public opinion was not yet ripe for the Union Government to
definitely support the [college] scheme."8°

Support came in 1915, in

the form of a grant of £600 per annum.
By 1915, the Union Parliament 1) effectively passed legisla¬
tion banning Africans and Coloreds from participating in the national
government, 2) refused to extend African sufferage beyond the Cape,
3) sanctioned a color ban ensuring a white monopoly on skilled mining
jobs, 4) passed an immigration law (1913) and ministerial order bar¬
ring the entry of "colored" persons into the Union (1911), and
5) passed a land act (1913) providing for territorial segregation:
Africans were to be confined to 13% of the land mass, uprooting thou¬
sands of Africans, and condemning them to be, in the words of Sol
Plastje, Secretary of the ANC (1912), "not actually slaves, but
pariahs in the land of their birth."81
Fort Hare opened in 1910 with a staff consisting of Alexander
Kerr, principal, D. D. T. Jabavu and E. Carmichael, members of the
staff, and 20 students (18 African and coloreds, and two whites).
Thirteen years later, it was given formal standing as a University
College.
At long last, black South Africans received their college, but
the hope that such an institution would either break down the barriers
of discrimination or create an environment of separate but equal, was
not to be realized.
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CHAPTER

VI

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

"Teach the Native to Work"

While the government was moving to supress the presence of
American missionaries in South Africa and to curtail the training of
black South Africans in the liberal arts universities of southern
American states, plans were being developed to foster in the Africans
the form of industrial/agricultural education made popular by Hampton
and Tuskegee.
In his article "Education and the Manipulation of B-lack Work¬
ers," James D. Anderson writes that the education of blacks in America
was

rooted mainly in exploitative economic and racial interests,

instead of in any humanitarian movement."1

This observation holds

equally true for the education of Africans in South Africa, particu¬
larly where industrial education is concerned.
British manufacturing and industrial interests (represented by
the government) required that the work force be minimally trained in
industrial literacy, preferably the more exploitable African, rather
than the white, and that this work force be socialized, or rather,
"incorporated," to accept the status quo.

Because the sort of labor

required by the industrialists was to be subordinate and apolitical,
industrial education was thought infinitely better than liberal
education for achieving this goal.

Towards this end, both ideological
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rationalizations and "accommodationalist" blacks were utilized to
justify an educational program of industrial education.

Of course,

Africans did not share the view that schooling, in general, and in¬
dustrial education, in particular, should prepare them to be subor¬
dinates in society; rather, they saw such training as providing the
skills necessary to achieve equality.

They, therefore sought to

establish schools of their own and to have the schools reflect this
interest.
It is with these two varying views, African and colonist, that
this chapter is concerned.

Origins of Industrial Education

Industrial education was first pioneered by the European educa¬
tors Johann Pestalozzi and Phi 11ipvon Fellenberg, both of whom be¬
lieved education should reflect the realistic and immediate needs of
students and, therefore, should be grounded in some sort of work
reality.

As a philosphy for African education, industrial education

became distinguished by its ability to defy narrow definition as to
both content and purpose.

It gained popularity in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, and was hailed both as the type of mental disci¬
pline necessary to promote greater appreciation of the liberal arts,
and as the method for maintaining white supremacy by "keeping the
blacks behind the plow handle."
Between the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth
century was a period of rising European, particularly British,
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imperialism, and increased racism.

From the southern states of

America, race books were sympathetic to slavery and pointed to the
reconstruction period in America as positive proof that, not only were
blacks incapable of self-government, but white supremacy was necessary
if civilization, as defined in European cultural terms, was to survive.
Such books gained ready readership among the populace in America and
abroad.

Exacerbating the situation was the emergence in "scientific"

circles of a bastardized form of Darwinism known as racial-social
Darwinism:

the races of man could be located on an evolutionary

ladder at the bottom of which was the "Negro," and at the top, the
Caucasian.

Although not everyone accepted such evolutionary‘theory,

in polite circles, one knew that a leopard could never change its
spots, nor an Aethiop, his skin.
The old rationalization for imperialism, "the glory of God and
the profit of the company," was refined as "the white man's burden."
It was the duty of the imperialist to oppress the darker races in
order to bring the higher forms of civilization to them.

These ideas

were not lost at the Cape where the slogan of "uplifting Africans" had
permeated policy statements thereby justifying oppression, while main¬
taining the illusion of liberalism.
In the nineteenth century, the amorphous nature of industrial
education was given definition by the rise of scientific racism,
particularly in the guise of social Darwinism.

While some mission¬

aries and humanitarians argued that, blacks given the same opportunity,
could prove the equal of Europeans, white supremacists looked to the
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theory of evolution to justify segregation and differential education.
Blacks were on the bottom rung of the evolutionary ladder, they argued;
they were intellectually deficient because of genetic retardation.

By

the late nineteenth century, Africans were depicted as a child race:
adults with the minds of children.

It was, therefore, inconceivable

that they should be expected to master the same subject matter as
Europeans.2
Within the colonies, social Darwinism was used to justify the
subordination of blacks, and, among liberals and religious persons,
evolutionary theory was used to rationalize the otherwise condemnable
practices of white supremacy.

Among policy makers and educators, it

was used to promote a differential education for blacks, euphemistic¬
ally termed "education along their own lines" and based on the prin¬
cipals of industrial education.

It should be noted that there is

nothing innately wrong or undesirable about industrial or agricultural
education, or, for that matter, "education along their own lines."
There is much to be commended about the idea; however, as it was
applied in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it was intended
primarily to lock the Africans into a permanent subordinate role
within the society.

Industrial Education in South Africa

Imperialist sanctions of vocational education within the
colonial context came in 1847.3

In that year, Earl Grey, concerned

about the refusal of ex-slaves to work the plantations of their former
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masters, asked the committee of the Council of Education to recommend
the best method of introducing industrial education into the colonies.
Guided by the assumptions that blacks were intellectually inferior to
whites, and that a special education was needed to free them from
their racial curse of laziness,* the secretary of the committee,

J.

P.

Kay-Shuttleworth, produced a document entitled Practical Suggestions
—t° Day Sch0°ls of Industry, Model Farm School and Normal
School, for the Coloured Races of the British Colonies.
III.)

Farm

(See Chapter

The document had little impact in South Africa, where the

Africans had not yet come under European rule.

While the National

Commission in 1852 suggested the establishment of industrial schools
in every village, it was not until 1854, when George Grey, himself
influenced by Kay-Shuttleworth's report, became governor of the Cape,
that industrial education was considered in any extensive manner.

For

Grey, industrial education was an integral part of his program for the
"peaceful subjugation of the African."

Grey hoped that, by the exten¬

sion of European trades, the Africans would be exposed to new wants
and values which would bring about a change in African society:

from

resistance to dependency on the European economy and patronage.
Grey's plan was expensive, calling for an expediture of £49,000 over a
seven year period (1855*62), to be divided principally among large
mission schools with smaller schools getting lesser amounts.

While

the Crown was not disposed to spending large amounts of money on
African education, Grey's plan was approved, because it was cheaper
than continual military expeditions.
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Grey's plan was not opposed by the missionaries, many of
whom believed that the Africans were prone to "habits of laziness"
incompatible with Christianity.

Others believed that training Afri¬

cans, and whites for that matter, to work, was ordained by the Bible.
Dr. Henderson of Lovedale declared that:

.

.

."man is a unity whose

spiritual life is rooted indivisibly in his material conditions, of
all of which we have to take into account if we are to be faithful to
Him who said that He came that men might have life and that they might
have it more abundantly.115

Other missionaries supported industrial

training because they felt that liberal education, past the age of
fourteen, left the African contemptuous of manual labor.

Godfrey

Calloway, a missionary, lamented the training received by Africans at
college.

"It so often happens that higher education seems to go along

with higher collars, higher heels, and other accessories, which seem
to denote a certain loss of manliness and a dis-inclination for honest
toil."6

Finally, there were those, like the members of the AZM, who

welcomed the interest from the government in industrial education, for
it meant that the missions could be self-supporting, thereby preventing Africans from indulging in the vices encountered when forced to
work away from the station.

Alan Grout, for example, was granted

funds to build at Umvotis, and Wilder, his associate, was given
grants to enlarge a water course, erect a water mill, and to start
an industrial school.
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African Resistance to Industrial Schools

A new-found prosperity on stations receiving grants was brought
on by participation in the European economy through cash crop farming,
small scale manufacturing, and trades, leading Africans, both on and
off the stations, to look favorably on industrial schools.

Requests

for "practical industrial schools" were made, and an African witness
before the Natal Commission asked for industrial schools in conjuction with liberal education, because "such an education would enable
them to earn their own living."7
But it was not the trades in which Africans were interested,
for the antagonism towards black artisans by whites, and the refusal
to pay anything above minimum compensation to Africans, made skilled
training particularly unattractive.

What the African expected from

industrial schools was training in "commerce."8

Parents at Mvoli

requested such training as would render their children "like white men
in a business;"9 the same was true in Lady Smith.
be.

But this was not to

Antagonism from colonists secured the closure of those programs

that offered such training.

In many other places, missionaries were

unwilling or unable to teach "commerce."

Africans were quick to show

their lack of interest in industrial education, particularly since,
more often than not, it turned out to be nothing more than manual
labor, picking up stones, cleaning windows, and the likes, justified
as necessary to build a character compatible to Christianity.

Parents

balked at the idea; "if work is what the children are to do," they
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informed the Natal Inspector of Education, then they would "find it
for them at home."10
The lack of interest in industrial education was mirrored in
the dismal records of those schools selected by Grey to pioneer the
new curriculum.

Within a seven year period (1835-62), Salem saw 150

students pass through the shoemaking, tailoring, carpentry, masonry,
agricultural, and domestic science departments; few graduated.

In

1863, funding for the program was discontinued on the recommendation
of the superintendent of education.

At Lesseyton, where carpentry,

wagon-making, tailoring, cooking, and dressmaking were taught, the
department was closed by the missionaries because the restrictions on
funding (per the Education Act of 1865) made it impossible to support
an industrial program, particularly one with only a few students.

At

Durban, only the thinnest veneer of vocational education was offered:
three hours of gardening.

It, too, closed.

At Healdtown, training

and apprenticeships were offered in blacksmithing, carpentry, shoe¬
making, and tailoring; after 1865 the school abandoned its vocational
department.

Between 1864-67, the school produced seven carpenters,

four wagon-makers, four blacksmiths, five printers and bookbinders.11
In Natal, where few government schools existed, an industrial
school built by the government in 1887 was closed five years later
because the operational cost was more than had been anticipated, and
there was a lack of interest on the part of the Africans.

When parents

were urged by the inspector of Native Education to send their children
to the school, he was told that "our chiefs are the mouthpiece of the
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goverment to us; we have not been told by them to send the children,
and until we are told, we shall not send them."12

Revamping the Industrial Program

Grey's plans to implement the spread of industrial education
to any significant degree were largely unsuccessful; the Imperial
government, however, continued to make contributions to the furthering
of industrial/agricultural education.

In 1861, the Watermeyer Commis¬

sion was appointed to make changes in the method of distributing
grants to schools, among other things.

The commission report formed

the basis of the Cape Education Act of 1865:

aid to mission schools

(which now served primarily colored and poor whites) was to be con¬
tinued, and a new classification of "Native Institutions and Schools,"
called "Aborigines' Schools" (in contradistinction to mission schools),
was created.

The latter, intended for Africans, would exist along the

eastern border.

The Aborigine classification was later extended to

include schools in urban areas thickly populated by Africans.

Grants

were to be utilized only for salaries, and would be distributed on a
sliding scale basis.

Class I mission schools would receive £75 per

annum; Class II, £30; Class III, £15; Aborigines' School, £140; and
£40 and £20 for Class I, II, and III, respectively, with additional
subsidies given to and for children taking industrial courses.13
According to Charles Loram's The Education of the South African
Native:
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The suhject-s of instruction were reading, writing, and
arithmetic for the Mission Schools, and "suitable elementary education in English or the native language or
in both and suitable industrial training" for the
Aborigines Schools.
A maintenance grant of €15 per
annum was made to each of a limited number of male
Natives, who apprenticed themselves to the authorities
of the institution for a period of not more than four
and not less than two years in wagonmaking, blacksmithing, tailoring, shoemaking, and printing trades,
and a grant of £10 per annum for girl apprentices to’
"household work." An allowance of from £10 to £12 per
annum, who had "besides the ordinary school work some
industrial occupation such as field or garden labour,
or special training for pupil teachers."14
Additionally, salaries for teachers were fixed:

£100 for

principal teachers, £40 for language teachers skilled in English and
an African language, £20 for an instructor of African language, and
£10 for a sewing instructor.

Lastly, aided schools were subject to

inspection by the goverment superintendent.15

Through the Education

Act of 1865, the government not only extended its hold over mission
schools by incorporating aided mission schools as part of the Cape
educational system, but moved to exert influence over the curricula
and the quality of instruction.
In Natal, schools receiving government grants were categorized
according to the amount of industrial education offered:

industrial

schools were categorized as Class I and were eligible for the largest
grants, Class II schools were those in which some form of manual labor
or field labor was offered, and Class III schools offered straight
liberal arts.

These schools received an annual fixed grant as per a

policy which was changed in 1894, to a grant based on quarterly atten
dance.16
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Although the missionaries produced only a handful of trades¬
men, the response from the colonists was sharply divided between those
who felt that the government was wasting money on the education of
blacks, those who felt that an educated African was a better servant,
and those who felt that government-subsidized industrial education for
Africans provided "unfair competition detrimental to the interest of
the European.1117

The latter complaint was particularly prevalent

among British artisans who flooded the country in the last decades of
the nineteenth century.

They pointed to the rapid increase in schools

for Africans as opposed to those for Europeans, (between 1865 and
1873, schools for Africans increased by 140, while those for Europeans
increased by only 22).18

As a result, it seemed that at all of the

African schools, students were being trained to compete with Euro¬
peans.
In 1893, the Labour Commission supported the complaints of the
white workers, finding that Africans were able to undersell Europeans
because of government grants.

The Cape Argus editoralized:

"At Lovedale and kindred Institutions, he is being
trained as a compositor, a painter, a carpenter, a black¬
smith, a wheelwright and a half-a-dozen other trades.
To
this object is devoted the Colonial tax-payer's money, and
the contributions of wealthy and philanthropical friends
in London, Glasgow and Edinburg.
The fortunate son of
Ham is thus, from happy childhood, trained up in the ways
in which he should go, and, while apprenticed to his
trade, draws a not unsubstantial wage, which enables the
young men to leave the Institution precincts and face the
world with a well-filled purse.
Now, we are not condemn¬
ing technical education for Natives, nor are we seeking to
belittle the efforts of those who have raised the Native
in the scale of civilization but it is as well thoroughly
to recognize the competitive conditions which will be
created in the near future, and to remember that while we
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aJ?Mi0ld that at present there are no openinqs for the
children of white citizens, Native lads are being con!
nuously taken on at Lovedale and sent out thoroughly
tra1ned for «>« trade which they have
S6emS rather unfa1r that the white lad
should not have at least the same opportunities of
making his way in the world.19
Lovedale spent a considerable amount of time countering accu¬
sations such as this that were constantly cropping up in the press,
pointing out that the inadequacy of funds for industrial programs made
it virtually impossible to undercut the European worker.

Also under¬

scored was the prejudice of whites against manual labor, making it
highly unlikely that they would seek training in what was considered
Kaffir work."

It should also be noted that Africans had historically

been responsible for supporting their own education.

Outside of the

money expended by Grey, all funds set aside for African education came
from taxes paid by Africans and represented, at that, only a small frac¬
tion of such monies alloted to African education.

As the figures for

1911 in Table 2 indicate:
TABLE 2

Expenditures on
African Schools

Public Revenue
From African Taxes

Percent Spent
on Education

Cape

£83,320

£304,073

27.4

Natal

£14,170

£274,447

5.2

OFS

£ 4,000

£100,205

3.9

Transvaal

£13,961

£453,880

3.0

Adapted from Loram, p. 70
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Despite government support for industrial education, pressure
from the colonists resulted in a Natal government ordinance in 1895
stating that no grant be given a school "if the products of the indus¬
trial work done at that school are to be sold or disposed of in such a
manner as to compete with general trade, or if the school be in anyway
associated with the printing or publishing of any Native newspaper."20
At the Cape, the government made recommendations that funding not be
increased on grants to African schools.

Industrial education, on a

limited scale, was nonetheless encouraged, and attempts to define
education as differential, or, "adapted" to fitting the Africans into
his slot at the base of society, abounded.
But, if South Africa was to join the ranks of industrial coun¬
tries, reasoned the British, it was necessary that some Africans be
educated to improve production efficiency (in an industrial society,
the workforce should at least be able to read directions) as proof
that colonialism was a "civilizing agent" for the African.

Industrial Education as Social Control

The discovery of diamonds and gold led to the rapid urbani¬
zation of large segments of the African population:

approximately 16%

of Africans, or 89,000 persons, representing 39% of the urban popu¬
lation by the 1920's.

They had been pushed off the reserves due to

overcrowding, the deterioration of traditional society, and resistance
to farm labor, which paid less than mining and offered worst treat¬
ment.

This urbanization had brought with it the concomitant problems
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of slums, both in the government-controlled locations (before 1919)
and in areas of the city where Africans, who were needed by industry,
but could not find housing on the locations, had been allowed to live.
Overcrowding was becoming a major problem.

By 1921, the census report

showed that, in Capetown, 69% of the occupants of one-room houses
lived 4.5 persons per room; in Durban, 73% of those in one-room houses
lived 4.7 per room; and in Pretoria, 75% lived 5.3 per room.21
Tuberculosis was rampant, the infant mortality rate was more than two
times that of whites, juvenile delinquency (often younger sons with no
hope of land, but subject to taxation) was prevalent in urban areas,
drunkenness and prostitution were on the increase, and filth (water
being at a premium) was a major health problem.
By the turn of the century, white popular opinion had trans¬
lated the social problems (resulting from the dehumanizing factors of
urban slum dwelling) into racial characteristics.

Africans were seen

as a "black peril," dangerous elements that had to be controlled, and
made to understand their role as inferior in the society.

On the

basis of these assumptions, Superintendent Langham Dale made his
appeal for industrial education:

"If the native youths are not taught

trades, handicrafts, and other ways of earning their livelihood, what
will you do with them?
tives:

You must choose between the only two alterna¬

either you spend money on police, prisons, and other repres¬

sive and protective agencies, or on the workshops and teachers of
trade.1122
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The government already had resolved that vocational training
was best suited for its colonized black populations.

India, where a

system of liberal education had been implemented, had taught the white
supremacist that such training produced nothing but threats to Euro¬
pean hegemony.

What was needed was a form of education geared towards

retarding political aspirations, while instilling the desired traits
of punctuality, obedience, discipline, and the concept of the work
day, all important elements for the efficient functioning of an indus¬
trial society.

Since the 1840s, industrial education had been en¬

visioned as the solution, but what emerged, by the turn of the cen¬
tury, was a series of unintended obstacles to this goal:

1) Africans

remained unconvinced that vocational training was to be desired above
liberal training, 2) industrial education as currently defined was too
expensive, and 3) African industrial and agricultural education did
not fit well within the South African framework of white supremacy.
According to the first inspector of Native Education in the
Transvaal, the government would receive support from whites for its
education proposal, providing its emphasis was on teaching "the native
to work, rather than teaching a skill":
"'Teach the native to work,' contains. . .the true
principle by which the education of the native is to
be regulated and controlled, and no proposal for a
plan of native education would be likely to commend
it.
Self to the great majority of the people of this
country that did not contemplate the ultimate social
place of the native as that of an efficient worker,
and that line of development as the best which seemed
to tend towards that end. . .Habits of obedience and
cleanliness and order are what [the African] most
wants, and these must be the foundation not only of
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Che usefulness of his school life, but of the life for
which the school is but a training."23
With the right approach, it was believed that Africans, too, could be
brought to accept such a program.

For directions in how to convince

both Africans and whites of the benefit of industrial education for
Africans, the union government turned to the southern states of Amer¬
ica, where industrial education had come to symbolize the compromise
between the "liberal" north and "segregationist" south.
King, in his study, Pan Africanism and Education, notes:

As Kenneth
"There [in

America] at least Negroes, after pursuing the illusory ideal of book
learning, had realized their mistakes," and opted for industrial
education.24
In 1902, the signing of the Treaty of Vereeninging repre¬
sented a betrayal of Africans and proclaimed, in the words of his¬
torian Leonard Thompson, "the oneness of the white races and the
institutionalization of white supremacy in South Africa."

In ex¬

change for economic control, the British agreed to unite the four
provinces under a political philosophy of "no equality between
blacks and whites."

This philosophy was manifested in liberal terms

as "the white man's burden."25
The period between the signing of the treaty and the formation
of the union (1910), was punctuated by attempts by all four colonies
to institute policies aimed at establishing rigid lines of demarcation
between the races.

In later years, these policies would harden into

the legal code of apartheid.

Natal, where the influx of blacks into
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the cities had triggered a "black peril" paranoia, had been moving
steadily towards territorial segregation.

The white race had to be

protected from mongrelization, crime, and disease that resulted from
contact with blacks.

As such, blacks were to be kept segregated on

reserves, and only allowed to mingle with whites when their labor was
required.

This was the model of race relations that was to be adopted

under union.

If such a system was to function, however, it was neces¬

sary that one understood that inequality was to be the status quo.
The rhetoric of racial-social Darwinism and progressivism
provided the rationale for equality:

blacks were to be cordoned off

from the rest of society because they were to be allowed to "develop
along their own lines."
tudes:

This, in turn, produced a series of plati¬

it was the "white man's burden" to help them slowly, and

within the confines of African society, climb the evolutionary ladder.
Education was to be "adapted" to the needs of African society and,
because blacks were less developed intellectually than whites, such
education had to be differential.

Since society was an organism, each

person had to contribute according to their capabilities.

Until they

evolved to the same level of whites, blacks were to "know their place"
in society as inferiors to the whites, suited only for manual labor.
Such concepts as "developing along their own lines" and
"adapted education" are pregnant with positive possibilities, but only
if the society for which they have been intended, has neither been
under development nor thrust into a dependency relationship with
another European country.

Colonization meant that Africans now lacked
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both the economic and social means to pursue a course of independent
development.

The creation of reserves, on which Africans were to

develop along their own lines, was, as the anthropologist Bernard
Magubane observed, nothing but "deformed caricatures" of African
society.

One's existence was defined by the conquerer:

one could

continue to function as a peasant, but not be able to escape wage
labor; one had no control over the political economics or legal
structures of the country; one was fixed by law to the land, so that
one no longer controlled one's existence.

Development along one's own

lines, meant development, as defined by the oppressor, so that "the
culture of African people, once living and open to the future, became
closed, fixed in the colonial status quo, and used as a yoke in their
oppression.1126

"Development along their own lines" therefore, was

nothing more than a euphemism for white domination.
While in the past, particularly under missionary guidance,
school and Christianizing aimed at no less than the breaking up of
traditional societies and the westernizing of Africans, now it would
aim at preserving African culture and assisting Africans in sustaining
an artifically created peasant society (reserves).
Neither liberal, conservative, missionary, colonist, govern¬
ment official, Brition nor Boer argued against white supremacy.

They

did argue whether Africans were to be allowed to participate equally
in the white-dominated colony, or whether or not they were to exist
outside the political and economic parameters of European society.
the turn of the century, the idea of education "adapted" to the

By
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Africans' needs had gained ascendency, as did the assumption that
"adapted" education meant industrial education.

In 1889, in a special

report to the Cape House, Langham Dale established the manner in which
^Tfsrential education would exist.
The only way to enable the groups (i.e.
Europeans and
Natives) to do their parts respectively
in the social
world is to provide instruction adapted
to the needs
of each:
for the Native races ordinary _
school instruction and training in the workshop and in domestic
industries.
You may thus send forth into the labour
market from year to year a fair supply of ordinary
artisans and domestic servants, while the mass of the
Coloured races must fulfill the humbler tasks of agri¬
cultural labourers and shepherds; and climatic con¬
siderations point to the necessity of securing
Coloured labour for outdoor occupations under a semitropical sun.
If the European race is to hold its
supremacy, the school instruction of its children must
not only be the best and most advanced, but must be
followed by a systematic training of the young colo¬
nists in directive intelligence to be brought to bear
on all the industrial arts.
As the future employers
of labour, they need themselves to have practical
experience in the productive interests as well as in
the mechanical arts, which if supplemented by a good
commercial education will enable them to take their
places as superintendents, foremen, and ultimately as
masters in trade, agriculture, manufactures, and the
constructive branches of the arts.
The majority of the natives may be, at the best,
qualified to do the rough work of artisans; but even
this work must be under the direction of the guiding
eye and hand of the skilled European, and it is the
paramount duty to see that the colonist is as well
fitted for the exercise of this directive intelligence
as the stranger who comes hither with the cultivation
and energy and developed in the populous beehives of
European industry.27
Segregationists, such as Maurice Evans, argued that a system
of education, designed specifically for blacks (such as that found at
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Tuskegee) would be "of particular advantage to the Native in fitting
him for his position in life."28
Convinced of the validity of the "scientific" evidence point¬
ing to the evolutionary differences between blacks and whites, and
tempted by the government grants for industrial education, mission¬
aries had begun to abandon their stance of liberal education for
Africans' advancement.

To be sure, a few remained firmly committed to

liberal training, and others found a compromise in offering the two,
but, on the whole, the mood had swung in favor of social Darwinian
arguments.

At the first World Missionary Conference held at Edinburg,

Scotland, in 1910, it was deemed "especially urgent" for Africa that a
curriculum, developed "along native lines," be developed, because of
the "different cast of the native mind."29

At the follow-up confer¬

ence held four years later, the subscription to social Darwinism and
the need for differential education was even more evident.

"Voca¬

tional education," the conference held, "seems to have special appli¬
cation to the education of the Child Races.
digestion is weak.

.

.

.

.

. [their] mental

[and] more successful in getting knowledge than

in using it."30

An American Education Model for South Africa

The southern states of America had gained notoriety as having
developed a model of differential education to the satisfaction of
both blacks and whites.

Blacks there had come to realize the folly of
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book learning," and whites had come to accept the wisdom of indus¬
trial training for blacks.
The Hampton and Tuskeegee programs of "uplift" for blacks,
entailing industrial education, political accommodation, white guid¬
ance, and a healthy dose of social Darwinism and paternalism, emerged
quite naturally as models to be emulated in South Africa.
Hampton's importance rested in its status as the first suc¬
cessful industrial training school for blacks.

Similarly, Tuskegee,

founded in 1881 by Booker T. Washington, thirteen years after Hampton,
was to achieve significance as proof of the black man turning to
industrial education on his own.

Attempts were made, not only to

solicit the aid of Booker T. Washington in setting up a policy for
black education, but to gain a fuller comprehension of the functioning
of Tuskegee.
Equally as important, Booker T. Washington's rhetoric of
accommodation and racial cooperation was seen as a foil to counter
what was perceived as the radical and inflammatory stance of black
Americans and their institutions (notably the AME, Marcus Garvey and
black liberal arts colleges).

Additionally, it was hoped that Booker

T. Washington could induce Africans to turn to agriculture.

There had

been much resistance to agriculture on the part of African males
because it was considered woman's work.

In 1847, Earl Grey had con¬

ceived of industrial education as a means of relieving the labor
problem of planters in the West Indies.

In South Africa, where, in

1903, great shortages of farm workers existed, attempts were made to
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induce Booker T. Washington to visit for the purpose, as noted in the
June 1903 issue of Ipepa 1o Hlanqa. "of lecturing to the coloured
people here, on the dignity of labour, the idea being that the
coloured of this country would appreciate and act up to what is
preached by another man of colour."31
On the advice of President Roosevelt, Washington declined the
invitation, an action that Ipepa 1o Hlanqa applauded.

According to

the paper, the labor problem was not to be solved by the "preachings
of Booker T. Washington," but rather, through fair treatment of Afri¬
cans and white philanthropy.

While Washington was acknowledged to

have accomplished much for his people, it was the opinion of the paper
that he could not have been successful without the support of the
government and white liberals.

The paper pointed out that both

Hampton and Armstrong, white-operated black schools, existed because
of government money, and Booker T. Washington was a product of Arm¬
strong.

Therefore, if the government hoped to inspire Africans to

create institutions similar to Tuskegee, and to embrace the industrial
education philosophy, then it was the duty of the state to first
create the institutions similar to Hampton and Armstrong, which would,
in turn, produce the Booker T. Washingtons of Africa.32
Shortly after, Washington was asked to serve as a consultant
on an education program for Africans in the Transvaal and the O.F.S.
True to his accommodationist posture, Washington suggested that
Hampton/Tuskegee be used as a model for African education, since
there was "no new and great difference between the native problem
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there, and the Negro problem in America.For immediate considera¬
tion, Washington suggested that, contrary to practice, responsibility
for the schools should be vested in the government, and not in the
missionaries, who did not always act in the government's best interest.
Washington's suggestion to secularize the schools and bring
the missionaries under government control was not in keeping with the
South African condition, where missionary education was still seen as
the cheapest and best means to prevent African military retaliations.
More acceptable was the recommendation put forward by Reverend W. E.
C. Clarke, the superintendent of Native Education in the Transvaal in
1904:

"The attitude that meanwhile appears best for the government to

adopt.

.

.

.is to accept the existing organization, to prescribe a

certain course of elementary and industrial instruction, and to sub¬
sidize and thereby to control their instruction by means of a system
of inspection and quarterly grants."34
British administrators at the Cape had established a grant
system, similar to that in Natal, financed from Imperial monies in
1903.

According to the proviso, manual education was to be encouraged

in schools and the government was to reserve the option of establish¬
ing African industrial training schools.

But in his report, Clarke

suggested that the time was not ripe for such an action; rather,
mission schools were to be directed to follow the lines of industrial
training.

"Gardening in most cases is most likely to be adopted with

good results, in other cases brickmaking, and in some localities,
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matweaving and basketmaking.

So far as girls

tion in needlework should always be possible,

are concerned, instrucand would involve little

expense.1135
The framers of African policy under Union (the South African
Native Affairs Commission 1905) showed some interest in the Tuskegee
model, recommending the adoption of industrial education that follow
as closely as possible along the lines put forward by Washington.

In

1913, when 0. T. Jabavu went to the U.S. to visit Tuskegee, the mini¬
ster of Native Affairs under the newly-formed government reguested of
him, "a full report on the Tuskegee curricular and educational
methods, including the elementary, practical, and agricultural, with
views on their suitability and adaptability to the conditions of the
Native under the Union."36

The report was shelved presumably because

of the world war.
But clearly, although the propaganda value of Tuskegee could
not be overlooked or underrated, the implementation of its curriculum,
with emphasis on European trades, would be politically unsound.
Already, the white workers were complaining of job competition, a
problem soon to become more crucial with the ever-increasing number of
poor whites.

In addition, the cost of implementing such a program

was far in excess of what the government cared to spend on Africans,
the "white man's burden" notwithstanding.

The solution was to be

found in adopting the Tuskegee philosophy, while adapting the curricu¬
lum away from trades to crafts and manual work.
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Redefining Industrial Education

In 1915, C. T. Loram, a young white South African studying at
Columbia University who was later to become an influential force in
education, wrote to Washington for "ammunition to refute the notions
of criminality, laziness, and intermarriage held by South Africans
about the Negro."37

Armed with such statistics as "No graduate of

Hampton or Tuskegee has ever been charged with assault upon a woman"
and "Not a single graduate of the Hampton Institute or the Tuskegee
Institute could be found today in any jail or state penitentary,"
Loram set out to prove that, for social control and the ordering of
society, Africans had to be educated.
African education, as defined by Loram, was to be viewed as a
form of self-defense, protection against African crime, disease,
withholding of labor, and equality, and as a duty, aiding people
emerging from barbarism to take their place in society.

There was no

doubt in Loram1s mind that blacks were socially and intellectually
inferior; his philosophy concerning the educability of Africans was
similar to that of Dr. Frissell of Hampton and Booker T. Washington of
Tuskegee:

"the Negro is, at present, 'backward'

in his development as

compared with the whites, and stands in need of a different kind of
education."38

That "different kind of education" was, of course, to

be industrial education.

Liberal education was pronounced quite

unsuitable because it did not allow "the Bantu race.

.

.to develop on

the lines of its racial genius [meaning agriculture]," nor did it take
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into consideration that the evolutionary process required that African
development "must be a slow progress.1139
In Loram's dissertation, The Education of the South African
Native (later published as a book with the same title), he acknowl¬
edged the need for whites to maintain their supremacy and to be
assured of jobs.

He therefore, suggested redefining industrial

education to make it more compatible to the racial realities of South
Africa; perceive it as training in "agriculture, the manipulation of
common tools, and the instruction in Native crafts and occupation"
rather than "carpentry, blacksmithing, wagonmaking, and other European
craft."40

The cornerstone of this form of education was to be agri¬

culture, not only because of the settlers' objection to training in
"European crafts" and their need to maintain a supply of cheap labor,
but because, in the racist evolutionary scheme of things, the African
was viewed as belonging in a rural setting.
To prod the African male into agriculture, Loram suggested a
program of individual land tenure (necessitating the education of
Africans away from communal land tenure), similar to that implemented
at the Cape under the Glen Grey Act of 1884.

Under this Act, each

family in the Glen Grey district was given an individual landhold of
nine acres, which would belong to the family in perpetuity according
to the law of primogeniture.

Without individual land tenure, Loram

cautioned, "we shall not succeed in inducing the Native to take up
farming, the occupation most in keeping with his nature and view of
life, and one that he can pursue without entering into competition
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with the European."41

Such a solution may have been, of course, in

the best interest of the European, but it certainly was not in the
best interest of the African.
Loram was either ignorant of, or merely neglected to mention,
that, under the primogeniture law, inheritance passed to the elder
son.

In the Glen Grey district, the younger sons became a landless

class without an independent means of subsistence, forcing them to
enter the white economy as cheap labor.

By the 1930s, there were

4,000 heads of household on the list waiting for land, and the situa¬
tion was further compounded by the 1913 Land Act, which barred Afri¬
cans from purchasing land outside the "native locations.1,42

In turn,

these locations (reserves) constituted only 13.3% of the land area.
As a policy, the reserve system was well complemented by agri¬
cultural education.

Because the reserve system was intended to pro¬

vide cheap labor for the white population, Africans had to eke enough
money, through household peasant production and farming, to subsidize
wages which often were less than needed to support a single person.
In the early 1920s, a study revealed that the average Afri¬
can's landholding was about ten acres, with many as small as four
acres in city locations.

With the exception of the few landholdings

located on fertile ground:
in the most places,. . .under present conditions . . .
income from land has to be supplemented by income from
labor for some employer. When that fails there is apt
to be serious distress. . .we have an expert opinion
that on forty acres of reasonably good ground, a man
with steady work and good methods of farming can hope
to maintain a family with some degree of civilized
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Dart^f A 'CBUt] -he 0rdinary Peasant farmer in most
tinn
1S the ten"acres man, and his posi,h?"
that iinless he has a 9rowr> up son or daughter
able to go out and work and supplement his income by
th£Tr wages [sic] he must leave his craft and go out
himself to work.
The ten acres will not support

icf*hUr ar?a

It

The result of this reserve system was, of course, to force the African
into the labor market.

Not surprisingly, the study found that the

majority of the peasant farmers were middle-aged or elderly men who,
having worked as unskilled labor in the mines and towns, had returned
to the reserve to "retire."

But, according to the study, these men

were not taught to be "progressive farmers," and were therefore unable
to develop their land.

This was highly disadvantageous for, while the

African was not expected to earn enough to be independent, it was
desirable that the land produce enough to support the unemployed.
Teach the African to be 'progressive farmers' became the clarion call
of missionaries, white liberals, such as Loram, and a few Africans
who, like Jabavu, believed that Africans could obtain some degree of
independence with agricultural training.
While industrial education, or more specifically, agricultural
education, was one component of Loram's "adapted" education, the other
was the use of the vernacular in African schools.

For the first two

years, school instruction was to be in the vernacular; during the next
three years, English and Dutch would be introduced, and, after that,
the vernacular would be phased out.

The benefit of the vernacular,

Loram argued, was that it would encourage children to stay in school,
particularly since schooling for Africans was not compulsory.

This
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theory was refuted In 1929, when, several years >fUr th# v#pn>cuUp
was made compulsory in pr1mary schools, the drop-out rate remained
ssentially the same.

While, in an abstract pedagogical sense, the

use of the vernacular seemed logical, it was not in South Africa.
Many Africans and white liberals argued that the vast majority of
African students left schools after their first two years and, there¬
fore, never learned Dutch and English, which were needed to function
in a white-dominated society.
missed.

Such arguments, however, were dis¬

In 1927, based on the latest "scientific" evidence, the

Advisory Commission on Native Education concluded that "the native
child possesses an entirely different mentality and psychology" from
whites.

Therefore, since their "languages were 'prelogical,' there

was sound psychological justification for educating Africans in their
own vernacular.1144
In 1918, Loram was made Natal's first chief inspector of
Native Education, and given the chance to implement the program of
education developed in his dissertation.

Manual training was stressed

on the elementary level, and, on the secondary level, many of the
academic subjects, including algebra and geometry, were replaced by
courses such as hygiene, native study, woodwork, and needlework, which
were more in keeping with Loram's "adapted" curriculum.45
So impressed was Prime Minister Jan Smit with Loram's educa¬
tion program, that he appointed him to the Union Native Affairs Com¬
mission two years later.

However, with the exception of Natal, the

other provinces resolutely opposed government involvement or support
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for industrial education, or any other form of education for Africans.
In the Transvaal of the 1920s, the opinion that "no money should be
spent on Native education until every white child is receiving satis¬
factory education,"46 was prevalent, and, aside from a small Imperial
grant made in 1903 for "the industrial and other education of children
other than those whose parents are of European birth or descent,"47
nothing was done.
In the Orange Free State, where the Union government had set
aside £39,000 for African higher education, the province provided only
£4,000, which was used as grants for missionaries towards financing
elementary education.

Predictably, with no elementary base, there

were no higher education facilities.

At the suggestion of a subcom¬

mittee, the interest from the £39,000 was used to provide £15 scholar¬
ships for students to travel to other provinces for their education.
In provinces where industrial education was enforced, it was
interpreted and implemented in a manner not in keeping with the educa¬
tion for self-sufficiency or even for the acceptance of the status quo
with which its framers intended.

"In our schools," remarked the

educator D. T. Jabavu, "manual training consists of sweeping yards,
repairing roads, cracking stones, and so on, and is done by boys only
as so much work, enforced by a time-keeper, and under threats of
punishment.

It is defended because 'it makes for character train-

i ng. 11,48
Most Africans had come to reject industrial education as
defined by white South Africans.

External influences such as black
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American newspapers and magazines, reports from Africans who had
studied at black colleges in America, and the increase of oppressive
racial laws and practices, had convinced many that industrial educa¬
tion, as defined by Booker T. Washington, was the only viable method
of attaining self-determination and economic independence.

Unlike

whites, who "were impressed with [Washington's] conciliatory phrasedogy, confused his means for his ends, and were satisfied with the
immediate program that he enunciated," Africans were impressed by his
plan to train a self-sufficient "propertied class consisting of landowners and businessmen.1149

This image of Washington and the economic

benefits to be gained through industrial education prompted letters
such as the following:
The chiefs here in Basutoland wants to know whether or
not could you help this nation by establishing the
brand of your industrial school among them or sent us
teachers from the same [sic]."50
For these Africans, Tuskegee had come to symbolize self-sufficiency,
independence, and defiance in the face of white oppression.

The brand

of differential education that went under the guise of industrial
education for Africans, therefore, was often rejected by the Africans
themselves, after the initial glitter of progressive rhetoric was
viewed in terms of its applied context.

For example, Albert Luthuli

soon realized the folly of his ways when he was severely taken to task
by John Dube, educator and editor of Ilange lase Natal, for his sup¬
port of Loram's plan to use the vernacular as the language of instruc¬
tion for the first two years of school.

Luthuli wrote:
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"It now seems ironical that at the time I broke a
lance in defense of Dr. Loram's revisions.
In the
African Teacher's Journal. I expressed support of the
extension of the vernacular in our schools (Mother
Tongue Instruction), though I did not agree with the
emphasis on manual subjects.
Ilanga lase Natal, a
newspaper edited by Dr. Dube and published in Zulu,
took me severely to task, and there is no doubt that
the African community was very strongly opposed to Dr.
Loram's reforms.
I learned a lesson, seeing clearly for the first time
the danger of giving such matters purely academic
consideration, and of being enthusiastic in the realm
of theory.
To me, at the moment and in spite of my
disagreement over some things, Dr. Loram seemed to
represent progressive trends in education.
The Zulu
community more wisely knew that he was cutting off the
air supply.
Like most young teachers at the time, I
did not take into account the social and political
context.
I was aware of an educational situation, I
was engrossed with equipping myself to be of some use
in it, and failed to reckon with the setting in which
Dr. Loram was going to work.51
No matter what the pedagogical value of instruction in the
vernacular, the racial policies of South Africa made its implementa¬
tion detrimental to Africans, since most students completed only two
years of schooling.

English was the language of the dominant group;

lack of knowledge of the language meant lack of access to the economy
on any but the lowest level.
While Luthuli and Dube were castigating Loram, Jabavu was
offering limited support.

He was critical of the policy of the indus¬

trial schools, which, he maintained, trained Africans not to be "inde¬
pendent and to compete on equal terms with white artisans, but to fall
somewhere short of that stage."52

He agreed with Loram that the

future of the African was to be found in agriculture, particularly
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passage of the 1913 Land Act, but his support for agricultural
education, unlike Loram's, was to insure African independence.

The

attainment of land, Jabavu argued, was important in order that Africans avoid becoming "economic slaves."53
Jabavu believed that the teaching of industrial education was
being undertaken in the wrong manner; it should follow more closely
that of Tuskegee, with the stress on the "commercial value of manual
labor," and not the "dignity of labour," as in South Africa.

Again,

the interpretation of Tuskegee by blacks and whites greatly differed.
No "sane and sober person," Jabavu said, ever acted upon a "hackneyed
phrase empty of content such as 'dignity of labor1. .

.when I doff my

coat and dig my garden and cultivate vegetables, I do not do that out
of love of the abstract idea of the dignity of labour, but because my
gardening pays me economically and physically!

There is money in it;

it is a necessity; it is a sound business proposition.1,54
Unlike Loram, who used black Americans to argue that Africans
could be taught to be servile and subordinate, Jabavu used them to
show the height to which Africans could strive.

In the realm of

agriculture, he recommended that the courses be taught by "American
Negro agricultural experts, or, failing these, Natives of this land
taught American agriculture.

.

.A sympathetic and well cultured black

man can do a great deal to inspire our people to great things."55
Black Americans, he argued, could serve as an inspiration, not only in
manual concerns, but academically as well.

He had expressed that no

race had made so much "progress in civilization" as the American black
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man, citing books, scientific achievements, schools, and cultural
endeavors as evidence.
He was particularly concerned about the lack of scholarly
books written by black South Africans:
"Where are the books written by black hands—Native
history that will be the pride of our descendants? A
good number of books containing Native history are to
be found; but they are written by white authors who
naturally must take care of their own interest first
for blood is thicker than water."56
Jabavu, and other Africans who supported industrial education,
clearly intended it to be much more than envisioned by its white
supporters.

Africans turned to industrial education specifically for

economic purposes.

An inability to function in the white social

structure made the rhetoric of self-help and economic independence
particularly appealing.

They believed that its philosophy of "festina

Jente" allowed for the building of nationalism and the laying of the
groundwork for the regaining of South Africa.

For men like Jabavu,

industrial education held the promise of a compromise education that
would unite Blacks and liberal whites.

Industrial Schools for Africans by Africans

A few Africans attempted to implement their brand of Tuskegeeism in South Africa.

Charlotte Mayne, a South African graduate

of Wilberforce University and Marshall Maxeke, her husband, founded an
AME school in 1903, which was renamed Wilberforce Institute in 1908.
In a lecture entitled "The Solution of the Native Problem as Seen by
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an African While Attending one of the Universities Abroad," Maxeke
expressed that industrial education, geared toward self-sufficient
trades that complemented the European economy, was the "true panacea"
for what was called "the Native problem."”

But, while Wilberforce

Institute gained fame for its industrial program, it was Ohlange
Institute, founded by John Dube, that was best to exemplify the African's vision of Tuskegeeism.
Dube was a second generation kholwa (educated Christian Afri¬
can).

His grandmother, who had left her husband to become a Christian,

was one of the first converts of the American Missionary Board (AMB).
His father renounced his chieftainship to become one of the first
three ordained African ministers.

An ordained minister himself, Dube

could not be reconciled to the fact that white South Africa would
never accept the educated African as an equal.

In 1887, with the

thirty dollars he inherited as a result of his father's death, Dube
traveled to America to study at Oberlin College, one of the few
American integrated schools at the time.

He returned to South Africa

for a short period, then returned to America to attend Union Seminary
in Brooklyn, New York.
Both in America and at home, Dube was quite outspoken on the
injustices that were being meted out to Africans, in general, and the
kholwas, in particular.
somewhat of a radical.

His frankness earned him a reputation as
While such a statement as:

"the reason that

the Christian native has a bad name, among the lower classes of Euro¬
peans especially, is that he does not submit to being treated like a
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d°9’"58 hardly Seems evolutionary, it was tantamount to treason in
South Africa.

Some have implied that this radical streak, may also

have been fanned by his stay in America during a period characterized
by marked white repression.

Dube's Christian upbringing, however,

tempered whatever feelings he may have had about such injustices in
America or South Africa.
It was always Dube's belief that justice for the African would
not be served until the African was once again in control of his
country; "where there was once a pool, there will water be again,"59
he philosophized.

His means to this end was education--"our salvation

as a people is in education and in that alone," a position that he
slightly altered in 1912, after the founding of the South African
National Native College (SANNC).

"While I believe that, in education,

my race will find its greatest earthly blessing, I am forced to avow
that, at this present juncture of the South African Commonwealth
[through the formation of SANNC], it has a still more pressing need-the need of political vigilance and guidance of political emancipation
and rights."60
During his visit to America in 1896, Dube expressed interest
in the educational programs of Hampton and Tuskegee by writing to
Washington for a conference.

"I am," his letter stated, "very much

interested in the same work [that] you are, for my people, the Zulu of
South Africa.

I am here prepared to return and start a school of an

industrial character among them.

I desire to have an interview with

you for I intend to visit both Hampton and Tuskegee before my return
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to my native land."«‘

Two months, later he was a guest speaker at

Tuskegee's commencement, and later performed the same service at
Hampton.
In 1897, Dube returned to South Africa, armed with money
raised by the AME and Congregationalists, and accompanied by Reynolds
Scott, a West Indian graduate from Tuskegee, who was to serve as the
principal of Ohlange for many years.
The building of Ohlange created quite a stir in Natal.

The

whites viewed it with suspicion, particularly since the "radical" Dube
was to be its head; the Africans viewed it with awe, because no other
African in Natal had stood at the head of such an endeavor.

Kholwa

and traditionalist put aside their differences and cooperated in the
building of the school; workers volunteered time and lumber and con¬
structed the central building.

Scott proved himself a true son of

Tuskegee by building a house "consisting of three good-sized rooms,
store room, and kitchen," of stone quarried from the school site.
Plastering and painting was done by Dube and paid assistants.62
The school's opening ceremony on August 8, 1901, drew Africans
from as far as 300 miles away who wanted to see "a native, one of
their own people, being at the head of the enterprise."63

Also pre¬

sent were a handful of whites, mainly missionaries from Inanda where
Dube served as a part-time preacher.

The school drew criticism from

whites because it was not under the direction of a white, which left
it open to a charge of being "a hot bed of Ethiopianism."
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For eight years, Ohlange remained ineligible for a grant-inaid because of the 1895 legislation prohibiting African schools "in
anyway responsible for or associated with the printing and publishing
of any Native newspaper."

However, the school's newspaper, Hanga

lase Natal (Sun of Natal) was not published until 1903, two years
after the school's opening.

It is questionable why the school did not

receive money for the two years prior to the founding of the paper, if
the 1895 Ordinance was the only reason that grants were withheld.
Through Ilanga, Dube attacked the government for its oppressive treat¬
ment of Africans.
In 1906, Dube was arrested and charged with printing seditious
articles which whites claimed were influenced by his experience in the
U.S. and "which were not in harmony with the relationship which should
exist between blacks and whites in the colony."64

He was chastened by

the incident, particularly since it resulted in his being barred from
preaching at Inanda, a move supported by a congregation of his own
people.65
If, as the 1895 ordinance maintained, "the object of the
government in making grants to the Native mission schools is to assist
the advancement in simple rudimentary education among the Native popu¬
lation and to accustom the Native to such regular habits of industry
that may be calculated to promote their contentment and happiness for
the future,"66 then they were certainly justified in withholding
support.

If anything, Dube reaffirmed through Ilanga what he, his

students, and his readership knew or refused to accept:

that as long
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as the white man was in control there would be no equality between
blacks and whites in South Africa.
There was nothing "simple and rudimentary" about the education
offered at Ohlange; in 1909, the program of study included music,
Latin, English, literature, science, history, geography, bookkeeping,
shorthand, Zulu, Sesuto, and tailoring, for which "instruction is
given in scientific drawing of garments, cutting, fitting, and sewing
of garments for both women and men.

Sufficient practice is obtained

by students in the shop to make them independent tailors."67

By 1918,

the school offered both academic and industrial courses:
Academic Courses:
1.
2.
3.

Primary School, up to Standard IV
Intermediate School, Standard V to VI
High School, Standards VII and VIII and University
Cape Junior Certificate

Industrial Courses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A three year course in Agriculture
Elementary Commercial Course
Shoemaking
Carpentry
Printing68

Ohlange distinguished itself on several counts in its curriculum.
First, its course in shoemaking was promoted as "one that never feels
the depression,"69 particularly impressive, since, at Lovedale (the
most famous of the schools for Africans) shoemaking was discontinued
because of difficulties that the program encountered.

Second, it

offered courses in bookkeeping, shorthand, and typing in addition to
the ordinary commercial Junior Certificate.

Third, while industrial
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education was usually taught on an apprenticeship basis, Ohlange
placed its industrial students under the same regulations as its
academic students.

In this manner, the syllabus for Ohlange followed

in the tradition of his "patron saint. . . .that great and edifying
man, Booker T. Washington."™

Black statesman D. T. Jabavu observed

that Washington's modest claim "I think, that the aim is rather to
teach little and thoroughly, than much and insufficiently.

The.

[syllabus] does not support this,"71 is easily applicable to Dube.
Dube, like his "patron saint," was a master of ambiguity and
understatement in regard to fundraising and public statements.

He

told his white audiences that the aim of the school was "to form.
[Zulu boys and girls] into good and useful citizens to the British
Colony in which we live."

He denied, or seemingly denied, the

intentions of turning out skilled labor.

"To enter the field of

skilled labour is in our colony, the prerogative of the White man. . .
[We] do not propose to contest that privilege.

The field of unskilled

labour the White man of Natal has no wish to enter. . .[Unskilled
labour is] our alloted sphere of activity, and with it we are at
present abundantly satisfied. . .We wish to be trained and be intelli¬
gent 'unskilled labourers' in the house, store, workshop and farm—
useful servants and assistants, small jobbers and peasant farmers.
Help me to bear the burden--the White man's burden,"72 he pleaded.
This appeal so captured the white image of what industrial education
for blacks should be, that it raised enough funds through interna¬
tional support to keep Ohlange running without government assistance.
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The Phelps-Stokes CommissinncCounteracting Garvevism

Validating Industrial

Education

and

In 1921, Loram was assigned to tour the country as a member of
the American philanthropic and missionary backed, Phelps-Stokes Afri¬
can Education Commission at the recommendation of Jan Smuts.

It was

Smuts intention to gain an international seal of approval for indus¬
trial education for Africans through the Phelps-Stokes Commission.
Perhaps in this manner, the provinces, Africans, missionaries, and the
colonist could all be swayed to rally in support of industrial educa¬
tion.

There were other reasons for Smuts' endorsement of the com-

mission, not the least of which was the growing influence of Marcus
Garvey among Africans.
The radical stance of the VOM under Bishop Turner was rekindled in Garvey's Negro World, which entered South Africa through
South African students who went to school in America, and through the
steady stream of West Indians (mainly dock workers) who came to South
Africa.

Several branches of the United Negro Improvement Association,

Garvey s organization, were to be found in Capetown, Johannesburg, and
scattered throughout the rural areas.

Among the proletarian Africans

laboring under the harsh conditions of white oppression, Garvey's
ideological stance of "race first" held out hope of eventual emancipa¬
tion, and gave structure to their own personal beliefs.
While Smuts felt that the UNIA lacked "moral and financial
stability," he nonetheless felt they were causing "a certain amount of
mischief."73 The Phelps-Stokes Commission presented the Hampton/
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Tuskegee philosophy, an alternate and more feasible ideology for Africans.
Heading up the commission was T. Jesse Jones, education direc¬
tor of the Phelps-Stokes Fund.

Upon the death of Booker T. Washington

in 1915, Jones emerged in America as the new "expert" on "the Negro
problem."

During his years as a teacher at Hampton, Jones, a firm

advocate of social-Darwinism, had come to believe that the terms
"racism" and "prejudice" were misnomers for the "natural difficulties"
which occur when a race in the lowest stage of development comes into
contact with a race in the highest stage of development.

Jones con¬

cluded that talks of "independence" or "social equality" for blacks
were premature, since the slow and exacting process of evolution
required differential treatment and guidance by whites for blacks.

To

clarify that these differences were not based on racism, Jones used
social and economic statistics to show that industrial education was
the only viable alternative if blacks were to assume their proper role
in society.74

He befriended Washington, whom he considered a right-

thinking black.
In 1910, the Phelps-Stokes Fund was founded to help promote
education for blacks in America and Africa, and Washington was con¬
sulted on how best to spend £5-10,000.

He suggested conducting a

survey of all the black schools in order to determine which ones were
offering industrial training and, therefore, worthy of philanthropic
help.

Jones was selected to conduct the survey and, in 1916, he pub¬

lished his report, Negro Education:

A Study of the Private and Higher
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Schools for Colored People in the United States.

The report was

highly critical of liberal education and black aspirations in that
direction.

Jones argued that because the majority of blacks lived in

rural areas, the curriculum of the school system should be revamped to
reflect a more industrial orientation.

"The emphatic conclusion of

this study," he wrote, "is, therefore, that the first step in rural
education should be enthusiastic advocacy of the theory and practice
of gardening for every colored pupil."75
The report catapulted Jones into a position of national and
international renown.

When the Baptist Foreign Missionary Conference

in 1919 repuested that the Phelps-Stokes Fund carry out a survey of
African education (under Jones' direction), they were, in fact, asking
for validation of a program of industrial education "adapted" to the
needs of Africans.

It is precisely for the same reason that so many

government officials in Africa eagerly welcomed the commission.

In

South Africa, another importance was attached to the commission:

to

attack Garveyism.
Rounding out the committee were South African Charles Loram;
J. H. Oldham, secretary to the World Missionary Conference Education
Committee; and J. E. K. Aggrey, a "right-thinking" West African of
some prominence in African education.

The appointment of Aggrey was

particularly daring, for, as King notes, in Africa he would be
expected to "advocate industrial education and patience, where his
hearers would expect talk of universities and self-determination, and
in South Africa he must suffer discrimination with a smile."

In many
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respects, Aggrey was the most important member of the commission,
since his job was to convince Africans of the virtue of industrial
education.

In appearance, Jones' choice of Aggrey was not to be

regretted.

Jabavu described the impact of Aggrey in South Africa:

His African origin was a real advantage to him for it
gave him the ear of the whites who otherwise, on
account of their dread of Ethiopian doctrines, are
always suspicious of American Negroes, whilst*it
secured him the attention of the indigenous Africans
who, ever since the reports of Marcus Garvey's Black
Star Fleet, have had their eyes turned to overseas
Negroes for succour from the prevailing economic
depression, as well as for liberation from the injus¬
tice of the white man in whom they are tending to lose
faith. He convinced the framer in a single address
more effectually than any amount of argument has done
in a generation, that in the British colonies and
America there are Negro intellectuals who have assimi¬
lated European culture in its refined form while he
disillusioned the latter of the African Republic
mirage, giving them instead an edifying message of
self-help based on Booker Washington's principles and
on Christian ethics."76
During Aggrey's stay, South African administrators had come to believe
that he could do for South Africa what Washington had done for the
southern states.

Aggrey, like Jones, spoke of "co-operation between

the races," that is, each accepting their position in society, and
thus working in harmony for a better society.

The whites were

delighted with Aggrey and his ability to appeal to all races, par¬
ticularly when racial tensions were at a height.

He was offered a

position at Fort Hare, and was allowed to deliver 120 speeches with
the blessings of the government.77

Aggrey was extremely charismatic,

and his message of self-help, cooperation with whites, humility, and
patience touched many Africans, who wanted desperately to believe that
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hope existed in what was a seemingly hopeless situation.
appeared to hear Aggrey speak.

Thousands

Many were convinced of the wisdom of

conquering one's enemy through love, and, at a conference of African
teachers and preachers, he was invited to live among them.

One Afri¬

can likened Aggrey's visit to that of the coming of Christ.

Whites

were pleased that "men went back to the plow with new energy, and some
to plow who have never ploughed before."78
The Africans' response to Aggrey, however, was much deeper
than his merely convincing them of the benefits of industrial educa¬
tion.

Many listened, believing him to be the vanguard for Garvey's

army coming to redeem Africa.

Garvey wrote, ". . .we are determined

to solve our own problem, by redeeming our Motherland Africa from the
hands of alien exploiters, and found there a Government, a nation of
our own, strong enough to lend protection to the members of our race
scattered all over the world, and to compel the respect of the nations
and races of the earth."79

Other Africans believed Aggrey to be the

herald for Garvey's army coming to save them.

Some listeners came

with empty sacks, hoping that Aggrey would melt the hearts of the
whites, who would, in turn, sell their goods cheaply, bringing relief
to the destitute.
"Everywhere I have gone," Aggrey told a Lovedale audience,
"[Africans] have asked me about the fleet that is coming from America.
I told them I know of two ships and one of them is leaking.

If you

love your race, tell it all around that Marcus Garvey is their
greatest enemy."80

There were those who left his speeches feeling as
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if they had been stabbed with the daggers of betrayal.

The African

newspaper, Abantu-Batho, questioned the motives of the Phelps-Stokes
Commission since it spent so much time criticizing Garvey.

Aggrey

himself spent more time attacking Garvey than talking about educa¬
tion.81

However, there were those for whom exhortations for self-help

and self-sufficiency came close enough to Garvey's view to be accept¬
able.
Despite Aggrey's constant attack on Garvey, his relationship
with officials of the UNIA was warm and perhaps somewhat analogous to
Booker T. Washington and DuBois, or even to Garvey and Moton, Tuskegee's president after 1915.

DuBois spent much time attacking Wash¬

ington, but receiving clandestine financial assistance from Washington
to support The Crisis and other enterprises; he was often asked to
speak at Tuskegee.

While Moton attacked Garvey, he was a frequent

visitor and speaker at Tuskegee.

Aggrey was a close friend of John

Edward Bruce (who wrote under the nom de plume of Bruce Grit), a close
associate of Garvey.

Before setting sail with the commission, Aggrey

obtained from Bruce letters of introduction to prominent African
leaders.

To Moses Da Rocha of Nigeria, Bruce wrote of Aggrey:
"He is my warmest friend, and I want you to know him
well. Professor Aggrey is a native of the Gold Coast
and has recently been sent out by the Phelps-Stokes
Fund to do important work in Africa and of which he
will himself tell you. I am sure you will be glad to
cooperate with him when you know the breadth and scope
of the mission which has brought him to our beloved
Fatherland and so I need not urge a race patriot to
help a race patriot; that goes without saying."82

The other letters were similar in content.
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Aggrey, was viewed as a "race patriot," with a posture similar
to Booker T. Washington, whom Garvey admired very much.

The path

taken by Aggrey and Washington may have been different but the outcome
was expected to be the same.

It is understandable that, while the

Negro World lambasted the criticism of Garvey, it was most kind to
Aggrey.

Even Garvey had to be severely prodded before he would make a

statement against Aggrey, and then, only to accuse him of taking the
course of least resistance.83
Aggrey may have dampened the ardor of some Garvey followers,
however, Garveyism continued to thrive and, in 1925, Garvey Day was
still being celebrated in Capetown.
It is doubtful that Aggrey made many converts for industrial
education; as a graduate of a liberal arts college, an eloquent
extemporaneous speaker, and an impeccable European-style dresser, he
was walking testimony of what could be accomplished through "book
learning."

Nonetheless, conservatives and white educators were

pleased with his results.
On a larger scale, the commission put its seal of approval on
industrial education.

Though the Cape was condemned for still main¬

taining "too bookish" a curriculum for blacks, and the Transvaal and
the Orange Free State were chastised for neglect of African education,
Natal was praised for showing "more regard for the special needs of
the Natives than any school system observed in Africa."84

Jones was

impressed with the curriculum of that school system, since children
spent 20% of school time on manual work such as "gardening, sewing,
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grass work, clay work, cane work, carpentry or cooking, laundering,
[and] dressmaking."85

The commission recommended that African educa¬

tion, so intimately a part of national policy, be removed from under
the fickle guidance of the provinces and placed under the Union
Government.
"In view of the vital importance of Native education
not only to racial adjustment but also to the future
development of South Africa and its influence for good
or evil on the whole continent, it is rather surprising
that the education of Natives has been left to the
chance attitude of the Provincial Education Department
whose interest in the Natives is almost of necessity ’
diverted, overshadowed, and in some areas excluded by
the strong public opinion of the white population in
behalf of schools for their own children."86
Between 1922 and 1925, the Native Affairs Department of the
Union Government moved steadily to exercise indirect control over both
public and missionary-operated schools.

Although the administration

of African education remained a provincial matter, the Financial
Relations Fourth Extension Act (1922) ended the taxation of Africans
by the provinces.

In doing so the central government in the provinces

assumed the responsibility of financing African education by admini¬
stering blocked grants based on each province's expenditures on educa¬
tion for the years 1921-22.

The four grants' total of £340,000, along

with one-fifth of the revenue (derived from the £1 poll tax) placed on
African males over eighteen, went into a Native Development Account,
and made up the expenditure for African education.
The education grant, which was taken from the general fund,
remained constant over the years, while the amount of the poll tax
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increased to the extent that, by 1944, the entire tax--£l,459,831--was
put into the education fund.

However, because the bulk of financing

for African schools came from the exclusively African poll tax, white
schools were paid for out of the general funds (to which Africans
contributed the bulk), and the allocation of monies remained inequit¬
able.

In 1945, while £38.5.10 was spent on whites and £10.162 on

coloreds, only £3.17.10 was spent on Africans.

It should be noted

that the increase in the National Development Account went, not to
improve either the quality of African education or the quantity of
schools, but to increase teachers' salaries in order to keep pace with
the cost of living.87
The Fourth Extension Act and the Native Development Account
gave the government not only financial control of the schools, but the
right to dictate curriculum and inspect the schools.

Under the guid¬

ance of Loram, the Native Affairs Commission outlined the acceptable
curriculm for schools receiving government grants; agriculture and
handicrafts were made mandatory in elementary schools, and suggestions
were made for the creation of high schools to primarily train farm
demonstrators, home demonstrators, and a "limited few" in vocations
and for entrance to the South African Native College.

Considerable

emphasis was placed by the Union Government on agricultural training
for blacks as part of the larger "Native Policy."
The need to keep Africans out of the cities was the constant
theme of legislation introduced in the 1920s.

In 1923, the Urban

Areas Act was passed, making it illegal for Africans to own land in
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freehold in urban areas (thereby implicitly stating that the place of
the African was in the reserve except when needed by the white econ¬
omy).88

The Urban Areas Act was followed by the Native Administration

Act four years later, which removed Africans from under the rubric of
European law and government, and placed them under the GovernorGeneral and the Native Affairs Department.
Natal,

Following the policy in

-he pro-imperialist Union Government of Jan Smuts sought to

extend "trusteeship" throughout the colony.

Traditional law was

declared valid, as long as it complemented "public policy and national
justice," chiefs were given nominal power, and traditional society
(that which was once reviled) was now considered the desired ideal.
In effect, all Africans were declared subject to and residents of the
reserve and aliens in the cities.

White educationalists (government

and missionaries) reasoned that, Africans, banned from the cities,
constituted a rural population by necessity.

Education, therefore,

had to reflect this reality.
With the availability of funds for agricultural schools and
the backing of £5,000 from the Carnegie Corporation, Loram attempted
to establish a program of Jeanes visiting teachers in South Africa.
These teachers would be trained in industrial and agricultural work,
and would move from community to community, teaching the local
teachers and helping them to make the schools the center of the com¬
munity.

For this scheme, Loram received the financial backing of

neither the Union nor the provincial government; the object, after
all, was to create a workforce, not independent farmers.

Loram
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attempted to push through the program by himself, sending two African
women teachers to Peen School in South Carolina to learn the Jeanes
method.

The women soon grew dissatisfied with the program, and

instead transferred to Tuskegee.

He then attempted to spread the

gospel of agricultural education through Carnegie-sponsored courses
taught by himself and offered to white and black African school
teachers.

As such, Loram's program of progressive agriculture was a

failure.

Aftermath

The push for agricultural education was a liberal one sup¬
ported by industrial interest.

This emphasis appealed to both white

liberals and Africans, the whites believing that Africans were to be
forever a rural people, and the Africans believing that agriculture
was the only viable means to economic independence.

For the vast

majority of urban whites, however, the appeal for agricultural educa¬
tion was its seeming ability to keep Africans apolitical and in their
place.

As already noted, the cities had emerged as white enclaves

where blacks were expected to enter, only for as long as their labor
was necessary, and then return to the reserves.

The problem of

coercing the African into wage labor was solved through taxation and
other devisive means which were employed by unscruplous recruiting
agencies (who ensured that all African males over eighteen incurred
enough debt to be forced into employment).

Conversely, African males

who were not needed by the economy were expected to be capable of
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subsisting in the reserve.

Despite the different nature of African

industrial education, there were still complaints voiced by whites who
irrationally feared African competition, and diehards who objected to
the idea of educating Africans.

However, by the end of the 1920s,

white colonists had come to believe that industrial education was the
panacea for the "black peril" and the labor shortage.

This does not

mean that there was a rush to allocate funds for such a project; the
colonists only wanted enough training given to ensure better servants,
and the government, with no need for skilled Africans, kept funding
1 ow.
A few Africans turned to vocational training, particularly
agricultural education, in the hopes of securing a permanent position
in the government or General Council Service in such posts as agri¬
cultural demonstrators, plantation managers, dipping supervisors or
road foremen.

There were, however, few of these positions, and the

time and expense of attending an industrial school did not seem worth
the aggravation of seeking such a position.
were many:

Also, the aggravations

for the artisan, such hardships included lack of capital,

lack of jobs, and lack of a cash-paying clientele; for the agricul¬
turalist, the poor cattle stock and lack of land or availability of
only arid land, made agricultural education useless outside of
attaining a government post.

The majority of school-going Africans

remained weary and suspicious of industrial education, recognizing it
for what it was, another form of white domination.
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Agricultural education was not pursued by many of the mission
schools, not only because of African objections, but because the
missionaries were unqualified as instructors in that area.

Moreover,

most of the mission schools were located on barren ground, making farm
gardens an impossibility.

Out of the 1,700 schools that existed in

1921, only 600 had school gardens.89
While government schools tended to emphasize either industrial
or agricultural education, mission schools emphasized liberal educa¬
tion, including industrial education as a prerequisite for government
grants.

Although the missionaries, with some exceptions, had come to

believe that industrial education was the type of education best
suited for Africans, many mission societies were plagued with a lack
of skilled personnel and funds.

Government grants were so niggardly

as to make no significant difference in the finances of the mission
societies.

Moreover, the government provided neither tools nor agri¬

cultural requisites with which to implement the curriculum.90

In

1927, the curriculum of the Cape was revised to exclude agricultural
education, but industrial education still remained firmly entrenched.
Finally, poor funding, inadequate teachers, differential
curriculum and other discriminatory policies, and African resistance
conspired to produce low enrollment figures in the industrial courses.
In 1934, there were 543 students receiving industrial training,
according to the Report of the Interdepartment Committee on Native
Education, 1935-36.

It should be noted however, that students in an

industrial program were required to complete Standard 5.

In 1934,
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there were 170,000 African children in school, representing less than
one-fourth of the African student population.

Most of these children

were in the first standards of primary school, only 1,000 were in
secondary school (Standards 7-10),« and, of these, only 60 were in
Standards 9 and 10.
Industrial education was the first major attempt on the part
of the government to institute differential education, but it was
primarily a crude policy cloaked in the rhetoric of liberalism.

It

was not until the Nationalist Party came into power in 1948, unfet¬
tered by the coalition chains of the past, that a sophisticated policy
of differential education was to emerge in the form of the Bantu
Education Act.
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CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study is to trace the development of
policies governing the schooling of Africans in South Africa using an
historical framework.

It demonstrates that the development of such

policies occurred in four distinct, but certainly not mutually exclu¬
sive, phases:

first, as part of a Protestant rationalization for

imperialism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; second, as
part of the "evangalize and civilize" mission of the missionaries
during the eighteenth century and on; third, as part of the British
plan to control and "peacefully subjugate" Africans in the nineteenth
century; and fourth, as a means of social control and ordering for the
creation of a subordinate work force of cultivators and manual laborers
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
For the first 150 years of European occupation at the Cape,
western schooling for the indigenous population consisted of meager
attempts to convert and Europeanize the Khoikhoin.

The attempts at

conversion were bound to the church mandate to spread the Gospel,
which was entwined in the Dutch East India Company's charter.

A

westernizing program was undertaken to ensure translators and guides
for the fort who would be loyal to Europeans and their interests.
Through individual effort, the company succeeded to turn out only a
handful of such persons, of whom only one, Eva, placed the interest
of the company above her people.
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With the decision to colonize, the Khoikhoin and the San were
either slaughtered or decimated by European diseases.

They flocked to

the mission stations and, in the process, gave up much of their cul¬
ture and became cheap labor for the colony.

With the advent of slaves

in 1658, the Khoikhoin became more expendable in the eyes of the
colonist, with a resultant less attention paid to converting the
Khoikhoin.

Attention instead turned to the newly-arrived slaves, and

schools were established for their benefit (since the rationalization
for slavery was that it made it more convenient to convert the Afri¬
can).

Church ruling forbade the bondage of Christians, and, as the

idea of slavery in perpetuity became more acceptable at the Cape, the
ideas of schools became more unacceptable.
Schooling increasingly began to reflect all the racial eco¬
nomic and political tensions inherent in a white settler colony that
is governed by an ideology of white supremacy, as Europeans (colo¬
nists, metropolitans, and settlers) sought to bring Africans under
their hegemonic cloak.

Although each of the white interest groups

differed as to what sort of schooling, if any, Africans should re¬
ceive, they all agreed that education should serve the purpose of
maintaining white supremacy.

The question faced by those involved in

schooling was not whether Africans should be subjugated, but how and
to what degree.
It was not until the eighteenth century, with the advent of
missionaries, that the policy of using Christian schools for the
specific purpose of subjugation and the exploitation of labor came
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into being.

This method was to prove extremely popular for the first

century of British rule, under which education for blacks was intended
to serve a variety of functions.

Prior to the 1850s, it was utilized

to incorporate the Cape Coloureds (Khoikhoin, San and mixed races) and
detribalized Xhosa and Fingoes into the colonial socio-economic order.
It was also intended that, in the process, western education would
purge the Cape slaves of Islam.

The responsibility for the imple¬

mentation of schooling under the British, was primarily that of the
missionaries, who set about to strip Africans of most of their reli¬
gious and social traditions which cemented the structure of tradi¬
tional society.

They also demanded a change in values, clothing,

housing, mores, and other areas.

It was not until the twentieth

century that missionaries, responding to the resistence of Africans to
their radical demands, began to be more tolerant and more accepting of
African traditions.

Governed by their own reality, missionaries set

about to turn Africans into consumers of European goods and to convert
them to free enterprise capitalism.

Their mission was propelled by

religious zeal and an unassailable belief in the cultural and/or
racial superiority of Europeans.
The government-established schools within the colony were
initially open to all races, not because the British government was
color-blind, but because it intended to stratify the society along
class lines (as in England), rather than racial lines.

Settler pres¬

sure and a lack of commitment by the government to integrate schools,
gradually produced an unofficial policy of segregated schools.

In the
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frontier regions, missionaries were encouraged by the government to
establish missions which would serve both as a reservoir of cheap
labor and a buffer zone against Xhosa attacks.
As the colony expanded by Boers trekking into the area called
Natal and by wars with the Xhosa, schooling was conceived by the
government as a method of "peaceful subjugation," useful after the
establishment of military conquest.
were offered to missionaries.

Towards this end, grants-in-aid

It was believed that, once exposed to

the westernizing influence of the mission schools and after being
subjected to military assaults, Africans would cease to resist and
would instead willingly subject themselves to economic exploitation
and the paternalistic/oppressive rule of Europeans.

During this per¬

iod, large sums were expended on African education.

As the schools

for subjugation failed to produce the desired outcome, and as the
military prowess of the Africans became less of a threat, the
financing of such education gradually became markedly unequal to
whites.
Although the colonist had moved steadily to segregate schools
since the eighteenth century, it was not until the latter part of the
nineteenth century, after the military defeat of the majority of the
Africans, that schooling became truly differential.

As a settler

colony, there was no need for large numbers of Africans to fill the
skilled, semi-skilled, and civil service jobs.

Education policy for

Africans, therefore, focused on the creation of cultivators and manual
laborers.

The government moved closer to establishing a system
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of differential education based on industrial/agricultural education
for blacks and liberal arts education for whites.
For direction in the creation of industrial schooling, the
government, and those interested in the education of Africans, turned
to the black colleges and universities of the southern states of
America, notably, Hampton, Tuskegee, and Penn State.

While the pro¬

grams of these schools were of considerable interest to the colonist,
the curriculum, with its emphasis on European trades, was politically
unsound for white South Africa.

To placate the whites who feared

African competition in the trades, industrial education was redefined
to mean agricultural education.
Perceptions of mission schools varied among Africans, depend¬
ing on whether they were independent or mission residents; the former
considering the ability to "make words visible" intriguing, but unnec¬
essary, and the latter accepting it as a part of mission life.

By the

turn of the twentieth century, a large percentage of Africans viewed
western education as a means for survival in an increasingly hostile
environment.
In many respects, the government and the missionaries suc¬
ceeded in their attempt to Europeanize Africans:

by creating material

wants that could only be filled by wage labor, and by transmitting
middle class European values.

Educated Africans became a breed apart,

seeking acceptance by the Europeans, but feeling ashamed of their
past.

In many other ways, the European's education mission was a

failure.

Many Christianized Africans would not or could not break
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with the traditional ties that bound them.

They openly defied the

missionaries, seeking to redefine education away from training to be a
servile class, and viewing it, instead, as a door to the European
political and economic mainstream and/or a means to redeem Africa.
They fought to build colleges, define the schools' curriculum, and,
above all, to own and operate their own schools.
Despite African attempts to gain equality through education,
the triumph of the Nationalist Party in 1948 signaled the beginning of
a period when white South Africa would once again seek to assert its
domination over Africans through the notorious Bantu Education Act.
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